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LITTLE LEAGUE BEATS 'SAND-LOT'
WHEN KIDS HAKE TIlE CHOICE

By Elizabeth Petrangelo
University News Service

Little League baseball, long held right up there next to Mom and apple pie, has

been taking a beating in the past few years.

Some critics claim it warps children and fosters unhealthy competition. Others

think the stress is too great on the children who play, or don't play. Coaches and

managers can only argue feebly that the institution IIbreeds character. 1I

Criticizing Little League baseball has become popular sport, but at least one

researcher feels that Little League is not all bad. As a matter of fact, says Gary

Fine, assistant professor of sociology at the University of Minnesota, Little League

baseball is really quite good.

Fine has been studying Little League teams closely for the past three years, and

is nearly ready to wrap up research that is quite favorable. He studied teams in

Boston, Rhode Island and suburbs of Minneapolis and St. Paul, using participation,

observation, questionnaire and in-depth interviewing techniques. III got to know the

boys as well as I could, in some cases keeping score," he said.

Fine was after several bits of information: a measure of the success of Little

League baseball as a program, whether kids prefer organized Little League participa

tion to informal, "sand-Ioe kinds of activities, how friendship between team members

relates to individual ability,and a general picture of pre-adolescent culture, both

inside and outside the team structure.

Fine asked the Little Leaguers "How much do you like playing Little League base

ball?lI and gave them five choices, ranging from ;/extremely much" to "not at al1. 11

More than 80 per cent of the players answered lIextremely much." "That's a pretty

good record," Fine said.

Another measure of Little League's success with its participants Fine used was

the number of players who quit the team during the season. According to Fine, during

his first year of research, none quit, and during the second only two of 91 players

left the teams.

One of the criticisms commonly leveled at Little League baseball is that it is

too structured and controlled too much by adults. But Fine found that the majority

of Little Leaguers prefer it that way. When asked whether they preferred the Little

League structure or less structured neighborhood play, about 75 per cent of the

players said they preferred Little League play. Their most commonly given answer was
(:HORE)
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"In Little League, you don't get as many arguments and fights." Those players who

preferred less formal sports most often said "Everyone gets a chance to play all of

the time."

"Much of the adult criticism falls along these lines: 'When I was a kid, it was

so much easier. We'd just get a bunch of guys and play and everybody got a chance, '"

Fine said. "But I think parents often look back romantically on their own childhoods.

They forget about the problems on the playground and somehow feel that childre~ being

just with other children is purer than having them 'tainted' by adults."

And, Fine said, people have a tendency to overlook the times when things are

going smoothly on the team. "We overlook all the times that the parents, the kids

and the coaches are satisfied, when things are going well and everyone is cheering,"

Fine said. "On those few occasions where parents or coaches do yell at the boys, it's

remembered and is pointed to as a problem. The third problem is the way it has been

handled in the media," he said. "To say Little League baseball is bad makes a good

story. You don't have story when dog doesn't bite man:"

When he studied friendship patterns on a Little League team, Fine discovered that

those players who have high ability tend to have more friends on the team than do the

other boys. "The most popular boys tend also to be the best athletes," he said.

"They also tend to be bigger and older."

The friendship patterns in the teams Fine studied assumed two distinct types:

hierarchical and diffuse. On a hierarchical team, two or three boys emerged as strong

leaders. These boys generally were the most popular and had the most athletic abili

ty, and most of the other boys named these as their friends.

On a diffusely structured team, there was no evidence of an elite clique and the

boys who were most highly regarded did not necessarily hang around together, Fine

said. IlThe hierarchical kind of team gets much more upset when it is losing," Fine

said. "There is more crying and throwing of bats and equipment, more anger at the

coaches and at each other. The diffuse team is not happy to lose either, but there

is not the same kind of aggression when they are losing," he said.

The world of the Little League baseball player is the world of the pre-adoles

cent child. Citizens of that world have their own mores and traditions, their own

language, key words, jokes and nicknames that adults are not familiar with, Fine said.

Some of these jokes and words are strictly local while others are fairly constant with

children of the same age throughout the country.

"For instance, boys this age like to sneak up behind each other and yank each

other's underpants," Fine said. "On the teams I've studied in Minnesota, that's

called 'giVing someone a snuggie,' while in New England it was called 'giving someone

a wedgie.'" Boys on a team in Massachusetts call each other "gloms" when speaking

derogatorily, while in Minnesota they call each other "muff muffs. 1I

(MORE)
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last name. The next year, he was 12,

His nickname changed to "Hain Eye."

"On one of the teams I'm studying

Fine said. "It is not a hostile name,

Nicknames play' a special role on the Little League team and often reflect a

boy's status on the team, Fine said. "If a boy has high status and he dislikes the

nickname he is given, it is likely to disappear," he said. 'i If a boy has low status

and dislikes his nickname, his saying he doesn't like it will either have no effect

or will make the other kids use it more often.':

Some nicknames stick like glue, others change as the boy's status changes, Fine

said. He gave the example of an ll-year-old boy of relatively low ability and low

status. His teammates dubbed him "Haniac,H an uncomplimentary nickname based on his

a starter, and enjoyed relatively good status.

now, one of the boys is called 'Honkey Arms,'"

but it is a put-do~m. I'll be interested to

see if he's still called that next year."

Little Leaguers are often quick to call each other derogatory names when someone

goes against accepted notions of pre-adolescent male sex roles.-"if a boy hangs around

girls too much, or not enough, or cries when he strikes out, that sort of thing,"

Fine said. "There are three things they absolutely do not want to be--a 'girl,' a

'fag' or a 'baby. III

Fine said the three terms are often used interchangeably and will be used

against some boys almost automatically and against other boys almost never. "Some

boys would never be called these things because of their high status, even if they

were to do the same thing a low-status boy would be called names for doing," he said.

Fine feels that Little League baseball teams are a good place to observe pre

adolescent male culture in action, and that adults could profit from more of such

study. "It's useful and important for adults to know l'lhat children think,l1 he said.

"Pre-adolescents can be extremely sensitive to each other's feelings and at

other times can be extremely cruel to each other, sometimes on the same day," he said.

"That's really very characteristic of this period. 1I Fine cites a favorite quote

from child psychology researcher Fritz Redl on the subject: "Pre-adoleacence is the

period in which the nicest children behave in the most awful ways."

"They are lovely children and I have developed a close attachment to them each

year, but some of their behaviors just cannot be sanctioned, others can only be met

with amused tolerance and still others are just beautiful--adults could learn from

them," he said.

-008-
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LOPPNOW TO GO TO MONACO

(FOa IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Merle Loppnow, assistant to the director of the University Theatre, will be

an official observer at the Sixth World Festival of Amateur Theatres in Monaco,

4u8. 26 through Sept. 10.

He will r~present the American Community Theatre Association.

-UNS-
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CAUGHT IN THE CROSSFIRE:
PLIGHT OF THE MIDDLE-AGED
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By Haureen Smith
University News Service

Your young adult children are telling you that you're old-fashioned, you don't

understand, you're not with it.

Your aging parents are asking accusing questions: "Why do you let your daughter

live with that boy without marrying him? That is sinful, so why don't you do some-

thing about it?"

You are middle-aged, and that's just where you're caught: in the middle. "The

middle-aged person catches it from both sides," said Beulah Compton, professor of

social work at the University of Minnesota. "Many of them find that they stand on

very insecure ground. They are so vulnerable to criticism from the other generations

in the family. II

In a fast-changing world,she said, the role of advice-giver to young adult chil-

dren becomes very difficult. Parents can no longer say: "Do as I do, and when you are

my age you will stand where I am standing."

Even while the accusations are coming from the younger and older generations,

Compton said, so are the demands. Children may expect support through increasingly

extended periods of education. Parents are liVing longer and making their own de-

mands. If you send them off to a nursing home, you may feel guilt and something even

more unsettling: the knowledge that 20 years from now that's where you will be.

IIIn the last 100 years the life span has increased enormously," Compton said.

The result has not been simply to add years onto the end of life. Years ago, she said 1

people fit into three age groups: children, adults, and old people. Now two more

stages have been added: adolescence and middle age. "We've opened up the life cycle,"

Compton said.

Middle-aged people, and adults in general, are Compton's special interest. "If

(MORE)
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you look at books that purport to discuss the life cycle,ll she said, "you'll find

that a tremendous amount of attention is given to children and adolescents." More

recently, the aged have become a subject of study and concern. "Somewhere in the

middle, adults get lost,lt Compton said. "My assumption is that we learn all through

Iffe, Ii she said. "You don't jus t reach a plateau called adulthood and stay there."

Compton doesn't have any firm ideas about when middle age begins or ends. It

may come at different ages to different people. "My own tendency is to have it keep

starting later and later and going longer and longer," she said. Although she

wouldn't want to argue with anyone who set different years for middle age, she usually

thinksof it as starting at about 40 and ending at retirement age.

"Middle age may either sneak up on us or come as a crisis," she said. Most

often, she said, the recognition comes when people's bodies give them hints--or their

doctors give them warnings--that they need to slow down.

In middle age, Compton said, men and women become lIaware as they haven't been

earlier of the mortality of their bodies. 11 For a woman, menopause may be the sign

that she is well into middle age. A man may have problems with his weight or his

heart or his blood pressure. And Compton said that "increasingly in the literature

you see articles about the male menopause."

Whatever the specific physical changes may be, people see that their bodies are

changing and that "the changes are no longer fOrl-lard-moving and developmental,"

Compton said. "They're moving in the other direction." People start taking care of

their health not out of a desire to develop their bodies but in an attempt to ward

off negative changes.

Another reason for the new awareness of mortality, Compton said, is that "by the

time you're in the middle of ~iddle age you will have lost significant others through

death." People then begin to ask themselves: "If I have only so much time left, how

do I add up my life? When I look back 20 or 30 years from now, will I be able to say

I did some things I'm satisfied with?"

Just at the time people are asking these questions, events in their lives may

erode their sense of worth. A woman who has stayed home and poured herself into her

(MORE)
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family may be hit hard when her children leave home. Often this jolt coincides with

the physical changes of menopause. One resolution of the crisis, Compton said, might

be for the woman's wife role to expand. nShe can go on business trips with her hus

band, play golf with him. 1I

For a middle-aged man, Compton said, the crisis may come when he sees a younger

colleague promoted over him. All of a sudden he knows that he will not rise any high

er. From now on, his job responsibilities will be diminishing instead of expanding.

Even worse, a middle-aged man or woman may be let go as a company turns to

younger employees. "If you're a university professor and you have tenure, you may

not have to worry," Compton said. In industry, it can be tough. "Society is saying,

'We have no use for you. 'II

A marriage may be thrown off balance as a woman, freed from any worries about

childbearing, becomes more interested in sex just as her husband is worrying that he

is losing his sexual capacity (whether or not his fears are based in reality). "Men

and women may be out of sync," Compton said.

In an attempt to deny that he is middle-aged, a man may turn to a younger woman.

This may mean a severe crisis for his wife, especially if he divorces her to marry the

other woman. The loss of a marriage partner through either death or divorce is a

painful crisis faced by many people in their middle age, Compton said.

Finding a younger partner is an option that is "largely denied to the woman,"

she said. lilt's a tragedy, to feel suddenly unwanted. Our youth culture makes it

difficult for these women to socialize with younger groups. They tend to find their

social group among women who are similarly alone."

The middle years can be bleak. But, Compton said, they can also be a time of

creativity and growth. For people who have the resources, middle age may be a time

to go back to school, travel, start a new career, run for the school board, discover

art or music.

Some of the elements of a happy middle age, such as good health and financial

security, are beyond the individual's control. But to a large extent, Compton said,

a satisfactory middle age rests on the relationships and interests that the person

(MORE)
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has cultivated earlier in life. IlBeing active and curious about life is something

the person brings to middle age~" she said.

Marital or friendship ties to meaningful others are usually established before

middle age, she said. "If not, you'd better get busy. II Compton said, too, that

"relationships with children dont't get built in middle age." One of the joys of her

own middle age is sharing with her young adult children. "My kids and I can kick

around a lot of issues. I'm no longer giving advice--it's just the fun of two minds

working at something."

Because a satisfactory middle age depends so much on what has been built earlier,

Compton said, another burden of middle age may be the nagging question: iiWhy didn't

11'1 Middle age is lia very long time in someone I s life, II Compton said. alt I S a

critical time, and we haven't given it a great deal of thought."

-UNS-
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U OF U POLICE REPORT MIXED
IN ALLEGED THEFT INCIDENT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The report of an investigation by the University of Minnesota police department

internal affairs unit states that excessive force was not used in the search of

Victor Anoje, a Nigerian student who was stopped by police June 16 as a suspect in

an alleged locker theft.

However, the ruling states that Officer Robert Hanley may have taken "possible

inappropriate action" in making two statements to Anoje during his search and ques

tioning.

Anoje was stopped by Hanley after University police received a call from em
ployees in the architecture building reporting a possible locker theft. Several

lockers in that building have been broken into in recent weeks.

Anoje said he was not told why he was being stopped, that Hanley kicked him in

the legs several times and that he was told by Hanley "I have no time for people like

you," a remark Anoje interpreted to be a racist s.tatement. Anoje says Hanley also

told him that if he did not have proper identification, he would "sleep in jail

tonight. II

Anoje's student locker is in the area where he was first seen by the people who

called the police. He was released after he led the police officers to his locker,

opened it and produced identification.

According to University officials, a witness to the incident said he followed

Anoje from the architecture building to an area near Washington Ave. and Church St.

and identified Anoje to police officers as the person who had been in the locker

area for some time Illooking mysterious."

The witness has also stated that he did not see Hanley use force with Anoje,

nor did he hear him make the statement "I have no time for people like you."

About 30 members of the International Committee Against Racism (InCAR) con

fronted assistant police chief John Brooker, University vice president Walter Bruning

and President C. Peter Magrath'S assistant, Jeanne Lupton, in their offices June 27,

demanding that Hanley and another officer, Theodore Roy, be fired, and that repara

tions be made to Anoje for '~pain, insult and anguish suffered."

Roy, who did not participate in the search and questioning of Anoje, apparently

was associated incorrectly with the events because he is Hanley's partner and was I

___~(M~O~RE__) --I~
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present when Anoje asked the police officers for their names and badge numbers. Roy

has filed a complaint against InCAR with the Campus Committee On Student Behavior.

Hanley is scheduled to appear at a July 7 meeting with University Police Chief

Eugene Wilson. If Hanley admits to misconduct, Wilson will decide what sort of dis

ciplinary action is to be taken, and if Hanley denies acting improperly, he may

request a formal hearing at which testimony from both sides will be heard.

According to Wilson, there is a formal procedure that must be followed when a

complaint is filed against a University police officer. The "complainant" is asked

to put the complaint in writing, the officer is informed that he or she is under in

vestigation, and the case is then given to the police department's internal affairs

unit"with instrllctio:ls to make a complete and full investigation," Wilson said.

When that investigation is complete, Wilson studies the evidence and decides

whether or not there is "probable cause" to believe any laws or regulations have

been violated. A copy of the evidence is routinely sent to the county attorney's

office.

If Wilson feels University or union regulations may have been broken, he con

ducts a formal hearing, hears all of the evidence and makes a decision himself. His

decision is reviewed by Vice President Walter Bruning and the Assembly Committee on

Student Concerns.

-U1'J'S-
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PLANETARY HAZARD
BEGINS AS FINE SPRAY

By Michael Finley
University News Service
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Your refrigerator is going to kill you.

It's true--at least, it might be true. The problem is one that many of us are

vaguely aware of: fluorocarbons. And while no one is sure of the extent of the dan-

ger, one thing has been proven: fluorocarbons are destroying the earth's ozone

shield, and ozone is the only thing protecting us from the ultraviolet rays of the

sun.

"The problem centers around two members of the fluorocarbon family, fluorocarbon

11 and fluorocarbon 12," said Robert Carr, professor of chemical engineering and

materials science at the University of ~tlnnesota. "It first gained attention several

years ago when a few researchers became interested in seeing where small amounts of

inert chemicals--ones that don't react easily with other chemicals--went after being

released into the open air. 11

The inert chemical used in some of these experiments was fluorocarbon 11. What

surprised the researchers was that considerable amounts of it were already detectable

in the atmosphere.

Where did the fluorocarbon come from? Researchers noted that fluorocarbon 11

was a man-made substance--no natural source of it is known to exist--used throughout

the world as the pressure ingredient in aerosol sprays and the cooling chemical in

refrigerators, air conditioners, and freezers. Furthermore, they noted that the

total amount detected was almost exactly equal to the amount of fluorocarbons that

had been manufactured up until that time on earth. The fluorocarbons were diffusing

and as they diffused were slowly making their way up into the upper atmosphere, where

the ozone layer is.

(MORE)
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"The atmosphere near the earth is divided rather crudely into two parts, the

troposphere on the bottom and the stratosphere on the top, with a boundary area be

tween the two known as the tropopause," said Carr. "Back in the late '60s a research

group came up with a figure for the amount of fluorocarbons that had reached the

stratosphere over New Mexico. Five years later, that amount had already doubled."

Carr quoted estimates that fluorocarbon, or freon, presence has already de

stroyed 1 per cent of the earth's ozone layer and additional calculations that if

freon use continues unabated, within 20 years the ozone layer will have been depleted

by 7 to 10 per cent.

So what, right? Here's what: When fluorocarbons finally reach the ozone layer,

they react with the rays of the sun and break up into, among other things, chlorine

monoxide and molecular oxygen. Then a long chain of reactions--lO,OOO reactions per

atom of chlorine, in fact--occurs between ozone molecules and chlorine. In each of

the reactions, ozone is destroyed, leaving ordinary oxygen. And oxygen simply isn't

as good a filter against the sun's ultraviolet rays.

Again, so what? How can a few thousand cans of hair spray threaten the atmo-

sphere of an entire planet?

They can, Carr said, and it is happening right now. What we have to bear in

mind is that freons in spray cans are highly condensed--their transition from tight

liquid to loose gas is what makes the "spray"--while the molecules of ozone 20 and

more miles above the earth's surface are very rarefied--far apart.

In other words, there isn't all that much ozone up there in the first place,

and each atom of chlorine destroys 10,000 molecules of what little ozone there is.

We should also consider that the amount of fluorocarbon 11 produced each year on

earth is in the Vicinity of 500,000 tons.

"To date," Carr said, "a great deal of evidence has been put forth corrobora·t

ing the basic theory that freons are destroying the ozone, while to date not a single

solid argument has been offered to refute the theory."

What is less precise than the heavy statistical artillery brought to bear on

the question of-fluorocarbons is what might happen. If freons keep destroying the

(MORE)
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ozone throughout our lifetimes, what 1s in store for us?

Carr isn't saying. The fact is that the effects are largely unknown and the

dangers of ozone depletion are too far-flung to express in numbers. Among the long

list of speculations, however. are these:

--ultraviolet rays may penetrate through to the lower atmosphere and cause skin

cancer;

--the earth's temperature could rise;

--the polar ice caps might melt;

--the ocean levels might. accordingly, rise,

--there could well be harmful effects on v~getation and agriculture.

And on and on, each possible result leading to a host of other possible results.

each one permanently changing the nature of life as we know it.

Meanwhile, Carr said. the Food and Drug Administration's recent labeling law

("Warning: Freons Are Hazardous to the Earth's Upper Atmosphere") and the public's

growing awareness of the problem may be slowing down aerosol pollution of the ozone

layer. Ironically, free enterprise may be contributing to the rebalancing of natural

forces.

IlBut there seems to,me to be. perhaps. an even greater problem," said Carr. "The

shelf life of aerosols is only about six months, after which they cease to be a

factor. But the fluorocarbons used as refrigerants will be around for a long time.

And while we can learn to go from spray-on to roll-on deodorants, we are not likely

to retreat from modern refrigeration back to the days of ice trucks and salt preser-

vatiQn. 1I Carr and others around the world are at work now on non-fluorocarbon chemi-

cal refrigerants, but he says there's a long way to go yet.

Your refrigerator may indeed kill you. Carr wouldn't say that--scientists have

enough to think about without alarming the public with horrific possibilities. The

freon issue has been good to science in general. It's proven that good solid re-

search can't be denied, even by a flood of self-serving chemical industry press re-

leases.

Moreover, the controversy has
as hair spray and air conditioners
might we be doing wrong?
(AO,l8;Bl,2;CO;DO;El8;G3l)

a lot of people thinking. If such innocuous items
can pose a threat to life on earth, what else
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FIRST-BORNS SCORE HIGHER
ON APTITUDE TESTS

By Maureen Smith
University News Service

In the Old Testament story, Jacob, the second-born son, stole the blessing that

rightfully belonged to Esau, the first-born.

In more recent times,the first-born son of an aristocratic English family in-

herited the family title, wealth, and lands. Younger brothers made their fortunes

in the clergy, the military, or the colonies.

Throughout history, the accident of birth has meant special priVileges for the

first-born son. But this is the 20th century. Surely the law of primogeniture

isn't operative today.

David Wark, professor of psychology at the University of Minnesota and a first-

born child himself, cites evidence that there is what he calls a "primogeniture of

intellect" and a "primogeniture of eminence." Study after study, he said, has shown

a disproportionate number of first-borns among high achievers: British scientists,

Italian university professors, American astronauts, Rhodes scholars, National Merit

Scholarship finalists, people listed in Who's Who.

Several years ago Wark and his colleagues Edward Swanson and Judy Mack conducted

a large-scale study of the relationship between birth order and scores on the Minne-

sota Scholastic Aptitide Test (MSAT). They published their findings under the title

Why More First-Borns Go to College.

IlThat study's a little out of date, but all of the large-scale studies since

than have been consistent," Wark said. "I think ours was one of the very early

large-scale studies. I know it was the first one in Minnesota." The sample in-

eluded 22,538 females and 22,710 males--almost every high school junior in the state

in 1966.

If birth order and intelligence are related, Wark said, the study should have

(MORE)
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demonstrated that fact. "And strikingly, it did. 11

Mean MSAT raw scores fell with each descending birth order. For females, the

mean scores were 38.54 for first-borns, 35.79 for second-barns, 34.18 for third

borns, 32.84 for fourth-barns, 30.90 for fifth-barns, and 29.04 for sixth- and

later-barns.

For males, the mean scores were 35.91 for first-barns, 34.05 for second-barns,

32.31 for third-barns, 30.40 for fourth-barns, 29.05 for fifth-borns, and 27.17 for

sixth- and later-barns. Only children scored 38.14 (females) and 35.99 (males).

"The later the birth order, the lower the average verbal intelligence," the

authors concluded.

Since the study was published, Wark said, some new facts have emerged. One is

that only children tend to score slightly below first-barns. "In my study it began

to show up, at least for females, but I wasn't sharp enough to pick it Up,lI Wark

said. More recent studies have shown that only children of both sexes score slightly

below first-barns.

Another recent discovery, Wark said, is that there tends to be a more-than-

~. expected drop for the last-born child, whether second or tenth.

Both of these finding$ have led Wark and others to suspect that one advantage the

first-born enjoys is the opportunity to teach a younger sibling. Wark suggested that

parents find "a younger kid down the block" for their last-born child to play with

and teach.

A large age gap between siblings may lessen the impact of birth order on in

telligence, Wark said. "A youngster born after a gap of five or more years has a

chance to be sort of a first-born again."

One possible explanation for the greater intelligence of first-borns is that

their parents give them more attention and stimulation. Another is that their

mothers are younger and healthier and "give the youngster a better biological foun

dation." But Wark said the biological theory is somewhat undermined by the unusual

brightness of so many "surprise kids" born after parents thought their families were

complete.
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"The surprise kids tend to go in extremes and be either unusually able or un

usually slow," Wark said.

Wark is excited by the recent research of Robert Zajonc at the Michigan Survey

Research Center. Zajonc has looked at the proportion of births in each birth order

in a series of years and compared the average birth order for each year to SAT scores

17 years later. "The trend just follows along beautifully," Wark said. In years

when fewer first-borns were taking the SAT, scores were lower. Based on his study,

Zajonc has predicted that the current decline in test scores will be reversed as

more early-borns again take the test.

Already, Wark said, test scores in some elementary schools are beginning to

rise. Third graders in New York and third through eighth graders in Iowa are scor

ing higher than children in the same grades a few years ago. "It's turning around,

and that is really kind of eXciting," Wark said.

To Wark, the greater average intelligence of the early birth orders is one

argument for small families. He likes to tell the story of presenting his data at

a small Catholic college in Wisconsin. The dean of the faculty, a nun, inspected

the MSAT curves and asked: "Does the pope know about this?" But Wark cautioned that

while there are desirable characteristics associated with the early birth orders,

there may be "equally desirable characteristics that appear increasingly in the

later orders."

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS Al.~D ST.J PAUL CM1PUS EVENTS
July 10-16

Sun., July 10--St. Paul Student Center Galleries: "The African Baobab Tree,1I oils
by Rex Mhiripiri, North Star Gallery; Photographs by Margie Rieck, Rouser
Room Gallery. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-l0 p.m. Sun. Through July 29.
Free.

Sun., July 10--University Centennial Shovlboat: "The Black Crook" by Charles M.
Barras, directed by Robert Moulton. Sunday, 7 p.m., Tuesday through Friday,
8 p.m., Thursday; 2 p.m., and Saturday, 7 and 10 p.m. Thro~gh Aug. 21.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.

Mon., July ll--Coffman Gallery: Environmental Sculpture & Exhibit by Janet
Lofquist, Gallery I, through July 21; 20th Century Prints, Gallery II,
through July 29. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Free.

Mon., July ll--Film: "Tom Jones. 1t Northrop Aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Tues., July l2--Peppermint Tent: IIReynard the Fox'; by Arthur Fayquez and "The
'It's O.K.' Stories,1i in repertory, directed by Lisa Barck. Stoll thrust
theater, Rarig Center. Tuesday and Wednesday, 10:15 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.,
Thursday and Friday, 9;15 a.m., 10:45 a.m,. and 1:30 p.m. Through July 22.
$1.50. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Tues., July l2--Concert: Sam Fleitman. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., July l2--Film: liThe Hunchback of Notre Dame." North Star Ballroom, St.
Paul Student Center. 11:30 a.m. Free.

Tues., July l2--Recital: Richard Siegel, harpsichord. Scott Hall aud. 8 p.m.
Free.

Wed., July 13--Concert: University Summer Orchestra. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m.
Free.

IIRomanoff and Juliet" by Peter Ustinov,
Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m.
senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig

8 p.m.Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.

Thurs., July l4--University Theatre:
directed by Jean A., Montgomery.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and
Center and Dayton's.

Fri., July 15--University Theatre: "Romanoff and Juliet" by Peter Ustinov,
directed by Jean A. Montgomery. Whiting theater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.

Fri., July l5--Film: "The Thin Man. \1

Free.

Sat. July l6--University Theatre: i1Romanoff and Juliee' by Peter Ustinov,
directed by Jean A. Montgomery. Hhitingtheater, Rarig Center. 8 p.m.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact RONAELE SAYRE, 373-1516

HIGH SCHOOL MUSICIANS
TO GIVE CONCERT AT NORTHROP

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A month-long program at the University of Minnesota for high school musicians

from throughout Minnesota and from North and South Dakota, Iowa and Wisconsin will

conclude with a c:o_nC;fi!ft ouSunday, July 17, at -2 p.m. at Northrop Auditorium.

The 140 students were selected through audition and include band, orchestra

and chorus members. In addition to classroom instruction the students have

received individual instruction and participated in repertory sessions with the

Minnesota Orchestra, playing alongside a professional partner. Several musicians

from the Minnesota Orchestra serve as instructors for the Music Honors Program.

The program is headed by Richard Sieber of Continuing Education in Music and

is sponsored by Summer Session.

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further inf~atiOn \
contact BILL HUNTZICKER, 373-7512

REGENTS WILL BE ASKED
TO NAME BROWN 'u' V.P.

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Donald P. Brown has been recommended to succeed James F. Brinkerhoff as vice

president for finance at the University of Minnesota.

Brown, 41, who has been serving as acting vice president for seven months, was

selected by a search committee and University President C. Peter Magrath to take the

position permanently.

The appointment is subject to the approval of the Board of Regents at their

July 15 meeting in Rochester.

Brown was selected from among 230 nominees for the position, three of whom were

formally interviewed. The other two interviewees were Robert Atwell, president of

Pitzer College in Claremont, Calif., and Joseph Diana, vice president for adminis-

trative affairs at the University of Illinois.

In a letter to the regents, Magrath said that Brown had the "added advantage of

understanding the University of Minnesota and the state environment in which it must

work in order to be effective.

"In recent months, I have been highly impressed with the excellent working re-

1ationships he has been able to establish with key legislators and state government

offic1als,i1 Magrath said.

Brown's office will be assuming the additional responsibilities of coordinating

the preparation of the University's biennial legislative request with Stanley B.

Kegler, vice president for institutional planning and relations.

Part of this reorganization will include the transfer of the Office of Manage-

ment Planning and Information Services (MPIS), which prepares the University's legis-

1ative request, to Brown's jurisdiction.

(MORE)
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The $49,OOO-a-year position already includes responsibility for the University's

budget preparation, physical plant maintenance, fund-raising efforts and other finan

cial matters.

"Brown believes that the finance officer must act as support to the academic

needs of the institution. He is a strong advocate of openness and has the creative

ability to see solutions where others may see confrontation as the only possibility,"

Magrath said.

Brown has been with the University since 1970 and has been assistant vice presi

dent for finance and administration, director of investments and cash management,

and associate director of development.

He was director of planning for Dain, Kalman and Quail, Inc., of Minneapolis

from 1968 to 1970 and has worked for Monsanto and Westinghouse Electric Co. of

St. Louis, Mo.

Brinkerhoff left Minnesota last December to become vice president and chief

financial officer of the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.

-UNS-
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NEl.vS PEOPLE: For further information
contact W. R. HAFLING, 373-5193

REPORT ON LAKE SUPERIOR
NORTH SHORE NOW AVAILABLE

(FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE)

IIEnvironmenta1 Geology of the North Shore," a report from the Minnesota Geo-

logical Survey at the University of Minnesota, is now available to the public. The

report is part of the State of Minnesota's Coastal Zone Management Program adminis-

tered by the State Planning Agency with funding from the U.s. Department of Commerce.

The report covers the geological history and processes that have formed the

North Shore of Lake Superior and the natural resources, constraints and hazards that

affect land use. Sixty maps included in the report show the landforms, surface

geology, bedrock geology, depth to bedrock and economic geology of each of the 13

Coastal Zone Planning areas.

The report was prepared under contract with the Minnesota Geological Survey

by Prof. John C. Green and graduate students Mark A. Jirsa and Carol M. Moss,

University of Minnesota, Duluth.

Copies can be inspected in the county court houses in St. Louis, Lake and Cook

counties and are available to public libraries from the State Planning Agency upon

request. Copies may be purchased from the Minnesota Geological Survey, 1633 Eustis

St., St. Paul, Minn. 55108 for $5.20 including tax and postage. (Payment must

accompany orders.)

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HUlITZICKER. 373-7512

HEllO TO Nm'lS PEOPLE

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will meet for two days this week

in Rochester, Minn.

The board's regular monthly meetings will begin with committee sessions Thursday

afternoon (July 14) at the Kahler hotel. The committee of the whole and the full

board meetings will be Friday morning (July 15) at the Hayo Foundation house in

Rochester.

Members of the Friedell family will formally make their presentation of the

Boutell Funiture Co. building in Rochester to the University Foundation at a

luncheon at 11;30 a.m. Thursday at the Kahler hotel.

The building on the corner of highways 14 and 52 is being donated to the

University by Morris T. Friedell, a Chicago physician, and his brother, Hymer L.

Friedell, a Cleveland physician. The building will be used by the University's

continuing education center in Rochester.

The $1.2 million structure has a $600,000 mortgage that will be assumed by the

University Foundation, which solicits and administers private gifts to the University.

Two regents' committees will meet at 1:30 p.m. Thursday. The physical plant

and investments committee will discuss purchasing the Southeast Minneapolis steam

plant from the Northern States Power Company for heating plant expansion and hear

a report on social responsibility in investments.

At the same time, the faculty and staff affairs committee will discuss the

University's policies on faculty members' consulting for business and agencies out-

side the campus.

(IlORE)
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At 3 p.m., the student concerns committee will discuss campus recreational

sports while the education policy and long-range planning committee will discuss

guidelines on hazardous biological material and review the boundaries of the Borris

campus.

William E. l~yberry, chairman of the board of governors of the l1ayo Clinic, will

be the featured speaker at an evening dinner beginning at 6:30 Thursday at the

Kahler. Mayberry will review Nayo institutions and programs.

The regents' committee of the whole will convene at 9 a.m. Friday to discuss

the 1977-79 University budget including tuition increases, discuss University and

11ayo Foundation relationships, discuss a proposed capital tmprovements request for

the 1978 Legislature and vote on the recommendation of Donald P. Brown as vice

president for finance.

The regular monthly board meeting will begin at 10:15 a.m. to take up the

recommendations of the committees. A luncheon will follow at the Mayo Foundation

house.

-mm-
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mUVERSITY OF ~IINUESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS
July 17-23

Sun., July l7---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: "The African Baobab Tree," oils
by Rex Mhiripiri, North Star Gallery; Photographs by }~rgie Reick, Rouser
Room Gallery. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through July 29.
Free.

Sun., July l7---University Centennial Showboat: lithe Black Crook" by Charles 11.
Barras, directed by Robert Moulton. Sunday, 7 p.m., Tuesday through Friday,
8 p.m., Thursday, 2 p.m., and Saturday, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 21.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's~

Mon., July l8---Coffman Gallery: Environmental Sculpture & Exhibit by Janet
Lofquist, Gallery I, through July 21; 20th Century Prints, Gallery II,
through July 29. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. llon.-Fri. Free.

Mon., July l8---Jazz CQncert: Steve Wright Big Band. Northrop Plaza. 8 p.m.
Free.

Tues., July 19---P~ppermintTent: "Reynard the Fox" by Arthur Fayquez and "The
'ItJs O.K.' Stories," in repertory, directed by Lisa Barck. Stoll thrust
theater, Rarig Center. Tuesday and Wednesday, 10:15 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.,
Thursday and Friday, 9:15 a.m., 10:45 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Through July 22.
$1.50. Tickets on sale at Rarig Center and Dayton's.

Tues., July 19---University Gallery: Intaglio Techniques: 20th Century, through
Aug. 19; Locks from Iran: Pre-Islamic to Twentieth Century, through Aug. 21.
Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon., Wed. &Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. &Thurs.,
2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Tues., July 19---ConCi@rt: Bob Hardy, folk and bluegrass. St. Paul Student Center
lawn. 11:30 a.m. Free.

Tues., July 19--Concert: Buckacre Bluegrass Band. Ivfall bandstand. Noon. Free.

Wed., J~ly 20---Fi1m: "This Sporting Life. II Northrop Aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Thurs., July 2l---Concert: Minnesota Orchestra. Northrop Mall. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Fri., July 22--Concert: Moose Wallow Ramblers t bluegrass band. Hall bandstand.
Noon. Free.

Fri., July 22---The Whole Coffeehouse: Moose Wallow Ramblers, bluegrass bane:!'
Coffman Union. Doors Iopen 7:30 p.m. $1.50.

Sat., July 23---Radio Show; "A Prairie Home Companion" radio show with Garrison
Keillor. Northrop Plaza. 6:30 p.m. Free.

-UNS-
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NEt-IS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JUDY VICK, 373-7515

AMERICAN INDIAN SPIRITUAL LEADER
TO SPEAK IN TWIN CITIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

American Indian spiritual leader Lewis Johnson will speak in the Twin Cities

next week and will be the honored guest at a feast and pow-wow.

Johnson, 42, whose Indian name is Sawaquat, is a member of the Arbrecrouch band

of the Ottawa tribe. He lives in Indianapolis, Ind.

Experiences as a spiritual leader in the modern world will be discussed in his

lecture Thursday (July 21) at 3 p.m. in room 307-9 of Coffman Union at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota, Twin Cities. He will speak in the Minneapolis Regional Native

American Center auditorium, 1530 Franklin Ave. E., Friday (July 22) at 3 p.m.

A feast and pow-wow in his honor will be held at the Waite Neighborhood House,

2529 13th Ave. So. Minneapolis, beginning at 5 p.m. Thursday (July 21).

All events are open to the public with no admission charge.

-Ul~S-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HUNTZICKER, 373-7512

U OF M REGENTS
APPROVE BUDGET

(FOR nofi1EDIATE RELEASE)

A $513 million 1977-78 University of Minnesota operating budget was approved

Friday by the Board of Regents at their meeting in Rochester.

The budget includes $5.7 million in tuition increases which had been announced

earlier.

University President C. Peter ~lagrath said tuition and student aid policies

will be discussed at a regents' retreat Aug. 11 in l1inneapolis.

The University's budget includes $45.5 million in tuition and fees, compared

with $39.8 million in tuition and fees in 1976-77.

State appropriations for general operations and maintenance in the budget

total $150 million compared with $134 million last year. The total budget figure

for last year as $463 million.

-UNS-
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U OF MGAINS ONE,
LOSES ONE VP

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota gained one vice president and lost another at its

Board of Regents meeting Friday in Rochester, Minn.

The resignation of Walter H. Bruning, who will leave the University Sept. 1 to

become vice president of data base development for TECHNOTEC, was announced by

University president C. Peter Magrath. TECHNOTEC is Control Data Corporation's

world wide technology exchange service and is based in Minneapolis.

Bruning, 38, is currently vice president for administrative operations at the

University. At TECHNOTEC, he will manage an inventor's file, 'nIl be in charge of

deve10p~ng data on solar energy and agriculture, and will handle the transfer of

special technology to less developed countries.

One of l1agrath's first actions as new University of Minnesota president in

1974 was to hire Bruning, who had been his colleague at the University of Nebraska.

Bruning, who holds a doctor of philosophy degree in physical chemistry, began

at Nebraska in 1965 as assistant professor of chemistry. He later served as

assistant dean of faculties, assistant vice president for the University of Nebraska

system and director of the computer network.

The regents also approved the appointment of Donald P. Brown as vice president

for finance to succeed James F. Brinkerhoff. Magrath's selection of Bro,~, 41, was

announced last week. His appointment was subject to regents' approval.

Brown has been acting as vice president for the past seven months and was

chosen from a pool of 230 applicants and nominees.

(MORE)
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In other action, the regents named Robert J. Odegard associate vice president

for development. Odegard had been executive director of the University of

Minnesota Foundation and director of development.

Odegard, 56, will report to Brown. The change is a promotion for Odegard,

but does not alter his responsibilities, Magrath said. Odegard was a broker with

the Minneapolis investment firm of Dain, Kalman and Quail from 1966 to 1970, when

he joined the University as development director.

Odegard 1s a native of Princeton, Minn., where he lived until 1966. He holds

a degree in agriculture from the University of Minnesota and is a former farm

manager and automobile dealer.

The regents also approved the appointment of William E. Gardner as dean of

the College of Education. Gardner has been serving as acting dean since September,

1976. He has also been associate dean and assistant dean of the College.

A former professor and chairman of the department of secondary education,

Gardner holds bachelor's, master's, and doctor of philosophy degrees from the

University of Minnesota.

Joseph A. Resch was named head of the neurology department and Rolando R.

Hinojosa Smith was named chairman of the Chicano studies department. The

regents also appointed Phillip Carey director of minority student affairs.

-UNS-
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MINNESOTA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
PUBLISHES NEU BEDROCK MAPS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Eleven new bedrock geology maps of northeastern Minnesota and a gravity map of

east central Minnesota are now available from the Minnesota Geological Survey at the

University of Minnesota.

According to survey director Matt Walton, the bedrock maps show rock formations

within areas of about 50 square miles each. These 11 maps include the Lost Lake

quadrangle in St. Louis County, the Esko quadrangle in St. Louis, Carlton and Cook

Counties, Beth Lake, Kelson Mountain, Eagle Mountain, Brule Lake, Cherokee Lake,

Pine Mountain, Lima Mountain, Alice Lake, and Lake Polly.

The gravity map covers Anoka, Chisago, and Isanti Counties and parts of Pine,

Kanabec, Mille Lacs, Benton, Sherburne, Wright, Hennepin, Ramsey, and Washington

Counties.

IiSmall, but measurable, variations in the earth's gravity are associated with

variations in the density of underlying rock masses," Walton said. "Maps of these

variations in gravity are a useful tool for the geologist in mapping bedrock geology,

especially in areas where the bedrock is largely concealed beneath soils and un-

consolidated glacial deposits."

Copies of the maps may be purchased or ordered by mail for $4.50 each (prepaid)

from the Minnesota Geological Survey, 1633 Eustis St., St. Paul, Minn. 55108.

(Minnesota residents must add 4 per cent sales tax.)

-UN5-
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NEl~S PEOPLE: For further information
contact EDWIN EMERY, 373-3176

JOURNALISM EDUCATOR
RALPH CASEY DIES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Dr. Ralph D. Casey, pioneer in American journalism education and nationally

known scholar in public opinion and propaganda, died Saturday (July 16) in Seattle.

He was 87.

Regarded as the chief architect of the University of Minnesota School of Journ-

alism and Mass Communication, Dr. Casey served as its head from 1930 to 1958. "He

and his associates laid the foundations for the school's present national ranking,"

his successor as director, Dr. Robert L. Jones, said.

Friends in Seattle said funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Tuesday at

Wright Mortuary. He will be buried at Queen Anne's cemetery with other family

members. He had no immediate survivors. Mrs. Casey died in 1967. Memorials may

be sent to the Lois Osborn Casey Scholarship Fund at the University of Minnesota

School of Journalism.

Casey was a pioneer in developing a journalism school curriculum that blended

professional instruction with courses based in the social sciences. Under his

direction, the Minnesota school was the first to establish a research division for

the study of mass communications, and developed a graduate program leading to the

Ph.D. degree.

Casey won both the Sigma Delta Chi and Kappa Tau Alpha research awards in 1946

for his co-editorship of bibliographies in the field of public opinion and propa-

ganda with Harold D. Lasswell and Bruce Lannes Smith. He was co-editor with his

longtime friend, Frank Luther Mott, of "Interpretations of Journalism. 1I

(MORE)
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He was editor of Journalism Quarterly, research journal for the journalism

field, from 1935 to 1945 and held a Guggenheim Fellowship to study British media and

elections in 1938. In 1951 the American Society of Newspaper Editors named him an

honorary member in recognition of his educational career.

Casey served as president of the American Association of Schools and Depart-

ments of Journalism in 1931 and again in 1957. He was a founding educator member

of the American Council on Education for Journalism, which sets standards for
J

accrediting journalism schools.

Casey was born in Aspen, Colo., May 8, 1890. He received bachelor's and

master's degrees from the University of Washington in 1913 and 1924, and a Ph.D. in

political science from the University of Wisconsin in 1929. He served as a re-

porter for the Seattle Post-Intelligencer and tbe New York Herald before becoming

a professor. He taught at the University of Montana from 1916 to 1919, the Univer

sity of Washington during 1919-20, and at the University of Oregon from 1922 to

1930.

Following bis 1958 retirement at Minnesota he taught at Stanford University

and the University of California at Berkeley.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF ilINHESOTA, 11INNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVElITS
July 24~30

Sun., July 24---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: I'The African Baobab Tree, II oils
by Rex lfuiripiri, North Star Gallery; Photographs by r~rgie Reick. Rouser
Room Gallery. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. lwn.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through July 29.
Free.

Sun., July 24---University Gallery: Intaglio Techniques: 20th Century, through
Aug. 19; Locks from Iran: Pre-Islamic to Twentieth Century, through Aug. 21.
i~orthrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. lIon., tfed. & Fr1., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. & Thurs ••
2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., July 24---University Centennial Shot,boat: liThe Black Crookll by. Charles 11.
Barras, directed by Robert lwulton. Sunday, 7 p.m., Tuesday through F~iday,

8 p.m., Thursday, 2 p.m., and Saturday, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 21.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.

Hon., July 25---Art Sale: Oriental Art Print Exhibit and Sale. Third floor gallery,
Coffman Union. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

twn., July 25---Coffman Gallery: Theater Designers Exhibit, 'Gallery I, through
Aug. 19; 20th Century Prints, Gallery II, through July 29. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Hon.-Frio Free.

Mon., July 25---Concert~ Craig Salminen duo. ~~ll bandstand. 12;15 p.m. Free.

Tues., July 26---Art Sale: Oriental Art Print Exhibit and Sale. Third floor
gallery, Coffman Union. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Tues., July 26---Film: iiBlood and Sand" \lith Rudolph Valentino. North Star Ball
room, St. Paul Student Center. 11:30 a.m. Free.

Tues. t July 26---Concert: Urban Arts Jazz Ensemble. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m.
Free.

Wed., July 27---Concert: John Eim-leck. l1all bandstand. 12 :15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., July 28---Square Dance: Wrong thly Grands with Randy Dougherty calling.
North Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. 7:30 p.m.

Fri., July 29---Concert: Cooper Street Band. r~ll bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Fr1., July 29---U Film Society: "F for Fakell by Orson lJelles. Bell Huseum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:15 p.m. $2.

(OVJm.)
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Fri., July 29---The Whole Coffeehouse: Utah Lumber and Coal. Coffman Union.
Doors open 7:30 p.m. $1.50.

Fri., July 29---U Film Society: "F for Fakeil by Orson t-1elles. Bell Museum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:15 p.m. $2.

- Sat •• July 3O---Dance: . Contemporary Dance System. Uorthrop Aud. 8 p.m. Free.

-U11S-
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(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE) Feature story from the
University of Minnesota
News Service, S-68 Morrill Hall
100 Church St. SEe
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Telephone: (612) 373-5193
July 21, 1977

MAJOR POWER FAILURES
POSSIBLE BUT IMPROBABLE

By Harve Linder
University News Service

)n {
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At 9:34 p.m. on July 13, New York City suddenly went black. The light of the

next morning found the city's mayor, Abraham Beame, steaming mad because the direc

tors of New York's big utility, Consolidated Edison, had vowed there would never

again be a repeat of the 1965 blackout that darkened the entire Northeast.

But it happened. And with the lingering heat wave, the rest of the country has

been asking, "Can it happen to us, too?"

"Of course it can," says University of Minnesota professor Vernon Albertson, an

electrical engineer. "Anything is possible. The only thing that is not possible is

lighting a safety match on a bar of wet soap."

But Albertson thinks people are too quick to worry over something that could

happen but most likely will not. Take for example the South Minneapolis man who

wanted to know if he should put a lightning rod on his garage.

"I asked him if he had any tall trees in his yard,ll Albertson said. "He said he

had, but lightning had struck his garage. He had been liVing there for 30 years and

lightning had never struck his garage before. Well, it might be another 30 years, or

125 years before it happens again. But I couldn't tell him he didn't need a light

ning rod. That was for him to decide. I;

The New York blackout was said to have been touched off by a lightning strike

near a nuclear generating plant. With heavy thunderstorms as cammon as they are in

the Midwest during summer months, could a lightning strike black out the Twin Cities,

or Milwaukee, or Bemidji?

"It's not likely," Albertson said, adding that ordinarily, when lightning strikes

a power line or plant, the charge is dissipated over a device appropriately named a

"lightning arrestor."

liThe charge is made to pass over a series of small gaps," Albertson explained.

"Some of it gets channeled into the ground. u Then the device quickly switches back

to allow the normal flow of current to continue.

But lightning arrestors were in use when the New York blackout occurred. How,

then,could lightning have caused the problem? "I can't think of any physical reason

why they would not have worked, II Albertson said. "But obViously something went wrong."

(MORE)
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'Obviously something did. It may not have been the lightning arrestors, but

whatever caused it, there was a sudden loss of power in the sector supplied by the

nuclear plant. The sudden drain of power overloaded the surrounding sectors and the

sheet of darkness began to spread like so many dominoes falling over.

Regions covered by individual power companies are connected so that if one area

cannot generate enough power to cover its needs it can simply borrow energy from an

adjoining area.

"If an area goes out completely," Albertson said, "it begins to drain power

from surrounding areas." If the drain is too much, these areas can become overloaded

too, beginning the chain reaction.

"But sometimes," Albertson said, "if it gets going too fast, the only way to

stop it is by just shutting down a whole sector." This maneuver is called "load

shedding," a deliberate cutting of power to some customers to save the rest.

According to a story in the Wall Street Journal (July 15,1977) some utility

executives think that Con Ed may not have shed enough load fast enough. At any rate,

the whole system shut down, plunging 10 million people into darkness and setting off

a spree of looting and violence.

This time the blackout did not spread to the rest of the East Coast. Albertson

explained that utilities use giant 345 kv (kilovolt) lines to transmit power between

regions. The country is interconnected by a network by such lines. The Twin Cities,

for example, has lines that go as far away as Chicago and St. Louis.

It was because of the lack of protective equipment on this network that the

1965 blackout was able to spread as far as it did. At one time, it would have been

conceivable for a power blackout to spread over almost the entire country.

"Since 1965, all of the major utilities have put automatic circuit breaking

equipment on their main lines," Albertson said. The circuit breakers shut off the

flow whenever there is a possibility of an overload. "This is what is happening when

you notice your lights blinking off during a thunderstorm. They usually are open for

only a 25th of a second or so," he said.

But not all of the circuit breakers in a system are automatic or remote-con

trolled. The reason for the long delay in restoring most of New York's power was

that literally hundreds of circuit breakers had to be reset manually by crews working;

throughout the night and well into the next day. According to Albertson, the cost of

placing automatic breakers throughout the system would be more than anyone would be
willing to pay.

Besides, he said, major outages do not occur as often as most people would

imagine. "Most. powe.-r fail\1-r~s are confined to very isolated areas."

(MORE)
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Nor are overloading and lightning major causes of power failures. According to

Albertson, "Most power failures are the result of some kind of short circuit in the

system, probably caused by somebody running their car into a pole or something like

that. Sometimes during a storm, the wind will blow a tree or debris across a line.

That causes more failures than lightning."

There is something that citizens can do to help get the power restored in the

case of a blackout. "Turn off or unplug all lights, appliances and so forth. You

ought to leave one small light on somewhere so you'll know when the power is back
on again."

-UNS-
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'u' PROF SOLVES
UFO MYSTERY

By David Smith
University News Service

The case of the "Shoreview UFO" has been solved by a Univeristy of Minnesota

photography professor.

The mystery centered around two black-and-white photographs taken March 28 by

Tom Hislop, a l7-year-old high school student from the St. Paul suburb of Shoreview.

The photos, part of a class assignment, were supposed to have been of a pictur-

esque spring sunset. But when they were developed they revealed something else.

A bright object consisting of two oval-shaped rings and accompanied by a black

shadow appeared to be hovering in the hazy sunset several hundred feet above the

Shoreview skyline.

Hislop said that he did not actually see the object when he took the pictures.

"I was concentrating on the light meters of my camera and just snapped the two shots,lf

he said.

Some unusual qualities about the photographs made it seem that the pleasant,

auburn-haired young man may have accidentally photographed a UFO.

The object appeared only on the two negatives of the sunset and on no other

frames of Hislop's film. This suggested, at first glance, that the object was not

the result of some defect in the film.

The object also seemed to change positions in the two shots, which were taken

about five seconds apart. A "ringer," or halo, showed up when the image was en-

larged, suggesting the reflection of light by the object. Enlargement did not dis-

tort the object's features, either.

Finally, the possibility that Hislop may have altered the film intentionally was

discounted by several professional photographers. They noted the presence and clari-

ty of both the bright rings and the black shadow on both photos. Simultaneous

(MORE)
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effects like these would be difficult for a professional to manufacture, let alone a

person with Hislop's relative inexperience.

Still, Hislop encountered a great amount of skepticism about his photos. "There

weren't many people to go to who were seriously willing to talk about them," he said.

One person who accepted the photos at face value was Ellsworth Erickson, a

Mounds View High School photography instructor and Hislop's teacher. Erickson, who

has 40 years of photographic experience and was involved in aerial reconnaissance

during World War II, said that he looked at the negatives and was convinced the

photos were not the result of a defect in the film.

"He took the pictures under ideal conditions," he said. liBesides, I've never

seen air bubbles that look like this."

Frank Fuller, a reporter for the New Brighton Bulletin, also thought enough of

the photos to write an article about them which appeared on the front page of the

Bulletin. The article suggested the possibility that the "northern suburbsll were

being watched by a UFO.

The article generated a call from a resident of nearby Maplewood who claimed to

have seen "a bright yellow object" the evening before Hislop took his photographs.

Meanwhile, the astronomy department at the University of Minnesota received

prints of the photographs from reporter Fuller.

Assistant professor John Warner, who was the first in the department to see

them,maintained a healthy skepticism but was at a loss to explain the phenomenon.

He suggested that the original contact sheet prints be sent to Dr. J. Allen Hynek,

a UFO investigator at Northwestern University.

That is where the matter stood until last week, when James Brown, director of

the photojournalism sequence in the University of Minnesota's School of Journalism

and Mass Communication, received copies of the photographs.

After scrutinizing the prints, Brown became sufficiently intrigued to ask for a

look at the negatives.

(MORE)
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Armed with a magnifying glass, Brown carefully went over the two negatives and

found what he was looking for--"abrasions" and "contact marks" on the emulsion of

the negatives.

On the edges of the film near the wind sprockets, he discovered other ring

shaped objects which lined up perfectly with the objects on the main part of the

film. "The conclusive piece of evidence was the pattern of the defects," Brown said.

Brown feels that the abrasions and unusual markings occurred accidentally,

probably during the development of the film, though he is unable to pinpoint exactly

how it happened. "You'd have to go back over every minute from the time the film

was loaded until it was developed," he said.

However, he did give the photos credit for being somewhat unusual. "I've

never seen that kind of defect before," he said.

Hislop said that he was glad his photographs had finally been explained,

though he felt "a little disappointed" that they were only the result of some error

in handling the film. But, Hislop said, Brown's findings present him with a new

mystery.

"I've got a box full of about 2,000 negatives and this is the first time

something like this has ever happened. I'd like to know what went wrong," he said,

shaking his head.

-UNS-
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact BILL HUNTZICKER, 373-7512

ARVONNE FRASER TO
DISCUSS DEVELOPMENT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Arvonne Fraser, coordinator for women in development for the United States

Agency for International Development (AID), will discuss higher education and inter-

national activities at 1:30 p.m. Thursday (July 28) in 108 Peters Hall on the

University of Minnesota St. Paul campus.

Fraser will discuss programs for encouraging women to enter development related

fields, and interdisciplinary and family-oriented approaches toward reaching the

rural poor people of the world. She will also hear a report on the University's

international activities.

The program is sponsored by the Minnesota International Development Group, an

organization which grew out of meetings between social scientists and agricultural

development experts discussing University programs in less developed countries.

-UNS-
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HOME BIRTHS: PROS AND CONS
OF A GROt-VING TREND

"

y

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

There were 201 babies born at home in Minnesota in 1976. According to Minnesota

Department of Health preliminary figures, that's 68 more babies than were born in

homes the year before.

The trend toward home delivery is growing across the country, and three Univer-

sity of Minnesota experts feel it is important for prospective parents to consider

both the pros and cons of home birth before making the decision to give birth at home.

Some women may be choosing home birth because they feel it gives them more con-

trol over the childbirth experience, said Sharon Rising, director of the Nurse-

Midwife Service at the University of Minnesota.

Minnesota's program does not offer home birth as one of its options, but has

surveyed the couples who request the services of certified nurse-midwives. Their

figures show that many of the people who request nurse-midwives do so because they

hope to gain more control over the birth of their child.

Women tend to want personalized childbirth experiences, Rising said. IlSome of

our couples just want their own pictures on the wall, and even a request like this,

if denied, could encourage some women to deliver at home," she said. At home,couples

can determine their own surroundings, perhaps inviting friends and family to help

them welcome the new baby.

Many women want to avoid medical procedures, drugs and the tacit assumption that

they are ill, Rising said. According to an article in Women and Health (Sept.-Oct.

1976), the use of certain medical procedures and the more aggressive use of drugs may

be encouraged by a woman's presence in a hospital. Cost is another factor which en-

courages women to give birth at home, Rising said.

(MORE)
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Until the 1920's, most babies were born at home, helped along by a doctor or midwife,

sheets boiling on the stove and chloroform for the pain.

Safety was one factor accounting for the number of home births at that time.

Hospitals were dangerous places to be, said Gaius Slosser, consulting obstetrician

for Minnesota's Nurse-Midwife Service and a member of the Minneapolis Council of

Obstetricians. "Now, infections in hopsita1s are very unlikely," he said.

With the 1920's came the increased use of forceps and anesthetics and advances

in medical training, and women began to come to the hospitals to deliver their

children.

According to Preston Williams, professor of obstetrics and gynecology at the

University of Minnesota, the numerical risks of home birth are hard to measure

because nationwide statistics are notoriously sketchy. No one knows exactly how many

women and newborn babies experience problems that might lead to disaster if they were

to occur during a home birth.

Slosser's best estimate is that two or three per cent of all deliveries present

threats to the mother's or child's 1ife--threats that cannot be anticipated, that

occur in healthy mothers, and that require professional intervention and equipment

within minutes or seconds.

There are several key complications that could make home birth dangerous,

Williams said. The first is loss of oxygen to the fetus. Oxygen loss can be caused

by disruption by the placenta or a sudden onset of high blood pressure in the mother.

If untreated, this oxygen loss can result in the baby's death, mental retardation or

learning disabilities that may not be discovered for years.

The second type of relatively common problem is l:ma1presentation" of the fetus,

Williams said. tlMalpresentation" can mean breach birth, an umbilical cord wrapped

around the baby's neck, the baby's head turned the wrong way or a birth canal too

narrow for the baby to pass through.

Problems with uterine contractions also can occur, Williams said. Labor pains

may be strong enough but not coordinated, causing prolonged labor. Prolonged labor

(MORE)
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can lead to infections and undue strain on both mother and baby.

Other complications can occur after birth, Williams said. Some women begin to

hemorrhage as they expel the placenta and need a drug to contract the uterus. A

blood transfusion may be necessary. Others fail to expel the placenta, which can

cause infection or shock.

Williams stressed that most childbirths progress without complications, but that

no one can predict which delivery will be the problem delivery. "If you are the one

person in a hundred whose baby is born retarded because of a problem at home (deliv-

ery), you don't care how few other people have the problem," he said.

Although agreement may never be reached on which way is best--home or hospital--

there is a compromise available. Maternity centers are springing up in a few places

in the country. Such centers are in large homes, within minutes from hospitals, and

contain some emergency equipment, Rising said.

Birth rooms in these centers are set up to be friendly and comfortable, with

green plants and space for couples' personal possessions. Professionals working in

centers like this include doctors and midwives who believe that the childbirth exper-

ience includes more than blood pressure readings and timing of contractions, Slosser

said. Such centers offer coordinated pregnancy and post-par tum child health care.

Williams is not convinced that maternity centers are a good idea. "There are

now no maternity centers locally and many obstetricians, such as myself, oppose them

for safety reasons," he said.

However, increases in the number of home births as well as consumer demand may

encourage the establishment of such centers soon, Rising said.

-UNS-
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contact RONAELE SAYRE, 373-7516

SPEED LIMITS ANNOUNCED
FOR UNIVERSITY POLICE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota police squad ears will now have to observe speed limits

when involved in police chases.

Under the new limits, imposed by University Police Chief Eugene Wilson, squad

cars are not to exceed 70 miles per hour when pursuing traffic law violators. A

limit of 50 miles per hour was set for residential and campus streets.

The speed limits will not apply to hit-and-run offenses and officers will be

allowed some latitude in chasing felons who have committed crimes against people,

Wilson said.

Numerous citizen groups and studies have urged police departments to place some

limits on speed in police chases. Neither the Minneapolis nor St. Paul police de-

partments have set speed limits for squad ears involved in chases, Wilson said.

"I realize this order will not answer all of the questions involving high speed

chases," Wilson said. "It will provide guidelines and permit the officer to break

off chases without fear of being second-guessed or critized by his or her superiors.

"It also makes clear that the welfare of the innocent citizen is more important

than the apprehension of a minor offender, like the juvenile joy rider," he said.

In his general order, Wilson said the speed limits were set not to prevent

officers from carrying out their duties, but to place those duties in perspective.

"The University of Minnesota does not expect an officer to jeopardize his or her life

to apprehend a traffic violator nor does the community want itself exposed to un-

usual hazards over matters considered to be minor offenses," Wilson said.

The 50-mile-an-hour speed limit for campus and residential streets also will

apply to sections of Washington Ave. from Church St. to Oak St., and to University

Ave. between 14th Ave. and Oak St. during the hours that classes are in session. The

same limits will apPly to streets adjoining the St. Paul campus and the west bank.
(AO,5;BljCl) -UNS-
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BELL MUSEUM ANNOUNCES CHANGES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The James Ford Bell Museum of Natural History at the University of Minnesota,

Twin Cities, will be making several changes in hours and services effective Aug. 1.

The museum will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Saturday and from

1 to 5 p.m. Sunday. It will no longer be open on Wednesday evening.

The Jaques Gallery will be open to the public from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays

and during regular weekend museum hours.

Groups are still required to make reservations for tours of the Touch and See

Room but now will be charged for guide services. The Touch and See Room will be

open to groups with advance reservations until 3 p.m. weekdays and open to the

public from 3 to 5 p.m. weekdays and during regular weekend museum hours.

Call 373-2423 for reservations or for information.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MiNNEAPOLIS ·AND ST. PAUL CAMPUS EVENTS

July 3l-Aug. 6

Sun., July 31---University Gallery: Intaglio Techniques: 20th Century, through
Aug. 19; Locks from Iran: Pre-Islamic to Twentieth Century, through Aug. 21.
Northrop Aud. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. 1(on. ,Wed. & Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. &
Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., July 31---University Centennial Showboat: "The Black Crook" by Charles M.
Barraa, directed by Robert Moulton. Sunday, 7 p.m., Tuesday through Friday, "
8 p.m., Thursday, 2 p.m., and Saturday, 7 and 10 p.m. ThroUJh A~. 21.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at brig
Center' and Dayton's.

Mon., Aug. I---St. Paul Student Center Ga.l!.tries: Prints and Drawings by Mary
Guttormson. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Aug. 26.
Free.

Mon.., Aug. l--Coffman Gallery: Theater D~igners Exhibit, Gallery I; "29th Annual
Camera Concepts," Jur1ed Student Exhibit from Madison, Wis., Gallery 11.
:L0 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Frio Throuah Aug. 19. Free.

!ues., Aug. 2---Concert: Jim Davis and Dave Richards. St. Paul Student Center
lawn. 11:30 a.m. Free.

Tues., Aug 2---Concert: ])ave Merrill. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Wed., Aug. 3--Dance Demonstration: Rock and Roll Club. Mall. l2:l~.p.mfc Free.

Wed. 7 Aug 3---Concert: Howling Wolf, Jr., blues. Northrop Plaza.

Thurs., Aug. 4---Concer.t: "1980-Four," BarbershQ1? Quartet. Mall bandstand.
12:15 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Aug. 4--Square Dance: Wrong Way Grands with Randy Dougherty call~ng.

North Star Ba11room,St. Paul Student Center. 7:30 p.m. ,

Fri., Aug.· 5---Concert: Anja, folksinger. Mall bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Fri., Aug. 5---The Whole Coffeehouse: Michael Cooney. Coffman Union. Doors
open 7:30 p.m. $1.50.

-UNS-
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TO BE ESTABLISHED AT U OF 11

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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JULY 28, 1977

NEWS PEOPLE: For further information
contact JUDY VICK, 373-7515
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A campaign to establish the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs at

the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities campus, was announced today (Thursday,

July 28) at a news conference in Washington, D.C., by Vice President Walter F.

Honda1e.

The Humphrey Institute will be a significant expansion of the existing Univer-

sity of Minnesota School of Public Affairs, both in curriculum and in the addition

of several endowed chairs and privately supported visiting lectureships. The name

change will be effective July 1, 1978.

\;The goal of the project is to eventually build the Humphrey Institute into an

academic center on the scale of Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs in Austin,

Texas, which is funded in excess of $22 million," said Irving Shapiro, chairman of

the national campaign to raise funds for the institute. liThe goal of the first

phase of the private fund effort will be about $7.5 million. II Shapiro, chairman of

E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington, Del., is a native of Minneapolis

and a graduate of the University. Monda1e is honorary chairman of the committee.

The initial contributor to the drive is Curtis Carlson, chairman of the Univer-

sity of Minnesota Foundation, who will personally give $1 million in the name of his

Ifinneapo1is-based business, Carlson Companies, Inc. These funds will be used for

the I'Carlson Companies Symposium Series, n ,,,hich will bring distinguished national

and international leaders to the institute.

The institute, Mondale said, "will be dedicated to the recruitment, encourage-

ment and education of young men and women who show promise in political life and who

have the potential of serving with the same undaunted spirit of optimism that is the

world,dde trademark of Hubert H. Humphrey. il

(MORE)
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According to John S. Adams, director of the School of Public Affairs and

designer of the proposal, the institute will train students to be professionals in

public affairs, will offer expanded continuing education programs for people already

in the field, will help solve current public policy problems, with emphasis on the

legislative process, and will study publ;S.c policy questions to "perpetuate the
i~

forward looking, innovative and humane approach to public problems and public ser-

vice exemplified by Senator Humphrey's distinguished career." .

University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath called the creation of the

Humphrey Institute 'Ione of the finest hours for the University and Hinnesota.

l;Hubert Humphrey is one of the giants of American political life in the 20th

Century. His long and distinguished career of public service and his concept of

leadership should be preserved for tomorrow's generation of leadership. The Hubert

Humphrey Institute will accomplish these objectives, I' he said.

Humphrey (D-Minn.) graduated from the University of Minnesota in 1939 with a

bachelor of arts degree, magna cum laude, in political science and did graduate

work at the University in 1940 and 1941. In 1966 he received an honorary doctor of

laws degree from the University.

From 1945 to 1949 he was mayor of Minneapolis. He served in the U.S. Senate

from 1949 to 1964 and again from 1971 to the present. From 1965 to 1969 he was

Vice President of the United States.
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POOR WRITING SKILLS
CAN BE IMPROVED

by Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

John and Jane Average Student are having trouble writing, and it shows.

The writing ability of high school students dropped two per cent between 1969

and 1974, according to National Assessment of Educational Progress test scores.

Poor sentence structure, limited vocabulary and faulty logic accounted for most

of the drop in scores.

"The decline is not substantial, but writing skills have never been good enough

anyway," said Richard Beach, assistant professor of curriculum and instruction

at the University of Minnesota.

The "back to basics" movement--the currently popular notion that test scores

will climb again once schools stress the "three R's"--has as part of its focus th~

improvement of weakened reading and writing skills. But the "back to basics"

approach to writing may boomerang, Beach said.

"Teachers will just get out the old grammar books, even though research indi-

cates that knowledge of rules of grammar is not necessarily related to writing

ability," he said.

The notion of "back to basics" also implies a certain rigidity in the teaching

environment. But, Beach said, when teachers concentrate on rules and regulations,

time and encouragement for students to write is lost, even if more writing classes

are held.

Whatever the current educational climate, several steps can be taken to improve

student writing, Beach said. His research indicates that showing students how to

revise their own writing is especially important. Feedback from the teachers after

(MORE)
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the first draft is more important than feedback after the final draft, and is most

effective when it stresses the best aspects of the student's writing.

Next, the teacher should state what he or she feels the student is trying to

say. That way, the student can see that his or her intentions do not always come

through clearly in the writing. The student should then be asked to suggest specific

changes to make that intent clear for the final draft, he said.

An individual student-teacher conference works best for this kind of revision

work, Beach said, and works especially well with high school and college students.

However, if classes are too large, students can be trained to work together in pairs.

lilt is often especially effective when student writers see that even their own

peers can't understand what they are trying to say," Beach said. Such student cri

tics must be trained to begin with praise and descriptive statements instead of

global judgements, he said. Beach recommends this same writing improvement method

for adults.

Another method for improving writing skills is writing one's own autobiography,

Beach said. Most people are interested in the subject--themselves--have plenty of

material to draw on and are more self-confident and relaxed when writing about

themselves, he said. He recommends that the writer focus on a single phase of his

or her life rather than attempting to summarize all of it.

Autobiography writing can give the writer help in several types of writing,

including description, narration and exposition, he said. Students can interview

people they know, return to old neighborhoods for fact-gathering, and can relate the

evidence to ideas they have about themselves.

Other ways to improve writing skills include publication of the student's writ

ing in brochures or school publications and "in-service" work for teachers, Beach

said. In the San Francisco area, for example, superior teachers in the school

system are used to lead workshops for the others.

Student writers must learn to write for audiences other than teachers, Beach

said. They must learn to vary their writing according to "discourse types," includ

ing expository, argumentative, narrative and expressive writing.

As adults, they may not find it necessary to write in all of these ways every

day, but they should be able to write a good memo or letter and could find it help

ful to keep a journal, both to focus their thinking and to help them reflect on

their experiences, he said.

-UNS-
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'u' NAMES COMMITTEE
TO STUDY CONGDON GIFT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota has appointed a committee to study possible uses and

ways of financing the maintenance of the lakeside Duluth estate of Elizabeth Congdon,

who was murdered in June.

The University has found that maintaining such an estate is expensive, costing

more than $50,000 a year, according to Donald P. Brown, University vice president for

finance.

President C. Peter Magrath said the committee would study how the 39-room man-

sion could be used on behalf of some of the basic educational purposes of the Uni-

versity of Minnesota.

"This property presents an unusual opportunity and, also, frankly some difficult

challenges in terms of funding the maintenance and operation of the house, as well as

identifying possible uses and sources of funding for this unusual faCility," Magrath

said.

The large estate of Chester Congdon was purchased from a trust by members of the

Congdon family and given to the University in 1968, with the stipulation that Eliza-

beth Congdon have the right to live there until her death.

The elder Congdon, a Duluth mining magnate, was said to be among the richest men

in Minnesota when he died in 1916. He willed the estate to the trust from which the

family members purchased it.

The University has not been able to do a complete inventory of the mansion be-

cause portions of the house are sealed off pending criminal investigations of the

murder of Elizabeth Congdon and a nurse in the home, according to Robert Heller,

provost of the University of Minnesota, Duluth campus (UMD).

Heller, who will chair the committee to study the potential uses and finances

(MORE)
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of the estate, said he has received pressure to allow tours of the mansion.

,vWe feel that at this stage in the criminal investigation and, until such time

as the University has made some decisions on the future use of the facility it would

not be wise to have people going through it," Heller said.

Meanwhile, the University faces expenses just to maintain the estate, Brown

said. A groundskeeper, a house maintenance man and around-the-clock guards are

required to keep the 39-room mansion in shape.

Two of Chester Congdon's granddaughters have been asked to serve on the commit

tee. They are Mary P. VanEvera and Betsy R. Mason, both of Duluth.

Donald B. Shank, vi,ce president and general manager of the Duluth Mesabi and

Iron Range Railway Co., also has been asked to be on the committee.

University representatives on the committee are: Robert J. Odegard, associate

vice president for development; William Fleishman, UMD, professor of sociology and

anthropology~ and Harold Miller, dean of continuing education and extension.

Odegard said the University would like to maintain the house as a conference

center as the Congdon family had desired. He said it would be used primarily by

the Duluth campus.

Regent Erwin Goldfine, owner of Duluth retail stores, said the estate includes

some salable land with "no strings attached" to the acquisition by the University.

"It is very valuable, beyond the mansion," Goldfine said. "It's certainly the

choicest piece of land in the City of Duluth. I don't want anybody tofuink we don't

have a liquid asset in this estate. It is a liquid asset in my opinion."

Magrath told the regents last month that he has asked University development

people to review future gifts to see whether there are others that could involve

unforeseen expenses.

-m~s-
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BUSINESS DEALS: HOW OFTEN
SEALED OVER COCKTAILS

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

The "business lunch" has acquired a mystique all its own. A sizzling steak or

plump lobster is savored with several mellow cocktails and spiced with hours of con-

fidential conversation. Executive types discuss orders and contracts, season the

session with stories of office politics and relish writing the whole banquet off as

a business expense.

But this image does not stack up against actual practice, according to research

conducted by a University of Minnesota professor and a Control Data Corporation

manager.

William Rudelius, a marketing professor at the University, and Paul Halvorson,

a Control Data manager who was a graduate student at the University while the re-

search was conducted, interviewed 30 Midwestern industrial buyers and 30 sales

people separately. They found that, while business lunches are seldom spartan or

free of ethical implications, they are quite businesslike and seem worth the time and

money they consume.

The average business lunch involving an industrial buyer and a sales person costs

about $20 at today's prices, takes about an hour and a half, including transportation

time, and usually includes one or two cocktails per person.

Those interviewed said they usually discussed the quality and delivery of the

sales products in question at lunch, but seldom negotiated prices at the table. One

buyer said he preferred to bargain on price in his office, where he felt he "had the

upper hand," Halvorson said.

Buyers and sellers generally agreed that the purpose of the business lunch was

to get to know the lunch partner better. They also agreed that the lunches helped in

conducting buyer-seller business without office distractions, Rudelius said. This

(MORE)
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business talk most often included discussions of sales and contract terms, as well

as information about each other's firms and current market conditions.

Those interviewed all felt that business lunches were worth the time and money,

and changing the practice substantially appealed to very few of them, Halvorson said.

Neither the buyers nor the sellers felt that following an agenda, shortening such

lunches or eliminating drinks would improve such meetings.

Both groups did agree, however, that the presence of an engineer or quality

control specialist might make such sessions even more productive, and the sales

people expressed a desire that more than a half hour out of the hour and a half

lunch be devoted to the business at hand.

"There was only one real disagreement between buyers and sellers about the

lunch," Rudelius said. "Sales people wanted to include the buyer's superior in the

luncheon, but the buyers did not."

The business lunch may proceed smoothly and agreeably as is, but does it result

in more business being conducted between buyer and seller? Those interviewed felt

that such lunches led to closer personal relations with their business contacts and

helped them get their jobs done. But respondents stressed that more orders were

placed with the luncheon host only if all other things were equal.

"This is a sensitive ethical issue with three possibilities," Rudelius said.

"There may be no influences at work, or the buyer may become biased towards the

luncheon host and place more orders with that person. Or a buyer might bend over

backwards to be fair and end up placing fewer orders with the sales people who do the

wining and dining. One seller, who often took buyers to lunch, reported that more

orders are typically placed before the lunch than after the lunch. 1I

Business people can fall into an ethical thicket when sales people spend two

or three lunch hours and about $50 a week entertaining buyers, the buyers don't see

themselves as being influenced by a meal and both groups like the custom too well

to stop it, Rudelius said.

TIle problem of undue influence of seller over buyer is especially acute with

industrial products too technical in nature to be sold through advertising, Rudelius

(MORE)
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said. This situation could apply to such products as customized pollution equip

ment, exotic military supplies and special services, like advertising.

The ethical issues of business lunches are being addressed by some companies

now, Halvorson added. Buyers are being given their own expense accounts on the

theory that they should buy both lunches and look on the experience as using an

extra hour for business. Other companies are trying to forbid alcohol at business

lunches. Most companies require multiple bids on purchases of more than $1,000 for

products that can be ordered from more than one seller, and decisions to buy unique

products are often made by committees.

Practical problems of business lunches exist, too, and may be even harder to

resolve. Halvorson gained 18 pounds during his first year of employment, rein

forcing at least part of the stereotype of the business lunch--the steak and lobster

part.

-UNS-
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'u' OFFICIALS WITHHOLD
COMMENT ON SPORTS RULING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota officials are withholding comment on the Eighth Circuit

Court of Appeals ruling that puts the entire Gopher intercollegiate athletic program

back on indefinite probation.

"Obviously, I'm disappointed in the decision," University President C. Peter

ttagrath said, but added, "I don't feel that I can comment further until we really
\

have a chance to dig into this and see what possible options might be available to

us."

The appeals court overturned U.S. District Court Judge Edward Devitt's in-

junction, which had prevented the indefinite probation that the National Collegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA) had imposed on Gopher sports.

University officials will meet Friday morning to discuss whether to pursue

their efforts to maintain the eligibility of basketball players Michael Thompson,

David Winey and Phillip Saunders.

Thompson, a senior center, holds Minnesota and Big Ten scoring records and was

named Collegiate Player of the Year by Basketball Weekly last season. Winey, a

senior forward, was named the most improved player on the team after his sophomore

year.

Saunders has graduated and is now head basketball coach at Golden valley

Lutheran College.

The appeals court upheld the University's contention that the players do have

a "property right" to play basketball, but disagreed with the argument that due

process was not accorded them in depriving them of their eligibility.

The dispute between the University and the NCAA centered around "due process"

(MORE)
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hearings that the University held for the three players before declaring that they

were eligible for play, thereby challenging the NCAA.

Two University committees--the Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics

(ACIA) and the Campus Committee on Student Behavior (CCSB)--found that ineligibility

was too harsh a penalty for the violations committed and that the University had not

properly informed the student athletes of NCAA rules.

In its ruling, the appeals court noted that the University committees found no

disagreement with the facts of the case, namely that the student athletes had

committed the violations.

Under its contract with the NCAA, the University is required to determine only

the facts of the case in such due process hearings, and that, given the facts in

volved, the University was then bound to declare the players ineligible, the court

ruled.

The court said that neither the courts nor the University could decide the

harshness of the penalty nor the extent of "mitigating circumstances," but that

authority rests with the NCAA.

"tole also appreciate that the violations with which at least Winey and Saunders

were charged were minor violations and that even Thompson's violation was not

particularly serious,1l the court said in the ruling written by Judge Martin D. Van

Oosterhout.

"Nor have we discovered any basis for dOUbting the University's good faith

belief that the Association was in fact penalizing it for affording Thompson, Winey

and Saunders what the University genUinely believed to be required by the four

teenth amendment.

"On the other hand, the Association seeks to vindicate its own authority to

interpret its own rules, an authority which we agree is of the utmost importance to

the execution of the Association's salutary goals.

ilIn addition,1I the ruling said, "we do not view the Association's dealings with

the University as unduly harsh or abusive. II

(MORE)
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The court noted that the NCAA has said the University's penalties would be

"reconsidered reduced or eliminated" once the players were declared ineligible and

that "the Association has already once reduced the penalty against Thompson to

ineligibility for 14 games .Ii

These issues, the ruling said, were irrelevant to the decision which the court

said must be confined to the due process and constitution argument between the Uni

versity and the NCAA.

The court said that the University could have declared the players ineligible

in May, 1976, because, at that time, there had been hearings that found no disagree

ment with the facts on which the NCAA had made its decision.

Thompson is accused of selling his cocpl1mentary season tickets valued at

$78 for $180. Winey is accused of spending two holidays at the home of a basketball

booster and his family.

In a supporting opinion, Judge Uyron H. Bright said, "this court lacks the

power in this case to redress the apparent moral wrong absent a constitutional

violation. 11

The court also ruled, in effect, that the player's ignorance of the complex

NCAA rules did not exempt them from being penalized for violating them. The sins of

the fathers--basketball coaches--were unjustly being visited upon the "relatively

innocent" sons--the players, Bright wrote.

"I don't have comments to make of a substantive sort until I've had a chance

to study the opinions and review them with legal counsel," Magrath said.

The University's options apparently include pursuing the case further in court,

declaring the players ineligible or accepting the indefinite probation against all

sports.

The probation prohibits the University from playing in post-season NCAA games

and NCAA televised games and receiving revenue from televised games.
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS AlID ST. PAUL CAl1PUS EVENTS
" , Aug. 7-13

Sun., Aug. 7---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Prints and Drawings by Mary
Guttormson. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon.-Sat., noon-10 p.m. Sun. Through Aug. 26.
Free.

Sun., Aug. 7---University Gallery: Intaglio Techniques: 20th Century, thf~u8h
Aug. 19; Locks from Iran: Pre-Islamic to Twentieth Century, through Aug. 21.
Northrop Aug. 11 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon., Wed. &Fri., 11 a.m.-8 p.m. Tues. &
Thurs., 2-5 p.m. Sun. Free.

Sun., Aug. 7---University Centennial Showboat: "The Black Crookll by Charles U.
Barras, directed by Robert Moulton. Sunday, 7 p.m., Tuesday through Friday,
8 p.m., Thursday, 2 p.m., and Saturday, 7 and 10 p.m. Through Aug. 21.
$3.50 public, $2.50 students and senior citizens. Tickets on sale at Rarig
Center and Dayton's.

Mon., Aug. 8---Coffman Gallery: Theater Designers Exhibit, Gallery I; "29th Annual
Camera Concepts,ll Juried Student Exhibit from Uadison, Wis., Gallery II.
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Through Aug. 19. !ree.

Tues., Aug. 9---Film: "The Generalll with Buster Keaton. North Star Ballroom,
St. Paul Student Center. 11:30 a.m. Free.

Tues., Aug. 9---Concert: Dan Jahr. 11811 bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.

Tues., Aug. 9---Fllm: "Henry V." Northrop Aud. 8 p.m. Free.

Wed., Aug. 10---Concert: University Summer Orchestra. liorthrop mall. 12:15 p.m.
Free.

Wed., Aug. 10--Play: "Brother Champ" l~itten and directed by Michael Kassin,
performed by Mixed Blood Theatre Company. Theater-lecture ball, Coffman
Union. 1:30 p.m. $2 public, $1 students.

Wed., Aug. 10---Jazz Concert: Hall Brothers. Northrop Plaza. 8 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Aug. ll---Concert: University Summer Orchestra. Northrop Uall. 8 p.m.
Free.

Fri., Aug. l2---Concert: Cooper Street Band. }~ll bandstand. 12:15 p.m. Free.
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'u' OFFICIALS WITHHOLD
COMMENT ON SPORTS RULING

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota officials are withholding comment on the Eighth Circuit

Court of Appeals ruling that puts the entire Gopher intercollegiate athletic program

back on indefinite probation.

"Obviously 9 I'm disappointed in the decision," University President C. Peter

Magrath said, but added 9 "I don't feel that I can comment further until we really

have a chance to dig into this and see what possible options might be available to

us."

The appeals court overturned U.S. District Court Judge Edward Devitt's in-

junction, which had prevented the indefinite probation that the National Collegiate

Athletic Association (NCAA) had imposed on Gopher sports.

University officials will meet Friday morning to discuss whether to pursue

their efforts to maintain the eligibility of basketball players Michael Thompson,

David Winey and Phillip Saunders.

Thompson, a senior center, holds Minnesota and Big Ten scoring records and was

named Collegiate Player of the Year by Basketball Weekly last season. Winey, a

senior forward, was named the most improved player on the team after his sophomore

year.

Saunders has graduated and is now head basketball coach at Golden valley

Lutheran College.

The appeals court upheld the University's contention that the players do have

a "property right ll to play basketball, but disagreed with the argument that due

process was not accorded them in depriving them of their eligibility-

The dispute between the University and the NCAA centered around "due process"
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hearings that the University held for the three players before declaring that they

were eligible for play, thereby challenging the NCAA.

Two University committees--the Assembly Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics

(ACIA) and the Campus Committee on Stud~nt Behavior (CCSB)--found that ineligibility

was too harsh a penalty for the violations committed and that the University had not

properly informed the student athletes of NCAA rules.

In its ruling, the appeals court noted that the University committees found no

disagreement with the facts of the case, namely that the student athletes had

committed the violations.

Under its contract with the NCAA, the University is required to determine only

the facts of the case in such due process hearings, and that, given the facts in-

vo1ved, the University was then bound to declare the players ineligible, the court

ruled.

The court said that neither the courts nor the University could decide the

harshness of the penalty nor the extent of "mitigating circumstances," but that

authority rests with the NCAA.

"tole also appreciate that the violations with which at least Winey and Saunders

were charged were minor violations and that even Thompson's violation was not

particularly serious ,'I the court said in the ruling written by Judge Martin D. Van

Oosterhout.

"Nor have we discovered any basis for doubting the University's good faith

belief that the Association was in fact penalizing it for affording Thompson, Winey

and Saunders what the University genuinely believed to be required by the four-

teenth amendment.

"On the other hand, the Association seeks to vindicate its own authority to

interpret its own rules, an authority which we agree is of the utmost importance to

the execution of the Association's salutary goals.

ilIn addition,11 the ruling said, "we do not view the Association's dealings with

the University as unduly harsh or abusive. 1I

(MORE)
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The court noted that the NCAA has said the University's penalties would be

"reconsidered reduced or eliminated" once the players were declared ineligible and

that "the Association has already once reduced the penalty against Thompson to

ineligibility for 14 games. II

These issues, the ruling said, were irrelevant to the decision which the court

said must be confined to the due process and constitution argument between the Uni

versity and the NCAA.

The court said that the University could have declared the players ineligible

in May, 1976, because, at that time, there had been hearings that found no disagree

ment with the facts on which the NCAA had made its decision.

Thompson is accused of selling his cooplimentary season tickets valued at

$78 for $180. Winey is accused of spending two holidays at the home of a basketball

booster and his family.

In a supporting opinion, Judge Myron H. Bright said, "this court lacks the

power in this case to redress the apparent moral wrong absent a constitutional

'Violation. II

The court also ruled, in effect, that the player's ignorance of the complex

NCAA rules did not exempt them from being penalized for violating them. The sins of

the fathers--basketball coaches--were unjustly being visited upon the "relatively

innocent" sons--the players, Bright wrote.

"I don't have comments to make of a substantive sort until I've had a chance

to study the opinions and review them with legal counsel," Magrath said.

The University's options apparently include pursuing the case further in court,

declaring the players ineligible or accepting the indefinite probation against all

sports.

The probation prohibits the University from playing in post-season NCAA games

and NCAA televised games and receiving revenue from televised games.
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'u' STILL CONSIDERING
OPTIONS ON NCAA CASE

(FOR n1MEDIATE RELEASE)

University of Minnesota officials are still considering their possible courses

of action in pursuing the lawsuit against the indefinite probation imposed on all

Gopher sports by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA).

The Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals in St. Louis Tuesday ruled that the NCAA's

indefinite probation was legal, thereby overturning a temporary injunction imposed on

the NCAA by U.S. District Court Judge Edward Devitt in St. Paul.

The NCAA imposed the indefinite probation after the University refused to de-

clare basketball players Michael Thompson,David Winey and Phillip Saunders ineligible

to play.

University President C. Peter Magrath said that since he has no intention of

declaring the players ineligible, the Gopher teams will remain on an indefinite pro-

bation, which prohibits them from participating in NCAA-sanctioned televised and

post-season games.

"It is my personal judgment that the University's Assembly Committee on Inter-

collegiate Athletics (ACIA) is correct in its determination that the three students

are eligible to play and they are eligible in the Big Ten, II Magrath said.

"I have no power to declare the students ineligible; that has to be done by the

ACIA," he said. "And I have no intention of asking the ACIA to re-open the question

of eligibility.1i

Magrath emerged around noon Friday from a meeting with attorneys and a number

of University officials, including Paul Giel, director of men's intercollegiate

athletics. Magrath said he could announce his decision next Tuesday.

He outlined what he considered to be the four possible options open to him.

(MORE)
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The first option would be to try the case on its merits without the benefit

of the injunction. This t he said, would involve a "lengthy trialll during which the

teams would remain on indefinite probation.

-- The University could petition the Eighth Circuit for a rehearing of the case.

Although the end result of the court's decision was a ruling against the University,

the court upheld a number of the institution's basic arguments t rfagrath said.

-- The University could petition for a writ of certiorari t asking that the case

be reviewed by the U.S. Supreme Court.

-- The final option, Magrath said, would be for the University to drop the legal

battle and accept the NCAA's indefinite probation.

Any course of action t except a decision to declare the three players ineligible t

would mean the University would remain on indefinite probation t Magrath said.

"This is ia very ser ous matter. He went into this without joy," }1agrath said.

"I don't like the whole business and I never have. It has fiscal implications; it's

difficult for the coaches."

And, he said t "I don't like reading the sports pages to find out what's happen-

ing in American law."

Attorney Thomas Keller said there are some reasons for optimism if the Univer-

sity continues to pursue the case in the courts. Keller is with the firm of O'Connor

and Hannan, which represents the University in this case.

i1Although there is disappointment in the final judgment, these legal conclusions

of the court are gratifying t
ll Keller said.

The court agreed that due process should be accorded to the student athletes t

that the players probably have property rights to be protected and that the Univer

sity has llstanding" to take the case to federal courts t Keller said.

Magrath said that if the case is pursued legally there will be enough money in

the "Fairness Fund" to cover the costs. The Fairness Fund was begun by the Univer-

sity last year to solicit contributions to finance the legal action.

(MORE)
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The appeals court ruled with the NCAA on the basic dispute over whether the

University was required to declare the players ineligible after affording them due

process hearings.

The court said that there was no dispute on the facts that the players techni

cally violated NCAA rules and the automatic penalty is a declaration of ineligibility.

Mitigating circumstances, such as those considered by the ACIA, are left to the NCAA

under the University's contract with it, the court said.

Thompson, a senior center, holds Minnesota and Big Ten scoring records. Winey,

a senior forward, was named the most improved player on the team after his sophomore

year. Saunders has graduated and is now head basketball coach at Golden Valley

Lutheran College.

Thompson's rule violation was selling season tickets at more than their face

value and Winey is charged with spending two holidays at the home of a basketball

booster and his family.

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents will discuss a range of issues

during informal meetings at a two-day retreat Thursday and Friday (Aug. 11 and 12) at

the Ambassador Motor Hotel, 5225 Wayzata Blvd., Minneapolis.

Since much of the agenda will be set by the regents, they will have the option

of raising the issues they would like to discuss, according to regents' secretary

Duane Wilson. The printed agenda may be only a partial listing of items that will be

discussed.

A wide-ranging discussion of tuition policies is expected to be part of the

Thursday afternoon meeting. Discussion will cover such questions as how increases

are assessed, whether tuition should fund athletics and how resident and non-resident

rates are set.

The retreat will open at noon Thursday with a luncheon address by Mary Louise

Peterson, chairperson of the Iowa Board of Regents and a board member of the Associa-

tion of Governing Boards (AGB). She will discuss the roles and responsibilities of

regents and the goals of the AGB.

The first informal meeting is scheduled to run from 2 to 5 p.m. Two items--the

capital improvements request (for the building bill) for the 1978 Legislature and the

tuition discussion--are on the agenda.

A dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m. At about 7:15 p.m., Jerald Roschwalb, a staff

person for the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges,

will discuss the federal funding scene and higher education.

The meeting resumes at 8 a.m. Friday with a discussion confined to regents and

University President C. Peter Magrath on any issues the regents wish to raise.

Several issues are scheduled at the regents' request including: how Magrath sees

the University five years from now, the role of regents, how regents respond to in

quiries from constituents or legislators and access to board meetings by groups and

individuals.
(AO,l,.34;Bl,10)
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~mTEORS TO BLITZ
ATMOSPHERE THIS WEEK

By David Smith
University News Service

!'
(

Some celestial fireworks are scheduled to erupt in the nighttime sky this

Thursday and Friday. The occasion is the Perseid meteor shower--an annual cosmic

event.

According to K. Michael Merrill, a research associate in astronomy at the

University of Minnesota~ it should be quite a show.

!lThe Perseid meteors are especially good for viewing because they are so

numerous--about 60 an hour. They'll be visible throughout the United States, but

will be particularly bright in the northern sections of the country," he said.

Merrill said that the best time to view the meteor shower will be after mid-

night, but lithe viewing gets better toward dawn. it He also said that because the

moon is in its ilnew'l phase, the sky will be darker than usual.

The Perseid meteors take their name because they appear to be flaming toward

Earth from the constellation Perseus, which is found high in the summer sky.

But meteors--or, more precisely, meteoroids--are actually bits of sand and

dust from decayed comets and other debris in our solar system, and race around the

sun in highly elliptical orbits. These orbits intersect the Earth's orbit from

time to time causing some of the particles to burn up in the Earth's atmosphere.

A meteoroid becomes a meteor only when it 'if1ames out" in the Earth's at-

mosphere.

liThe Perseids will burn up quickly because we are going to hit them head-on,1I

Merrill said. "Adding their speed and our speed means that they'll be traveling

at about 45 miles per second.V!

(HORE)
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According to Merri11 t astronomers are interested in studying any of the

particles that manage to escape destruction and reach the ground. These particles

--known as meteorites--represent remnants of the early solar system.

Another highly visible meteor shower is predicted for later this month. The

Kappa Cygnids meteor shower should blaze across the nighttime sky on August 20

and 21. Again t the best viewing will be midnight or later.

-UNS-
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University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath said Tuesday he will take

the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) case to the U.S. Supreme Court.

At a news conference, Magrath and Paul Giel, director of men's intercollegiate

athletics, said they disagreed with the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling last

week that the University could declare three basketball players ineligible and still

afford them due process.

"The basic issues involved are very clear, very simple, and extraordinarily

important," Magrath said.

"They involve a question of fairness to three students, who are also athletes,

and they involve a question of whether or not the University of Minnesota should be

expedient and declare those students ineligible so that we may be relieved of the

onerous sanction of indefinite probation against all of our men's programs," he

said.

The indefinite probation was imposed by the NCAA against all men's sports after

the University refused to declare Michael Thompson, David Winey and Phillip Saunders

ineligible for alleged violations of the NCAA rules.

"I personally do not know for certain what is the best course of action for

the University of Minnesota to take," Giel said. "Do we--whether we believe it or

not--declare the athletes in question guilty and ask for relief from the NCAA or

do we continue our efforts to seek relief through the courts."

Giel said there are mixed feelings among the coaches about the appeal. Under

the indefinite probation, all eleven men's sports will be prohibited from NCAA-sanc-

tioned televised games and post-season competition.

(lIORE)
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The probation will hinder the University's recruiting efforts and affect

income, Geil said.

"We're not in trouble because we're in court, ii Magrath said. "lie' re in court

because the NCAA has levied these sanctions against the programs."

"I am sick at heart," Giel said, "because the indefinite probation sancti.on

placed on our entire program will affect the lives and athletic careers of so many

iunoe.ent young men, including Dave Winey and Michael Thompson. I am frightened

because I see a prolonged indefinite probation as possibly sounding the death knell

of our program," he said.

Thompson, a senior center, holds Minnesota and Big Ten scoring records and was

named Collegiate Player of the Year by Basketball Weekly last season. He is

accused of selling his $78 season tickets for $180.

Winey, a senior forward, is accused of spending two holiday weekends at the

vacation home of a basketball booster. Saunders, who allegedly made free telephone

calls and stayed at former Coach Bill Musselman's basketball camp overnight, has

graduated from the University.

Thompson and Winey have one more year of play before using up their eligibility.

They will continue to play, Magrath said, while the University pursues the appeal.

"We will not sacrifice principle for expediency; we will not throw in the legal

towel; '<Ie will not practice lifeboat ethics. Rather, we have made a firm commitment

to continue our court struggle,il Magrath said.

"HaVing gone this far in asserting a principle, it seems to me not only logical,

but imperative, that we carry this matter to the U.S. Supreme Court to see whether

or not we can get a final legal resolution sustaining our contentions,H he said.

He said the Eighth Circuit decision agreed with the University on such basic

iss~es as whether the case legitimately belongs in federal court, tlhether there

might be a property interest and whether the University must provide due process

in eligibility cases.

(}1ORE)
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The legal step involved is an appeal for a writ of certiorari, which asks the

high court to hear the arguments in the case.

If the writ is denied, Magrath said, the University is unlikely to pursue

further legal action.

The appeal, he said, may cost around $3,000. He had no estimate on the cost

of the case to date but it is believed to be near the total $87,848 in contributions

collected in the Fairness Fund to pay for the legal action.

-UNS-
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U OF MPROF'S SHUTTLE PROPOSAL
FACES STIFF COMPETITION

By David Smith
University News Service

Stiff competition exists between government, private industry and universities

for a scientific berth in the cylindrical 60-by-15-foot cargo bay of the new space

shuttle.

Though the first orbital test flight of the mu1ti-bi11ion-do1lar space-age

transport is at least a year away, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) is now sifting through thousands of proposals for future shuttle missions.

Cecil J. Waddington, astronomy professor at the University of Minnesota, hopes

to know "within a few months" whether he will be one of the lucky ones.

Waddington has submitted to NASA a proposal for the study of cosmic rays--

mysterious atomic particles that travel at the speed of light and bombard the earth

from all directions.

If accepted, his experiment would be part of the shuttle mission carrying

Europe's Space Lab II into orbit in 1981. But the dapper Englishman is somewhat

reserved about his chances. "NASA has received about 400 proposals for the flight

and only eight will be chosen, II he said.

Waddington's proposal calls for the shuttle to place into orbit a metal cylinder

two meters in diameter and three and one-half meters long. The cylinder would remain

in orbit up to 14 days and would be retrieved at the end of the shuttle's mission.

The remote-controlled equipment inside the cylinder will perform several ex-

periments, but is designed mainly as a collector and analyzer of cosmic rays.

By analyzing cosmic rays, Waddington hopes to find clues to the formation and

dispersion throughout the universe of elements more complex than hydrogen and helium.

(MORE)
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Theorists state that these elements were created within the last few million

years inside gigantic stars. Temperatures in the cores of these stars soared higher

than 100 million degrees, which "fused" hydrogen and helium into new elements.

But these stars met their deaths in violent "supernova" explosions, hurling the

newly-formed atoms across space in the form of cosmic rays at speeds approaching

186,000 miles per second.

"The extraordinary amount of energy associated with cosmic rays implies an

unusual source or event such as a supernova," Waddington said. "These particles also

are interesting because they were formed only a few million years ago. That would

make them among the youngest matter in the universe." (Our solar system is estimated

to be 5 billion years old.)

Waddington's cylinder will have several separate chambers where cosmic-ray

research will be conducted. In one such chamber, high-energy particles will pass

through a "scintillator." As each particle passes through, it will lose some of its

energy to the scintillator, which will then emit that energy in a faint glOWing

light.

"The amount of light produced depends on the square of the charge of the

particle," Waddington said.

The light will then be "read" by a photomultiplier which amplifies weak light

signals. From this, the charge of the particle, which tells its elemental type,can

be determined.

Another chamber of the cylinder will contain solid photographic film designed

to stop some incoming particles. How far the particle travels on the film will

give a clue to its mass, charge and direction of origin.

A nuclear physics experiment is also being planned for the cylinder. In a

gas-filled chamber, the collisions of high energy particles and the nuclei of gas

molecules will be photographed. Waddington believes the environment above the

earth's atmosphere will prOVide ideal conditions for the nuclear physics experiment.

(MORE)
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"The amount of energy (of the particles) we will be working with is about ten

times greater than anything we can produce in artificial accelerators here on the

ground," he said.

But Waddington's experiment is competing for the coveted shuttle space with

hundreds of equally valid scientific proposals. The placement of defense satellites,

geological surveying for new mineral deposits and medical and industrial experiments

in the gravity-free confines of space all have been mentioned as possible programs

for the shuttle.

Waddington is not afraid of rejection, however. Keeping the traditional stiff

upper lip, Waddington said, "If I don't get in on this flight, I'll just resubmit

it for another shuttle mission. 1i

-UNS-
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ROSE TO SHOW SCULPTURE
IN FOUR EXHIBITIONS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Sculptor Tam lose, an aaaociate professor of studio arts at the University of

Minnesota. will show his works in four exhibitions this fall. Two will be one-man

showlugs in New York City and two will be group exhibits in Minneapolis.

An "environmental lastallation," with small porcelain p;S.eces. will be shown in

The C1.()~ Tower of the Institute for Art and Urban Resources in New York Sept. 21

thropghOct. 18.' The work is funded by a University of Minnesota faculty research

8rant. '

loae plans a large installation piece for the Scale and Environment exhibition

Oct. 2 thropgh Nov. 27 at Walker Art Center. He will be one of about 10 participat

ing artists.

An exhibition of Rose's drawings and small sculptures will open Nov. 3 and will

continue through Dec. 10 at the Hanson-Cowles Gallery in Minneapolis. Works by

severa1 other artists will also be shown.

A one-man exhibit of his works will be presented at the Jock Truman Gallery in

New York Nov. 11 through Dec. 10. About six drawings and five sculptures will be

shown.

Rose, who is on a sabbatical leave from the University fDr 1977-78. is currently

working on large environmental installations, small porcelain sculptures and drawings.

A large.l.500 pound glass sculpture of his was installed in Coffman Union on the

";I~n+~e~l~~'sTw1nC~tiescampus last fall as a memorial to Edwin O. Siggelkow,

:'j'B~~t~~'oftheMtnne~ota Union and coordinator of student activities at the Univer

sity, who died in 1975.

Rose. 34, jC?ined the University faculty in 1972. Be has taught at the New

Mexico State Unlversity and has participated in numerous exhibitions throughout the

United Stateli and in Sweden. where he studied at Lund University in 1967-68. His

works were shown in Walker Art Center's "Invitation '74" and "Invitation '76" ex

hibitions. Be has a bachelor of fine arts degree from the University of Illinois.

Urbana. and a master of arts degree from the University of California. Berkeley.

-UNS-
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'COMPETENT' BABIES ARE GOAL
OF LATEST PSYCH RESEARCH

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service
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Picture a competent person. Among other skills, the person probably has the

ability to get along well with other people, can manage both objects and ideas and

knows the right balance between independence and dependence. Most people would like

their children to grow up to be like this.

Early, and probably lasting signs of such competence can be seen in children

even as young as three years old, according to Shirley Moore, professor of child

psychology at the University of Minnesota. Much child psychology research is now

focusing on competence in babies.

Even before the age of 18 months, babies can become effective handlers of

people. The especially competent ones know how to capture and keep their parents'

attention through smiles, lI effective cryingl1 and babbling at the right time, ~loore

said.

These babies Ilteachll their parents to do the right thing by turning off the

crying as soon as the parents have responded in the IIr ightll way. The competent

baby's smile appears periodically to "reward'! the parents.

Though still small, especially competent babies seem to feel that they have

some control over their environment, Moore said. Their smiles, cries and babblings

bring results. Parents smile back, alleviate genuine distress, and talk back, some-

times imitating their noises and making them into words.

"Responses like these do not seem to spoil babies, II Moore said. "Studies have

shown that babies whose cries of distress are attended to become less fussy, not

more fussy.lI

Babies often seem able to deal competently with more than one caretaker, but

researchers don't yet know how many they can handle, Moore said. The key factors

(MORE)
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seem to be both good and consistent care, so that the baby gets attention from the

substitute by doing the same things that bring results from the parents. Several

different people a day or a week may be hard for a baby to manage well.

Competence in dealing with objects and ideas begins to develop at an early age

too, Moore said. Babies learn that objects stay the same, whether they are turned

over, hidden or rolled. They also need to learn that other objects change--clay can

be molded, eggs can be scrambled and ice cubes can melt.

Especially competent babies are those who have had enough "floor time," to ex-

plore in an enriched environment with adult interaction, Moore said. Their parents

teach them by capitalizing on what the baby is doing at that moment, whether it's

pushing a toy or playing peek-a-boo with a piece of facial tissue.

As babies get older, a lot of new information is taught in ordinary conversa-

tions about a simple object, such as a chair--what it is used for, what is in it, how

it is made and so on.

To increase competence, parents should routinely point out differences to their

babies, such as the ones between tricycles and bicycles, trees and bushes and red and

orange cereal boxes. "Babies as young as five months old can begin to learn about

the world by being taken along to the zoo or grocery store," Moore said.

The parents with the most competent babies are the ones who teach in these ways

regularly and notice what the child is learning that day," Moore said. They teach

informally and naturally along with their other activities.

Competence in balancing independence and dependence can be seen in children

under three too, Moore said. Competent children use their parents as resou~ces and

for security as they learn about the world. All babies cling to their parents in

strange places or look for "high signs" before exploring in a new area, Moore said.

"Parents worry too much about dependency in their children under three," she

said, adding that competent children can be very independent in such areas as

striving for achievement and very dependent in areas like the need for attention and

praise.

Cutting down on dependency is best accomplished by tolerating it and encouraging

independence, Moore said. A dependent child who is punished or shamed for being de

pendent can become obsessed by his or her dependency,making the child even more de-
vcndent. -UNS-
(AO,6;BI,9;CO,6;DO,6;G31)
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AT 78 HE KEEPS
EYES ON THE STARS

By David Smith
University News Service

Willem Luyten might retire some day from the star-gazing business, but not be-

fore he has contributed an interesting chapter to the annals of astronomy.

When he completes his work at the University of Minnesota, Luyten will have

recorded the motions of some 250,000 stars as they slowly journey through the galaxy.

It is a task he has devoted himself to for more than 50 years.

At 78, the deceptively stern-looking, bespectacled gentleman with a captivating

Dutch accent no longer teaches at Minnesota, where he was chairman of the astronomy

department from 1931 to 1967.

For the last 11 years, Luyten and his associates, mostly graduate students, have

been doing independent work at the University for the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) and the National Science Foundation.

But Luyten's Vigil with the stars and their motions began back in 1922 at

California's Lick Observatory.

In 1925, while at Harvard, Luyten built a machine called a "blinker" to assist

his work. The machine, patterned after an invention by the German astronomer

Pulfrich, was used to compare photographic plates of the same portion of the night-

time sky. A hand-operated prism was flipped or "blinked" back and forth to compare

the positions of stars between the two plates, and any change was marked and

measured.

Forty years later, in 1965, NASA asked Luyten to update his machine. It took

Control Data Corporation and Luy~en fiV'e years to complete, but in 1970 a new

$750,000 V'ersion of the blinker was unveiled. The new model employs a laser, a high-

.peed rotating prism and a computer to do the painstaking work.

(MORE)
"1
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"He can do as much in five man-hours with the ne~.;r machine as we could in 300

man-hours with the old blinker," Luyten said. "It used to take a whole day to record

the motions of about 30 stars. Now we can do 500 or more in two hours."

Luyten's findings have determined that the average star moves at a pace of

about 25 miles per second as it passes in front of Earth's view on its way around the

galactic center. But some stars travel as fast as 400 miles per second, according

to Luyten. "The universe is a big place; things have to move pretty fast to keep

up," he said.

However, stars are so far away from the Earth that they seem to be moving

barely at all. "To get enough stellar movement on the photographic plates requires

that they must be taken 8 to 13 years apart--sometimes as long as 30 years," he said.

Luyten is also known for his discovery of more than 6,000 "white dwarf" stars,

which are very small, extremely hot stars well on their way to the stellar grave

yard.

Luyten refuses to be pinned down about when he might retire. He said that he

has enough work to last him "the next five years." But, he believes, even without

his presence, the job of tracking the proper notions of stars will continue.

The information collected by Luyten and his associates is being stored in the

NASA Data Center at Green Belt, tID.

-UNS-
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'u' EXHIBIT SHOWS ADVIRTISIKG HISTORY

(FOR IMMEDUTE RELEASE)

A sack of flour, a bottle of grape juice, a pack of cigarets--not just'pictures,

but the actual objects--are part of an exhibit of advertising history at the Univer-

, sity of H1n.tuasoi:aWUson Library now through Aug. U.
" .' "',-

TIleexhibitiOll, tit.ted "American Advertising Art Exposition '77," covers more

than 200 years, from 1739 to 1970. It was conceived and developed by William G.

Gabler, an authority 011 popular American art, waing resources from various depart-

ments of the University of Minnesota Libraries.

Located on the fourth floor of Wilson Library in the special collections de

partmellt, the exhibit begins with simple and brief ads from colonial newspapers. The

~c"..,e1n the siae, complexity and technical precision of advertisements through
,. .' • •;11,

the years is shown.

Social trends through the years also are "fleeted in the advertising. In 1883,

ads showed the beginnings of the recreation in4U{1try in America. A partially nude

, woman was shown in an ad from 1901. A "flapper" advertised "kisBproof lipstick" in

19~~!' In 1935, a car cOlDpany advertised '·thrill for Bale."

In "the 19408, adVertising promoted cooperation in the war effort. M.a it. t~

19608 and 1970s showaclvancements in the field of photography.

The exhibition i8 open to the public with no admission charge from 8 a.m. to

5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

-UNS-
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GOOD OLD SCHOOL DAYS
NOT SO GOOD

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

Kids returning to school this fall may complain about some of their teachers,

saying "She's too strict," or "He doesn't know anything about the real world." But

if students considered what teachers must have been like 60 or 70 years ago, they

might appreciate their teachers more today.

Take the elementary school teacher of the past, skirt no more than three inches

from the floor, neckline no lower than the shoulders, with no "excessive decoration."

She walked to school from the "teacherage," where she probably was required to live.

It was much like a parsonage, and teachers 60 to 70 years ago were expected to live

just as ascetically as parsons, according to Samuel H. Popper, a professor of educa-

tiona1 administration at the University of Minnesota.

Teachers were also required to attend church every Sunday, even though church

and state are supposed to be separate under our Constitution, Popper said. Teachers

who had the "wrong" religion for a community were never hired in the first place, he

said. And one of the few places where teachers were allowed to date was at a church

picnic.

No lIbowling in public places" or outdoor recreation was allowed for teachers, and

the theater, too, was off limits. The social life of an elementary school teacher

was supposed to consist mostly of decorous conversations with other female teachers,

Popper said. Even up to the 1930s, many districts allowed only unmarried women to

teach and restricted their outside contacts considerably.

Teaching jobs were scarce then, too, and competition was intense in one of the

few professions open to women, Popper said. Women competed for the elementary school

jobs and men for the secondary high school jobs.

(MORE)
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Male teachers and principals were expected to obey pretty much the same strict

rules as were the female teachers. Cleanliness "of clothes and breath" was generally

required, and attendance at bridge and whist parties was forbidden. A "schoolman"

was told what kinds of collars and cuffs to wear and was expected to marry only an

intellectually and socially superior woman.

Teachers were allowed to visit their own parents only once a month, had to do all

their shopping in the school attendance area and worked for less than $1,000 per year,

with no tenure, Popper said.

IlSa l aries are hard to estimate for 60 to 70 years ago," he said, "because there

were no minimum or maximum salary levels. If one teacher offered to work for $900 a

year and another mentioned $800, guess who was hired."

School hours were long in those days. There was no clerical staff, or even a

school librarian, so teachers had to perform those functions as well as prepare for

class, Popper said. They were not expected to continue their meager education,

though, and probably would have been fired if caught reading certain books. The books

they read with their classes focused on morality and the 3 R's.

Keeping a teaching job in the early 1900s involved even more than working long

hours, accepting a low salary and towing the line on behavior, Popper said. Sometimes

teachers were also expected to electioneer for the local commissioner of education,

especially in urban areas.

In addition, Popper said, teachers had to take "loyalty oaths." The Bolshevik

Revolution in Russia 60 years ago brought on a spate of the oaths, he said, as did

periods of heavy immigration of "dangerous Eastern European elements" and other

periods of tension in society.

"TeaChers had to swear in the oaths that they had never belonged to the Communist

party or espoused the overthrow of our government," Popper said. Loyalty oaths such

as these were being struck down by the courts even as late as the 1960s, and general

oaths of patriotism are still required in California and New York today.

ilTeachers 60 or 70 years ago certainly were not thought of as professionals,"

Popper said. With two years, or less, of normal school education, they taught stu

dents only recently forced by law to attend school at all.

There was probably a great deal of complaining then, too, on the part of both

students and teachers. Their counterparts today should be comforted by the progress

that has been made. -UNS-
(AO,14,16;Bl;CO,14;DO,14;E16)
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'BUG BOt-ffi' BAN
MAY BE A DUD

By Mark E. Canney
University News Service

1/
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The best evidence against the pesticide D.D.T. was not good enough to justify

banning its use. according to a University of Minnesota toxicologist whose latest re-

search was published in this month's issue of Science.

D.D.T., a chlorinated hydrocarbon, was banned by the Environmental Protection

Agency in 1973 for use in the United States, although it is still the most widely

used pesticide in the world.

Joseph Lakowicz, a toxicologist with the Freshwater Biological Institute at the

University of Minnesota, says he is "90 per cent sure" that the fears about D.D.T.'s

dangers are unfounded. liThe best evidence on D.D.T. is unsatisfactory and since it

is still the most widely used pesticide elsewhere. it merits our investigation," he

said.

With the help of a machine called a fluorescence spectrophotometer,' Lakowicz has

been able to trace chlorinated hydrocarbons as they cross cell membranes. As a re-

suIt, he has been able to observe the rate at which the compounds enter cells, and

hopes to be able to predict the amount of materials absorbed, using this method.

Until now, scientists have been able to look at suspect chemicals only in terms

of dosage. They have not been capable of investigating the reasons for absorption

or the consequences of that absorption because the technology has not been available,

he said.

According to Lakowicz, no human fatalities have been recorded as a reswlt of

proper use of D.D.T. The pesticide first became suspect because of its tendency to

accumulate and concentrate in human tissue. The chemical compound also is easily

spread and does not readily break down.

(MORE)
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But" T.,.,k...-=lr.z foo~zJ that dosage is the key. "Salt used in the same dosages as

saccharin and cyclamates on animals would have the same fatal effects," he said.

Large doses of any chemical can be toxic and scientists must look at both the move

ment of chemicals within an organism and the mechanics involved before drawing con

clusions, he said. "Scientists know fish accumulate chlorinated hydrocarbons, but

we don't know how the chemicals got there, II he said.

Lakowicz is firm in his belief that D.D.T. is both harmless and beneficial.

"In India, D.D.T. has been responsible for extending the life expectancy by 20 years

at a cost of 22 cents per person per year," he said. The pesticide was used to keep

the population of malaria-carrying mosquitoes in check. Malaria had become so common

in Bangladesh that authorities had stopped reporting fatalities and considered it a

natural cause of death.

During World War II, the entire population of Milan, Italy, was dusted with

D.D.T. to keep a possible typhus epidemic from occurring. According to Lakowicz, none

of those dusted suffered ill effects. The entire allied army also was dusted with

D.D.T., again without problem, he said.

Lakowicz said he is more concerned about the substitute pesticides now being

used in the absence of chlorinated hydrocarbons. "Insecticides such as malathion and

parathion are much more dangerous to humans than D.D.T ever was," he said. Both

common insecticides, which can be purchased at most garden stores, have been proven

to cause nerve damage, he said.

The toxicologist considers his research only a starting point. "We are now

working with numbers, and we hope that in the future we will be able to show the

haws and whys of pesticides," he said.

Considered a world leader in the application of the spectrophotometer, Lakowicz

puts the blame for what he calls "unnecessaryll chemical bans on political maneuver

ing and emotionalism. "There is a need for good, solid public information on these

things,1I he said. "They have got to be put in their proper perspective."

-UNS-
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'u' PETITIONS STATE COURT
FOR REHEARING ON AUTONOMY

(FOR llIMEDIATE RELEASE)

TIle University of Minnesota is petitioning the State Supreme Court for a

rehearing on its decision that the institution is subject to the state's 1974

designer selection act for its buildings.

"In order to allow the Board of Regents time to revie't~ the decision and to

decide on a legal course of action, the petition was filed to meet the court's

deadline," said University president C. Peter Magrath.

The University's petition, filed Tuesday, disagreed with the court's view that

its decision is consistent with the 1928 State ~. Chase case, which said that the

Board of Regents is autonomous from management by the executive branch under the

state Constitution.

The petition argues that the state designer board would take away authority

granted under the Chase decision. "Such an action would take away from the Regents,

and give to the executive branch, the power to determine with whom and on what

terms the University will contract a pO't'ler of management,1! the petition argues.

The petition disagrees with the court's holding that the University should be

subject to the law because more state funds are involved than there were in 1928

when the Chase decision lvae handed dOlm.

"At the time of the Chase decision," the petition states, "the University of

l~esota was no more self-supporting than now insofar as operating revenues were

concerned, and was proportionately more dependent upon legislative appropriations

for buildings."

(MORE)
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The Chase case established the principle of charter autonomy, under which the

regents were granted control over the management of the University and freedom from

executive branch control of funds.

IIAll executive power over university affairs having been put in the regents by

the constitution, none of it may lawfully be exercised or placed elsewhere by the

legislature," the court said at that time.

-Ul~S-
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University of Minnesota President C. Peter Magrath said Tuesday he will look

into allegations that the University participated in mind-control research for the

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) between 1953 and 1964.

Last week, ~~grath was informed by the CIA that the University was one of 80

public and private institutions in the nation that may have, knowingly or unknowingly,

participated in such CIA research.

"Presently, it is unclear as to what role, if any, researchers at the University

of Minnesota played in this research activity, Ii l-1agrath said in a written statement

to news people.

"The CIA did not cite any experiments that purportedly were conducted at the

University, nor did the agency name any University personnel who might have been

involved in the research. I intend to look very carefully into the matter," he said.

III have never condoned secret research on university campuses, nor, to my

knowledge, has any such research been conducted since adoption in 1971 of a regents'

policy explicitly prohibiting the conduct of secret research at the University,"

Magrath said.

1l\-1ith this in mind, I have requested that the CIA infom us whether any CIA-

sponsored research was, in~, carried out by University of Minnesota researchers,

and also the nature, duration and individuals involved in such research,1I Magrath

said. (MORE)

The CIA letter to the University was a form letter describing Project MKUlJtEA,

a CIA research program using electroshock, drugs and alcohol, among other methods,

for altering or controlling human behavior.
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Although tiagrath would not release the letter, an aide said that it concerned

research conducted between 1953 and 1964.

A. R. Potami, director of the Office of Research Administration, said that

he is unaware of any CIA-sponsored classified research conducted at the University

since he began working in his department in 1965.

-UNS-
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ECOLOGY USED TO ATTACK
BLUE-GREEN 'SLIME 1

~. "/I ~

I

by David Smith
University News Service

'The menace of the blue-green slime once again plagued many Ifinnesota lakes this

year. The slime--actually a type of algae--smells bad. tastes awful and spoils

the scenery.

But Dr. Joseph Shapiro, associate director of the University of Minnesota's

Limnological Research Center, believes that by altering the ecology of these "over-

enriched" lakes, restoration can be achieved cheaply, quickly and efficiently.

HOver-enrichment." Shapiro said, means that a lake is acquiring too many

nutrients. such as phosphate, nitrogen and ammonia. These are usually swept into a

lake either by street and storm drainage or by the runoff from farms.

Nutrients are troublesome because they stimulate the growth of all types of

algae. When a lake becomes glutted with algae, the acidity and the carbon dioxide

levels within the lake decrease. This leads to the rise of the dread blue-green

algae which thrive on these conditions while other types do not.

Shapiro said that perhaps too much emphasis has been placed on attacking the

problem at its source--the nutrients. lIlt is very expensive and very difficult

to do it that way.1I he said.

He thinks the matter is a "food-chain problem." "First there are the nutrients

which encourage the growth of algae. Then there are zooplankton which feed on the

algae. Finally there are fish that feed on the zooplankton. The idea is to create

an environment favorable to the zooplankton. 1I he said.

Management of perch and alewives. fish that eat zooplankton. is a start. But

"bottom feeders" like carp and bullheads create problems. too. They eat organic

matter on the lake's bottom and act as "nutrient pumps" by excreting phosphate and

ammonia. This stimulates the growth of more algae.
(MORE)
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Even a "moderateii population of carp is "capable of rendering most lakes

eutrophic (over-enriched),11 according to research conducted by Vincent Lamarra,

a graduate student working '~th Shapiro.

In order to limit the population of these fish and to increase the zooplankton,

Shapiro suggests using fish toxins, fish diseases or stocking the lake with predators

like walleye and bass, which feast on zooplankton-eating fish.

Shapiro said the dramatic turn-around of Lake of the Isles in Minneapolis is

proof that a fish kill can be an important step in cleaning up a fouled lake.

"Last winter was very cold and the ice cover prevented the transfer of oxygen

to the lake. This killed a lot of fish and allowed the zooplankton to become more

abundant. Even though the same amount of nutrients were coming into the lake, the

zooplankton were able to take care of the problem," he said.

Water transparency tests--accepted barometers of a lake's cleanliness--do indeed

show a marked improvement in only a year's time in Lake of the Isles.

In mid-June of 1976, the average depth of transparency in the lake was 4.3 feet.

In mid-June of 1977, it was 14 feet. In mid-July of 1976 transparency had dropped

to 2.3 feet, while in mid-July of 1977 the depth was still at 9.0 feet.

But killing fish is not the only way to solve the problem. For the last five

years, Shapiro and his associates have been testing ways of changing the blue-green

algae, which are not edible by zooplankton, into green algae, which are edible.

"Based on some previous research, I thought that if you added more carbon

dioxide to the water, or if you raised the acidity of the water, it should favor the

gro~lth of green algae, which is what you would like to have happen," he said.

Shapiro tested this theory by pumping carbon dioxide into a large plastic

receptacle of lake ~later containing blue-green algae. This process raised the

carbon-dioxide level and also increased the acidity of the water.

The results were "spectacu1ar"--the green algae soon replaced the blue-green

algae.

010RE)
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The same process has been attempted in lakes by circulating the water from top

to bottom. Results have been only partly successful because the acidity levels have

not always been changed by this method.

But in the lakes where it has worked--all of them outside of Uinnesota--both

the carbon dioxide and the acidity levels have been raised and the blue-green algae

replaced with green, as predicted by Shapiro.

"I really have great faith in this," he said. "We are learning how the eco

system of a lake 'Works, and how to manipulate that system at our advantage. 1i

However, while it may be advantageous from an environmental point of view to

kill off fish and recirculate lake water, it also raises some political questions,

Shapiro said.

liThe time has come for people to realize that lakes cannot be used for every

thing," he said. "You cannot have a clean lake that is also good for perch fishing,

swimming and storm drainage. These things simply cannot exist in the same lake."

-Ul~S-
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A new University of Minnesota publication says research is the one "energy

source" that the American economy and way of life cannot do without.

The booklet) "Energy: The Most Important Kind)" says that research universities

instigate the invention of new ideas and train researchers for government) business)

industry and the professions.

"Research--the disciplined) creative pursuit of new knowledge--has been the

real energy which) in a few short decades) has transformed the way Americans live,"

the booklet states.

An example of applied research is the battery-operated cardiac pacemaker.

Pacemakers were developed with the help of engineering and medical researchers at the

University of ~tlnnesota.

"The field of biomedical engineering has added a new dimension to medicine,

not just to heart research but to a wide range of problems from kidney disease to

diabetes," the booklet reports.

Copies of the pamphlet, which provides several examples of how research is

used, can be obtained free by writing to William Kell, 417 Johnston Hall, Univer

sity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455.

The booklet) which was financed by the University of Minnesota Foundation) is

being distributed at the University's booth in the education building at the

Minnesota State Fair.

-UNS-
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VITALITY OF RESEARCH
NOW BEING THREATENED

By Bill Huntzicker
University News Service

Research--its value and its image--has been on the minds of many University of

Minnesota faculty members who see their work threatened by the nation's political and

economic climate.

The problem surfaced a few years ago when national politicians, notably Sen.

William Proxmire, D-Wis., attracted media attention by poking fun at research grant

titles.

Last June, Rep. Ray Faricy, DFL-St. Paul, disturbed many faculty members by

saying that there was too much research on the Twin Cities campus and that it was

taking talented professors away from their students.

Federal and state support for research, while increasing steadily, has not been

keeping up with inflation, and the political feeling seems to be against dramatic

increases in money for basic research.

It also appears to be getting more difficult to get support for research that

doesn't have immediate practical results, despite the fact that most practical appli-

cations today began as basic research with no foreseeable purpose other than a better

understanding of our environment.

liost of the solar energy technology being discussed today is the result of basic

research done nearly 30 years ago, said Richard Jordan, professor emeritus of mechan-

ieal engineering at the University of ~iinnesota. Jordan received his first grant for

solar energy research in 1949.

Richard Varco, a surgeon whose former students include many of the world's fore-

most heart transplant specialists, said it is difficult for young people to get

started in research today. "At the national level, they want to bet on winners,"

said Varco, Regents' Professor of Surgery. "But you get down the road a few years
(MORE)
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and you won't have any winners because you don't have anybody starting today."

The costs of research are increasing in greater amounts than the seven per cent

alloted for inflation by federal granting agencies. Varco said the cost of research

animals has increased dramatically, with the biggest jump being 180 per cent in the

cost of guinea pigs in one year. Laboratory equipment costs also are increasing

faster than inflation.

Federal grants do not take state civil service system pay increases into

account, said David M. Brown, professor of laboratory medicine. The result is that

fewer people can be hired to do research for the same amount of money.

Brown uses his grant-funded time to study diabetes, including the progression

of the disease and blood vessel complications related to insulin deficiencies. But

the granting process takes a lot of time. Brown said he spends about one-third of his

time applying for grants to keep his research going and that it costs $1,500 to renew

a grant for a project already under way.

To Betty Wallace Robinett, professor of linguistics, research and teaching are

closely related. "A teacher can't really be doing a good job of teaching if he or

she is not up-to-date with what's going on in the field, and you're kept up-to-date

by the results of research," she said.

Robinett, who won an award for her undergraduate teaching, has been teaching

university students for 32 years. Before that, she taught in junior high school.

llThere has been a tremendous change in my area in the last 20 years," she said.

"If I did db' hnot rea a out other people s research or engage in some kinds of researc

myself, I would be basing my teaching on limited information because we have so much

more knowledge. 1I

Robinett said that universities are research as well as teaching institutions.

She will spend her "breakil between the end of summer session and the opening of fall

quarter completing a book for English teachers who work with speakers of other

languages.

(MORE)
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Robinett, whose research includes a study of sign language, is chairman of the

only elected committee of the University Senate, the faculty consultative committee.

In that position, she hopes to improve the image of research, particularly among

legislators.

iivle want to have a close relationship with the Legislature so that its members

know us as indiViduals," she said. "We can then explain to them what we're doing

and the relationship that it has to the institution. 1i

Robinett said her committee will continue to discuss the image of research with

regents and administrators involved in the University's public and legislative re-

lations.

"Research is the quest for knowledge, 'I said Robert Holt, professor of political

science. ::For someone to say publicly that what's wrong with a university is an

obsession with the quest for knowledge is ridiculous, if not ludicrous."

University President C. Peter Magrath recently listed as one of his five-year

goals a better articulation of the University's research mission. "We are an in-

credible resource to the state and I think we are taken for granted,11 Magrath said.

"l think we take ourselves for granted."

-UNS-
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U OF M SUMMER ENROLLMENT
SHOWS LITTLE CHANGE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The number of women enrolled in summer session classes at the University of

Minnesota this year increased over last year, while the total enrollment remained

nearly the same.

During the first term, 7,992 women were enrolled, compared to 7,621 last year.

Second term enrollment of women jumped to 6,201, compared to 5,977 a year ago.

Total enrollment this summer was 16,769 during the first term and 13,532 during

the second.

On the Twin Cities campus, 6,970 women were enrolled during the first term, an

increase of 116 over last year. During the second term, 5,430 women attended, a

number 252 students higher than last year.

Increases in the numbers of women students were matched by decreases in the

number of men students this year. First-term enrollment of men on all campuses was

8,777, 316 less than a year ago. A similar decline occurred during the second session,

with 7,331 men enrolled this year compared to 7,611 last year.

Sill1MER SESSION ENROLLHENT

Crookston

Duluth

Horris

Waseca (summer quarter)

Twin Cities

TOTAL

(AO,1;B1;CO)

I/II-77

237/245

1,667/841

125/0

482

14,740/11,964

16,769/13,532

-UNS-
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245/245

1,575/931

96/41

467

14,998/11,914

16,914/13,598
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'WINNING' MAY NOT BE
BEST WAY TO SOLVE CONFLCT

By W. R. Hafling
University News Service

Final score: 700 to 700. Both teams left the field patting one another on the

back for a game well played. By cooperating with one another, the teams set new

passing, kicking and yardage records as well as record-breaking scores. No one got

hurt.

Most of the fans had gone after a relatively exciting half-time show, while a

few still dozed in the stands.

A game without competition is not very exciting. The use of power to resolve

the conflict of which is the "better" team is what athletic competition is supposed

to be all about.

Unfortunately, the idea that all conflicts, in real life as well as in sports,

must be settled competitively and produce a winner and a loser is all too common,

according to a University of Minnesota organization development specialist.

Il~le' re a warlike tribe, we Americans," Milan Mockovak of the Univeroity' shuman

resources development division said. Mockovak advises people in his conflict reso-

lution workshops at the University that '~ou'll always pay for the luxury of battle.

But we're used to it. Democracy is based on win-lose means of resolving conflict."

There are other ways of resolving conflict, Mockovak says. As the mythical high-

scoring teams above demonstrated, conflict can be resolved through cooperation--in

this case using a "win-win" approach. Choosing the right means of conflict resolu-

tion for the situation is, of course, important, he said. We expect sports to re-

main win-lose conflicts, but hope that real-life conflicts betwe~n p~upl~ ~111 10-

volve more win-win solutions.

Mockovak said conflict exists whenever "two groups or individuals believe thRt

",hat each wants is incompatible with what: the uther wants." Furthermore, "conflict

(MORE)
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is a perfectly natural phenomenon," he said. :lThere is no change without pain. We

need to become less fearful of conflict, more able to apply different ways of be

having in conflict situations."

Discussing the three ways of resolving conflicts--win-Iose, lose-lose and win

win--Mockovak said that finding the best way to solve a conflict requires a careful

study of the situation first. "What are you willing to pay to resolve a conflict?"

he asked. "There is always a price to pay.1I

Majority rule, as in a democracy, is one method of arriving at a win-lose out

come. Other win-lose methods are rule by a clever minority manipulating the major

ity (Mockovak points to some trade union vote controls), and rule by fiat, where the

person in power, such as a parent or boss, gives orders and expects them to be

followed.

IlBut the losers malce the majority pay, one way or another," he said. Losers are

generally resentful and may resort to sabotage and evasion. Win-lose solutions in

an organization can be costly. They may cause deadlocks, delay decisions, take time

and energy away from the main issue, get in the way of finding alternative solutions

to problems, kill creativity and drive unaggressive people to the sidelines.

Worse, they can cause people to drop out or resign, can arouse anger and even

provoke personal abuse. "Of course the benefit of win-lose conflict resolution is

that speedy decisions are obtained," Mockovak said.

Mockovak suggests several ways to adjust a win-lose situation. He advises

people to listen to each other--to stop themselves from working on counter-arguments

while another is speaking--and to take the risk of being persuaded. Try the other

person's reasoning on for size, he said.

Win-lose situations often turn into lose-lose, Mockovak said. He feels the in

creasing divorce rate may be a result of poor conflict resolution, with both parties

being losers. According to FBI statistics;:. "Most murders are committed by relatives

of the victim or persons acquainted with the victim." Over Ouo;: h ...1.£ o£ t-hl'> k:nl:lngs

within a family involve spouse killing spouse.

(MORE)
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"lfuen both compromise without either being satisfied with the result, or one

bribes the other to get what he wants, these are also called lose-lose situations,"

Mockovak said. "So are strikes, riots and wars. Nobody wins these things."

Asking, "What is the problem?" is the key to finding t-lin-win solutions, Mockovak

said. Both sides then cooperate to solve the problem rather than taking sides and

making a contest out of the situation. "l-le both get what we want," he said. "We

both come away satisfied. 1I

Mockovak said his attempts to use win-lose means (fiat and force) to get his son

to eat spinach always turned into lose-lose situations. The boy gagged on the spin-

ach, was no longer cooperative, and the father felt bad.

When they shifted to a win-win method to resolve the conflict and asked "What is

the problem?" the father explained that his real goal was to get his son to be more

healthy by eating cooked greens. The son said this was no problem and cooked greens

--other than spinach--were prepared and readily eaten. Harmony was restored, and

cooperation increased. Both father and son were satisfied.

Seeking consensus is one main form of conflict resolution aimed at win-win out-

comes. One rule for achieving consensus is: "Do not change your mind simply to avoid

conflict and to reach agreement and harmony. When agreement seems to come too quicklY

and easily, be suspicious. Explore the reasons and be sure everyone accepts the

solution for basically similar or complementary reasons. Yield only to positions

that have objective and logically sound foundations," he said.

And there are rewards to coming up with consensus solutions--the quality of the

solution is better, both parties are committed to the solution and everybody under-

stands what was agreed upon, he said.

Even win-win solutions have their costs, however, Mockovak said. For example,

win-win solutions require that people be honest with one another, have integrity,

use their analytical skills, truly get involved in solving the problem, and most

difficult of all, that they learn to trust one another.

Listening to the other carefulLY, rather than thinking about what the argument

for your position will be is crucial to win-win conflict resolution. As Mockovak re

minds people in his workshops, "up to 70 per cent of truly communicating is listening.':
(AO,6,19,26,28;Bl,6,9;CO,6;DO,6;E6;G3l) -UNS-
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REGISTRATION OPEN FOR
U OF MBUSINESS COURSES

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Registration is now open for more than 30 fall and early winter continuing

business education seminars at the University of Minnesota.

The seminars. lasting from one to three days. cover areas such as management

information systems. the managing of conflict. the manager's role in career re-

I

V

newal. ways to make meetings more productive. time management and management skills

for women.

Sessions are for managers and employees from both large and small companies.

For a catalog of seminars, contact Continuing Business Education, 334 Business

Administration Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455,

telephone 373-3680. Information is also available on the intensive Minnesota

Executive Program and the evening master's of business administration program.

-UNS-
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The petition claims that the decision takes a major management decision away

from the board and places it in the executive branch. Such a move, the petition

states, is a violation of the University's autonomy guaranteed in its charter and

and the 1928 Chase decision by the Supreme' Court.

Wilson said that autonomy may not be the only item discussed. He said there

are a number of other litigation issues,including the lawsuit against the National

Collegiate Athletic Association, that could be discussed.

-UNS-
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VICTIMS OF ALCOHOL ABUSE
IN FOR 'DRAMATIC' CHANGE

\

By Harve Linder
University News Service

A university psychologist has hired a drama coach to help with an alcohol pre-

vention project.

James Kincannon, a psychologist at the University of Minnesota's School of

Public Health, thinks that the undesirable behavior that drinkers display could be

lessened by teaching others around them to let them know, in no uncertain terms, that

such behavior is a NO-NO.

Say you're at a party. One of the guests has too much to drink, trips over his

own shoelace, obliterates a coffee table, smashes the candy dish, and dumps a whole

glass of rich red wine over a harvest gold carpet.

The host and hostess rush over and pull the fallen guest from the bleu cheese

and onion dip. "It's all right," they tell him, "you're just a bit drunk."

But it's not all right, Kincannon argues, to come into someone else's home and be

destructive, whether you are drunk or sober.

liThe prevailing social mode is to reinforce the problem and say 'Well it's all

right to act this way if you are drunk,' and tell everybody else that it's not

O.K. to prevent it," Kincannon said.

This is where the drama coach comes in. r:What we hope to be able to do is to

get people to let us teach them ways that they could talk or act differently in

normal social settings where alcohol is being used," he said. "We hope to do this

mostly by using role playing, dramatization or modeling."

Kincannon points to studies which show that in some cultures where the use of

alcohol is almost universal, notably those of Orthodox Jews, Chinese and Italians,

the incidence of alcohol abuse is almost nil. The researchers believe that this low

level of abuse is due to the fact that these cultures simply do not consider alcohol

abuse to be socially acceptable.
(MORE)
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Kincannon thinks the same can be done in this culture. The government has just

given him a $175,000 grant under the CETA program to find out if he's right. (CETA,

which stands for Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, awards block grants for

the hiring and training of the unemployed in public service jobs.)

"The simplest way to put it," Kincannon said, "is we're just trying to teach

people to have less tolerance for deviance in this area."

But the program is not aimed at cutting down on the use of alcohol, only at de

creasing some of the harmful .effects. "It's not the prevention of use that we're

dealing with," Kincannon said. "What we're trying to prevent are harms associated

with use. Most people assume that the harms are to the user, when, in fact, the

research suggests that most of the harm is to people around the user."

Kincannon wants to get these people to realize that they are the real victims,

and begin teaching them ways to demand their rights, just as non-smokers have begun

to defend their rights against the harmful effects of cigarette smoke.

Besides the drama coach, and since this is a CETA project, Kincannon will be

hiring and training people from suburban Hennepin county communities to become

community educators.

Kincannon said he chose role playing as a method because it is important for

people to practice the new behaviors they are learning and to have built-in social

support from the rest of the group--two real advantages over television or adver

tising approaches.

But will it work?

"I don't know that it will work,1l Kincannon admits. "I think it holds more

promise than many of the other approaches. 1I

In the other approaches, he claims, "the focus is to save people from them

selves. And people don't particularly buy being saved from themselves. If you're

hurting yourself, that's your own private business. It's much easier to ask the

victims to assert themselves. I think in the long run, that's a more viable

solution. II

But Kincannon is content to start small. Initially the project will seek out

small, tightly knit groups in only three of the suburban Hennepin county communities.

A year later it will expand to the rest of the suburban county.

"I'm not eager to go after the total world until I'm sure I have a valid idea,"

Kincannon said. "There are always unanticipated problems. I don't know that it's

going to work, but it strikes me as something that should be pursued."

-005-
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Fffi,UNIST QUESTIONS NO BOTHER
TO STUDENT 'PLAYBOY' MODELS

By Bill Huntzicker
University News Service

Two University of Minnesota students who posed for Playboy magazine amid pro-

tests from campus feminists say they did not really think about the questions raised

by the feminists, who opposed the Playboy photographer's presence on campus.

Dawn La Motte and Anita Kirchner were both Twin Cities campus students when their

pictures l~ere taken last year for the September "Girls of the Big Ten" pictorial

section of the magazine.

"The idea that a lot of women didn't like it at first bothered me," said La Motte,

a professional model whose face Minnesotans will recognize from the advertisements

she has done for Dayton's and Donaldson's department stores and Northwestern Banks.

III do what I enjoy," she said. "If I can be happy doing what I'm doing and it

bothers them, that's their problem, not mine. 1I

Kirchner said she disagreed with the manner used by feminists, who protested the

presence of photographer David Chan when he interviewed potential models near the

campus in April. "I just disagreed with the way they went about things," she said.

"They were being ridiculous and sounding like a bunch of doughheads, instead of

putting forth real arguments."

In April, Chan received a lot of attention from the Minnesota Daily--the student

newspaper--and campus feminists who objected to the Playboy stereotype of women. In

an editorial, the Daily said, "these women are helping to perpetrate the confusion,

hostility and resentment that exist between men and women precisely because of such

myth-producing magazines as Playboy."

Despite the negative publicity, about 300 women auditioned for a spot in the

magazine.

The two Minnesotans said they were surprised at the courtesy shown them by

(MORE)
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photographer Nicholas DeScoise, who took their pictures in May. La Mo·tte had expected

to be pressured into removing her clothes, she said. "I think their attitude made a

big difference," she said. "It was just like any other photo job."

The 22-year-old La Motte, who was Miss Minnesota in 1975, said that posing nude

would have upset both her family and her agency. "It doesn't fit with the family

store image that they want in the Twin Cities,1I she said.

She said her agency was contacted because the magazine wanted professional models

for the pictures in which women were seen fully clothed,

Kirchner, 20, said she went to the interview after encouragement by friends. A

junior in mortuary science who hopes to become a grief therapist, she is now working

as a bookkeeper and may not return to school in the fall. Kirchner was photographed

in an open blouse and partially unzipped cutoffs.

La Motte, a senior majoring in speech-communications and studio arts, said she

was unfamiliar with Playboy magazine when she agreed to pose and knew very little

about how women were pictured in it. She said she does not encourage friends to pur

chase the magazine because her picture is placed below a provocative photograph of a

nude woman.

lIMy picture could be in Seventeen magazine, but the location and implication of.

what it looks like there cheapens it. I don't care for that," she said. Neverthe

less, she plans to accept Playboy's invitation to visit shopping centers and auto

graph copies of the magazine for customers.

Neither woman confessed to having given much thought to the feminist criticism

of the Playboy "mystiquel'-'-that it encourages a celebration of wealth and materialism,

and treats women as things to be obtained, like cars and stereos.

"I guess I don't care what the imagery is because I don't look at the picture

of myself and say, II am an object, "I Kirchner said. "I don 1 t feel like a stereo

or a car."

La Motte agreed that the magazine reflects a male-dominated culture. "It's got

to be geared toward the male readers, and, if the male feels domineering or would

like to be domineering, he's going to buy a publication that makes him feel that

way J" she said. (MORE)
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Kirchner disagreed, saying it was "laughable" to say that the magazine perpetu-

ates a male-dominated image, because she believes ours is a society dominated by

women.

"The only thing that I could say about Playboy that would not be real nice is

that it is geared to a young audience. Anything about the elderly and the decrepit

is always made fun of, like the old lady jokes, II Kirchner said.

"But people over the age of 25 would like to be younger anyway, so that's again

geared toward the dreams of what people want, I; La Motte said.

A native of Grand Rapids, Minn., Kirchner said her parents were upset when she

told them of her intent to pose for the magazine. "My mother said 'If you pose nude,

I'm going to have a heart attack,'" she said.

But she said her Grand Rapids friends compliment her on the picture, and her

Minneapolis employer purchased 700 copies of the magazine to distribute as a "publiC

relations gesture," she said.

The captions under the pictures have been the basis for many of the comments the

two women have received since the magazine came out. Kirchner, whose phone number is

unlisted, said she has had "only nice responses" to the picture. Her caption read:

"Gorgeous Gopher Anita Kirchner likes 'men with romantic eyes, and being a little

kinky. 'II

Although she said she does not remember using the word "kinky," she said it

doesn't bother her. "The only things that people come back to me with are statements

like 'a little kinky, huh'l'iI she said.

The other caption read: IiDawn La Motte is a Minnesotan who gets along with

people, especially on a racquetball court. Eventually, she wants to work in public

relations."

"There are people who call and ask me if I want to play racquetball," she s:l:'d.

"Other people call and say 'nice picture' and then they won't tell you who they are.

They usually hang up fast." That's fine with her though, she said, adding that Ghe

hopes she doesn't hear from any of the callero again.

(AO,27;Bl;CO,2;DOjE27) -UNS-
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HANDICAPPED STUDENTS ON CAMPUS:
A STRUGGLE FOR AN EQUAL START

By Drew Darling
University News Service

- -- ---------,

Part of the splendor of any college campus is the stately old building, with its

original facilities, majestic stairways, many-level interiors and amphitheaters. But

while these buildings are inspirational for some, they are overwhelming for others.

Handicapped students, often restricted to ground level, can only stare up the

stairways and must sit in the rear of amphitheaters on the entry level where hearing

the lecture can be a problem--especially for those with impaired hearing.

The handicapped may have to go from building to building, looking for a tele

phone they can reach or a bathroom they can use, and elevator controls and many

library books are simply out of reach.

Scott Rostron, a counselor in the University of Minnesota student affairs office,

heads a seven-week orientation program to help handicapped students adjust to the

difficulties of attending classes on a campus designed for able-bodied students.

Confined to a wheelchair himself, Rostron said the most cammon problem is the

inaccessible building. Students often need to take courses that are scheduled in

classrooms unreachable by wheelchair, either because the room is located upstairs in

a building with no elevator, or because the building itself can be entered only via

stairway.

The best answer is to get the instructor to move the class, he said. "In these

cases, instructors are usually very helpful in moving the classes to buildings

accessible to all students," he said.

Transportation is another common problem for handicapped students. Project

Mobility, a local transportation program that brings handicapped students living in

target areas to campus, helps as far as it goes. But once on campus, these students

find that it's a long way from the east bank campus to the west bank campus, and the

St. Paul campus, where many classes are held, may as well be 50 miles away.

Other problems are more fundamental. In the usual college classroom, an in

structor lectures while students scribble furiously in notebooks. But quick writing

of legible class notes is simply not possible for some students with motor imp2ir

ments.

(HORE)
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Certain handicapped students solve this problem by coming to class armed with

carbon paper, and asking the nearest classmate to write out two sets of notes at the

same time while the handicapped student listens to the lecture.

However, cooperative note-taking is no help to the student who is not able to

read because of a handicap. Cassette recorders are a popular solution, but there are

snags here too. Reviewing a tape for an examination is much more tedious than

skimming written notes and concentrating on certain sections. The student with the

tape must, in effect, sit through the entire lecture again.

Lectures can be troublesome for deaf students. Anyone who has played "Tele

phone l
' can appreciate how messages change as they pass from person to person. For a

deaf student, all spoken information from the lecture must go from the instructor

through an interpreter, who transforms it into hand signals and exaggerated lip move

ments before it reaches the student.

But finding an interpreter who is competent at the college level is a challenge,

according to Pat Swanson, a deaf student at the University. There are only a few

people in the Twin Cities who have the large and precise manual vocabulary essential

to college work, she said, and the fees charged by those who can manage at this level

vary between $7.50 and $12 per hour.

Without interpreters, deaf students must depend on printed material and what

notes they can borrow. Reading the lips of bearded and mustachioed professors is

difficult, and, when they turn their faces away while writing on the board, imposs

ible.

The University's student employment service tried to alleviate the problem last

spring by pulling together a list of 25 students who were willing to read school

assignments to those who could not read for themselves. Despite publicity, only

three handicapped students called for the service and only one of those hired anyone.

Mel Dario, head of student employment, said that he will provide the service again

this fall and hopes to reach more students.

Last month, an internal University task force was set up to study the 1973

Federal Rehabilitation Act, written to guarantee equal opportunities for handicapped

people, and recommend ways that the University can change to comply with the law.

Ann Pflaum, coordinator of the task force, said the committee has suggested that the

University be responsible for providing aides to hearing-impaired students if all

other sources fall short.

The University of Minnesota receives a quarter of a million dollars annually

from the State Legislature to reduce the number of physical barriers on campus. Since

1971, the number of competely and partially accessible buildings on campus has

doubled and the number of inaccessible buildings has been cut in half. Ninety-two

street curbs have been adapted for wheelchairs and elevators on campus have been

suppleoented with Braille controls.
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The University won't be required to make every bui lding accessible, Pflaum said,

but provision will have to be made for handicapped students to participate in every

program and activity, or equitable substitutes.

Students who are unable to attend class on campus can enroll in any of 300

courses that can be completed at home. Registration, exams and all correspondence

with instructors can be done through the mail and even textbooks can be mailed if

they are not available at the local library.

Gayla Kaibel, a rehabilitation counselor at the University, said that the prob

lems of intercampus transportation and locating aides are tough ones requiring con

crete solutions, but that many of the difficulties suffered by handicapped students

stem from attitudes, which can be much more difficult to correct.

Kaibel cites the reactions many students have toward their fellow students with

handicaps--the "What do you say to a blind person" syndrome. "What do you mean,

'What do you say?'" Kaibel said. "You say 'Hi. how's it going. What's your major?'

"the same as you would to anybody else.

The problems of attitude go both ways, Kaibel said. Handicapped students often

will not ask a simple favor for fear of seeming a helpless burden. Most of these

awkward reactions result from the lack of contact between able-bodied and handicapped

students and could be overcome by bringing the two together more often, she said.

The Unicorns are a group of disabled students who work to insure that handi

capped students will receive opportunities equal to those of able-bodied students.

Tom Kinsella, the group's president, says that society's acceptance of the physically

and emotionally handicapped is growing.

"You see so many more handicapped people out in public today," he said. "It

shows they are becoming more comfortable with themselves. 1i The more the general

public is exposed to people with certain d1sabilities, the less conspicuous the

handicapped become, he said.

-UNS-
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PARENTS GET CLOSE-UP
VIEW OF CAMPUS LIFE

By Ronaele Sayre
University News Service

There are a lot of people following the leader this month on the University of

Minnesota's Twin Cities campus.

Those doing the leading are orientation staff people t and the followers are some

150 parents t participating in a new program meant to give them a taste of what

college life will be like for their children.

Georganne Tolaas t coordinator for the University of Minnesota's Parents' Associ-

ation, is one of those people who has been showing the ropes to the parents. During

one- and two-day sessions, the parents take campus tours, meet with University ad-

ministrators, college deans and student personnel workers, and take part in special

sessions.

Response to the parents' program has been enthusiastic, Tolaas said. Some said

they were glad to learn as much as they could about their children's chosen campus,

others felt relieved by some of the things they learned, and still others enjoyed

doing things they had never done before.

Shirley Gillman of West Des Moines, Iowa, said she appreciated the chance to

learn more about the campus where her daughter will make her home for the coming

school year.

"My daughter wanted to come here because she felt that going to school in Iowa

would be a lot like high school, with all of her friends attending the same classes,"

Gillman said. "I really wish my husband could have attended this orientation too."

Those parents who sign up for the two-day sessions taste a slice of campus life

by spending the night in a dODnitory. The overnight stay brought back memories of

her own school days to Ruth Towner of Southeast Minneapolis.

(MORE)
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"It was fun. Of course, none of us remembered to bring alarm clocks, so one of

the men went up and down the hallway this morning knocking on doors to wake us up,"

she said.

The orientation tour was a geography lesson for Conrad Nelson of Bloomington,

Minn. liThe University is more compact than I thought it was. I had pictured the

campus as being a building here and then, some distance away, another building,"

Nelson said.

According to Tolaas, many of the parents who have gone through the program told

her they were surprised by the personal attention available to each student on what

is known as a large, impersonal campus. "They are surprised at the individual atten

tion and services available to students," she said. "We haven't gotten across to

people in other ways that bigness is to our advantage."

Three University students, Doug Braun, of Sioux Falls, S.D., Kristin Cashman,

from Owatonna, Minn., and Carolyn Ullman, from St. Paul, Minn., spoke to some of the

visiting groups of parents about dormitory living, student organizations and their

own experiences as students.

Ullman, a home economics junior, described for the parents the differences

between the St. Paul and Minneapolis sections of the Twin Cities campus and recom

mended that students attempt to schedule classes on both campuses to take advantage

of those differences.

For those students living in dormitories, the opportunities to get involved

in campus activities are great, Cashman said. "When I first came, I came looking

forward to going home for such things as homecoming, but soon there were things to

do here and the trips home became less frequent,'l she said.

A number of parents expressed concern· about the mail their children have

received from sororities and fraternities on campus, and what they felt was pressure

on the new students to pledge. "All they talk about in the letters are the parties

they have," one parent said.

Braun, a psychology senior, said that despite the emphasis on parties in the

mailing material, fraternities and sororities are heavily involved in community and

campus service.

Ullman told the parents she has decided to pledge a sorority this year because

it will give her the chance to meet a relatively small group of people on a large

campus.

-U1-15-
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U OF M TRANSPLANT TEAM
PERFORMS 1,000TH TRANSPLANT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The 1,000th kidney transplant at the University of Minnesota was performed

today (Thursday) by Dr. John Najarian, professor and chairman of surgery.

In a three-and-a-half hour operation, William Vanetta, 34, Maple Grove, Minn.,

received a kidney from his 53-year-old brother, Robert Vanetta, an Ely, Minn.,

dentist.

The recipient is the 233rd diabetic to receive a kidney transplant from

Najarian, who pioneered the technique with diabetes victims eight years ago. "Every-

thing went as we expected," Najarian said. "Mr. Vanetta should be able to leave the

hospital in about 10 days."

The first kidney transplant at University of Minnesota Hospitals was done in

1963, but only 80 were performed before Najarian came to Minnesota in 1967 from the

University of California, San Francisco. Najarian had done 84 transplants while in

California, and has since performed 920 in Minnesota.

For the past six years, Najarian and his team have done an average of 100 kid-

ney transplants each year. Vanetta's transplant is the 100th this year.

The University of Minnesota's kidney transplant program is the largest in the

world, Najarian said, and has pioneered in transplant work with children and dia-

betics. Other accomplishments Najarian cited were the development of a kidney pres-

ervation machine and a purified form of anti-rejection serum now used world-wide,

and the fact that 17 transplant surgeons who trained at University Hospitals now

head transplant centers in the U.S. and abroad.

Of the 869 patients who have received kidneys at University Hospitals since

1967, 66 per cent still have functioning kidneys. About 57 per cent of the

(MORE)
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transplanted kidneys came from patients' relatives, with the other 43 per cent

coming from cadavers. The longest surviving transplant from a cadaver donor was

done in 1964.

Ages of transplant recipients have ranged from six-weeks-01d to 72. The

youngest living transplant patient was just under two years old when he received

his kidney five years ago, and the oldest living recipient was 63 when he received

a transplant six years ago.

Seventy-eight patients are still waiting for kidney transplants at University

Hospitals.

Najarian said the transplant team, including nurses, dialysis technicians,

operating room people and the medical staff, will celebrate the 1,000 mark next

month, with Vanetta as guest of honor.

-UNS-
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REGENTS SUPPORT PETITION FOR
REHEARING OF AUTONOMY CASE

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

After meeting behind closed doors for nearly three hours Wednesday, the Univer-

sity of Minnesota Board of Regents agreed to support a petition filed last week for

a rehearing of a recent decision by the Minnesota State Supreme Court.

The petition challenges an Aug. 12 ruling that the University is subject to a

1974 law requiring architects to be selected by a state designer selection board.

The petition was filed last Tuesday by the University administration tn order to

meet the court's deadline.

The petition argues that only the Board of Regents has management power over

the University because of its constitutionally granted charter autonomy. The de-

signer selection board, the petition argues, would take away the University's power

of making contracts.

The Wednesday meeting was called to allow the regents to discuss whether to

pursue the petition for a rehearing of the court's 5-4 decision in Regents vs. Lord.

'lThe business of the meeting was limited to the Regents vs. Lord case and,

after a thorough discussion, the board expressed agreement with the filing of the

petition for rehearing," Board Chairman Wenda Moore said.

"The board felt that the non-public meeting was necessary to discuss with

counsel, in an attorney-client relationship, legal procedures and options available

to the board, and to allow board members to exchange views on the various options,"

she said.

President C. Peter Magrath and 11 regents met with University Attorney R. Joel

Tierney and William J. Hempel of the Dorsey firm in Minneapolis. Regent Charles

McGuiggan of Marshall was not present.

(MORE)
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Moore said that no vote was taken, but that the board had reached a consensus.

"No one took exception to the petition, so why would we take a vote," she said.

"It really doesn't require any formal action at this point. The petition is

proceeding and this was a meeting convened to discuss the options, alternatives and

implications of the petition and the case," she said.

The petition argues that the state designer selection board would take away

authority granted by a 1928 court decision in State vs. Chase.

"Such an action would take away from the regents, and give to the executive

branch, the power to determine with whom and on what terms the University will con

tract a power of management," the petition states.

In the Chase case, the court said, "All executive power over university

affairs having been put in the regents by the constitution, none of it may lawfully

be exercised or placed elsewhere by the legislature."

In a statement issued after the meeting yesterday, the regents said that their

discussion was confined to the architect selection case. "There was no discussion

of the NCAA case or any other matter of litigation," the statement said.

"Authority for the non-public meeting as an exception to the Open Meeting Law

is the Minnesota Supreme Court opinion in Minneapolis Star and Tribune Co. vs.

Ho,:!sing and Redevelopment Authority." the statement said.

-UNS-
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MEMO TO NEWS PEOPLE

Management practices at various University of Minnesota research centers, and

teacher evaluation procedures will be among items discussed at the September meeting

of the Board of Regents Sept. 8 and 9.

A special meeting of the physical plant and investments committee at 10 a.m.

Thursday in the regents' room, 238 Morrill Hall, will review the management of re-

search centers at Rosemount, Cloquet and Becker and the Landscape Arboretum at Chaska.

The regular physical plant committee meeting will begin at 1:15 Thursday in the

regents' room. The committee will hear a special report on plans to remove diseased

elms, and methods of replacement.

The effectiveness of student teacher evaluations and departmental faculty review

procedures will be discussed by the faculty and staff affairs committee at 1:15 p.m.

in 300 Morrill Hall.

The effect on University residence halls of the change in the state's legal

drinking age will be discussed at the student concerns committee meeting at 3 p.m. in

the regents' room. About one-third of the residents of dormitories will be under age

this year, compared to about four per cent last year. The committee also will hear

an interim report of the Task Force on American Indian Concerns.

Final action On gUidelines for handling hazardous biological materials will be

taken by the educational policy and long-range planning committee at 3 p.m. in 300

Morrill Hall. A review of Twin,Cities campus boundaries is also on the agenda.

The committee of the whole meeting at 8:30 a.m. Friday in the regents' room will

take formal action on the Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs Fund and will

receive an update on the fund drive.

The regular monthly meeting of the full board is set for 10:15 a.m. in the

regents' room.
-U1~S-
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MINNESOTA ARCHITECTURE
EXHIBIT IN OWATONNA

(FOIl IMMEDIATE RELEASE)
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NEWS PEOPLE: For further infomatlon
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K1DDe80ta~ouses, banks and commercial and municipal buildings are featured in

an exhibition at the Owatonna Art Center Sept. 11 thropsh Oct. 2.

A photograph of the Adair house (322 Vine St. E.) in Owatonna is included in

tbeshowing, which 1s titled "Purcell and E1mslie, Architects: Designs for Minnesota

1909-1917."

The exhibition of photos, floor plans and objects was prepared by the University

of Minnesota Ga1ler,y using materials from the Northwest Architectural Archives and

is being· circulated tl\roughout the state by the University of Minnesota Agricultural

Extension Service and Continuing Education and Extension.

The exhibit is open from 2 to 5 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday.

-UNS-
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WALTER QUIlt WORKS
TO BE SHOWN IN WILLMAR

(pOR IMMEDIA1E RELEASE)

A major exhibition of 22 oil paintings by Walter Quirt will open Sept. 15 in

the Willmar COIDIIunity College Gallery. The show, titled "Walter Quirt: Use of

White, II wili be up through Oct. 15.

Eleanor Quirt, widow of the artist, will present a public lecture, "Walter

Quirt, Artist,lIe.t 7 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 28, in the gallery.

Pollowing _,period of about 20 years when he lived and worked in New York,

Quirt taught at the University of Minnesota from 1947 until his death in 1968.

The Willmar showing, organized by the University of Minnesota Gallery, includes

a ,selection of works from a larger series in which the artist explored the contrast

of dark and light. It is being circulated throughout Minnesota by the University of
)

Minnesota Agricultural Bxtension Service and Continuing Education and Extension.

The Willmar C01lIIluuity College Gallery is open, with no admission charge, from

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Priday.

-UNS-
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YEAR-ROUND RUNNING
A ~1ATTER OF PRECAUTION

By David Smith
University News Service

I '-4

It seems that neither heat, nor sleet, nor aching feet will keep the dedicated

runner from his beat. But there are hazards to year-round running in the hot and

cold extremes of Minnesota's climate.

Two University of Minnesota doctors have some advice on how it can be done

safely and comfortably.

Dr. Arthur Leon has been studying the effects of running on the body for 10

years, first with the U.S. Army, and now at the University of Minnesota's laboratory

of physiological hygiene. He is a nationally recognized expert on the relationship

between exercise and the cardiovascular system.

Leon also runs six miles a day and says he has been "addictedfl to running for

32 years.

According to Leon, weather--hot or cold--is seldom a deterent to the avid

runner, though a few common-sense rules ought to be observed. '~~en it gets hot, a

person should run as lightly dressed as possible and drink plenty of water--at least

a pint every five or ten miles when running long distances," he said. •
Taking salt tablets, however, is "a mistake'; because "Americans generally eat

about three times the salt they need, II he said. "A well-conditioned person loTill

sweat freely and retain his body's supply of salt. The main thing is to replace

water. 1i

Lack of sufficient water in hot, muggy weather can lead to hyperthermia--the

inability of the body to rid itself of excess heat. Leon said that this is a common

and potentially serious problem with summertime runners, especially during marathon

events.

(MORE)
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The symptoms of hyperthermia must be treated immediately. They include excess

thirst, dizziness, cramping of muscles, nausea, vomiting and a sensation of extreme

warmth.

"The best thing to do is to stop running, get out of the sun, and drink plenty

of cool water," Leon said. If symptoms persist, the person should then see a doctor.

Running in cold weather means dressing for the part, but not overdoing it. "Too

much clothing tends to bind and interfere with movement. Besides being uncomfortable,

it increases the risk of overheating and sweating with loss of body heat," he said.

He suggested that three or four layers of clothing, including webbed, thermal

underwear, a nylon running suit and a windbreaker should be enough clothing even in

sub-zero temperatures.

Wearing fur-lined leather mittens is preferable to wearing gloves, and covering

the nose, chin and ears will prevent frostbite, he added. Ski masks are well suited

for this, though Leon said that not everyone feels comfortable in them.

There is a potentially serious risk for males who run ill-protected from the

waist down in very cold weather--a frostbitten penis.

!II first read about it last year in the New England Journal of Medicine," Leon

said. That was followed by a case that he personally treated last winter. "By all

indications, it was very painful," he said.

Leon cautioned anyone over 35 who has not been involved in much physical

activity for several years to consult a doctor before taking up running. This advice

holds true for people of all ages with heart and lung problems, heavy smokers, those

with high cholesterol or blood pressure levels, and people with diabetes. He also

suggested allowing a two-hour leeway between eating and running in any type of

weather.

Dr. Lowell Lutter is an assistant clinical professor of orthopedic surgery at

University of Minnesota Hospitals. He, too, is an enthusiastic runner who logged

ten miles a day even during last winter's -70 degree bonechill.

Lutter believes that the feet must be well protected when running because they

act as the body's "primary shock absorbers." However, he thinks that good

(MORE)
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protection need not cost $35 or $40, like some top-of-the-line shoes are selling for

these days.

"There are certain basic things to look for in a shoe,lI he said. "In the

summer, a good, appropriately cushioned heel is important because that is where most

of the initial stress occurs." (Most runners use the orthopedically accepted

practice of landing on the heel first while keeping the back perpendicular to the

ground.)

Other things to look for in .a summer shoe include a well-moulded heel to pre

vent flat-footedness, and a flexible sole to prevent stretching and injury to the

Achilles tendon.

Lutter warned that winter running presents a greater risk of knee injury because

of the slippery conditions. lIIce is not that much of a problem because people con

sciously pull up a little when they come across it. It's the hard-packed snow that

is so dangerous. Sometimes it looks safe but is actually quite slippery,lI he said.

Wearing spikes or wide-soled shoes helps "somewhat" under these conditions, but

there are no Ilreally good shoes" for winter running, he added.

Lutter and Leon seem to disagree slightly on how much protection the lungs need

from cold air.

Leon said that mouth masks should be worn by people with heart and lung ailments

when exercising in near-zero temperatures, but that they are optional for most every

one else. lIEven in very cold weather, by the time the air reaches the lungs, it is

warmed to about 80 degrees,lI he said.

Lutter is a bit more cautious. Though he conceded that masks are an individ

ual's choice, he believes there is value in wearing at least a ski mask in sub-zero

cold. He explained that the ice which forms around the mouth and nose from respira

tion humidifies the cold, dry air as it passes to the lungs.

"A lot of people say they'd run in winter but are concerned about breathing

cold air. A ski mask is a simple way to handle the problem," he said.

-UNS-
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REGENTS RAISE QUESTIONS
ABOUT BEEPER CONTRACT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The University of Minnesota Board of Regents Friday questioned institutional

purchasing procedures that awarded a $1.13 million contract to a California firm for

the development of a paging system for four Twin Cities teaching hospitals.

As a result, President C. Peter Magrath said the University would risk legal

action, if necessary, to delay awarding the contract to Mosman Electronics of Daly

City, Calif., until the regents review the matter.

The dispute involves a paging system that will allow doctors to be paged at any

of the four hospitals by the other hospitals in the system.

Regent L. J. Lee said that the University could have saved up to $100,000 by

awarding separate contracts for individual paging devices, or beepers, rather than

awarding a single contract for the entire paging system.

Since Mosman designed the system under another contract, Lee said, a competitor

has charged that Mosman was given an advantage when the specifications were written.

"Mosman was here a year earlier, designed the system and then bid on it," Lee said.

The cost of the pagers separated from the total Mosman contract is $519,750 with

a $30,000 fee for a one-year warranty, Lee said. He said that a competing bid from

Davis Electronics Sales of St. Paul for $465,750 included a free one-year warranty

and a discount of about $9,000 for payment within 90 days.

Donald P. Brown, vice president for finance, said that the specifications stated

that one contract would be awarded for the entire project, which includes the Uni-

versity, St. Paul-Ramsey, Hennepin County and Veterans Administration hospitals.

Brown said the situation was similar to that of a general contractor for a

building, in which the University may be able to find less expensive subcontractors

but cannot interfere with the agreement with the general contractor.
(MORE)
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The University has signed a letter of intent to proceed with a contract but

Brown said he would try to negotiate with Mosman to delay its implementation until

presentations can be made to the board next month.

In other action, the board approved a $70 million capital request to the 1978

Legislature for new buildings and grounds improvements, including $390,000 as the

first phase of a program to replace trees removed because of Dutch Elm disease.

Assistant Vice President C. Luverne Carlson said that the University has lost

nearly half of its Twin Cities campus elm trees in the last two years.

The Minneapolis campus, which had 1,164 elm trees in 1975, has 697 left. About

335 trees were removed this summer from the Minneapolis campus and another 389 are

expected to be removed next year.

Carlson said the University will try to save a few trees on the Mall, but that

even this will be an expensive project. Replacement will be done with trees that

are three and one-half to four inches in diameter, he said.

The tree-replacement program would eventually cost $1,147 million, Brown said,

adding that the campus is not eligible to receive state appropriations to munici

palities for replacement of diseased trees.

The capital improvements request, which was discussed last month, also includes

$345,000 for preliminary planning for ways of remodeling and improving the older

buildings in the heart of the Minneapolis campus.

A request for a $17.7 million veterinary medicine building on the St. Paul

campus will be made on the assumption that the University will continue to contract

with Wisconsin or another state to pay full costs of sending some non-resident stu

dents to Minnesota's veterinary school.

The board also approved guidelines for research involving the use of recombi

nant DNA techniques. The regents adopted the guidelines of the National Institutes

of Health with a review by the University's biohazards committee of biologists and

the campus department of environmental health and safety.

(MORE)



The board approved a motion by Regent Chairman Wenda Moore of Minneapolis

prOViding for a regents' review of the research using these controversial techniques

in one year.

The board delayed action on a proposed bachelor of science degree in dental

hygiene at the Duluth campus after Regent Charles McGuiggan, a dentist, questioned

the need for the program.

Administrators informed the board that the law raising the legal drinking age

from 18 to 19 will increase from 4 to 30 per cent the percentage of dormitory

residents on the Twin Cities campus under the legal age.

The University will continue its policy of allowing alcohol in the dormitory

rooms of students who are legally permitted to drink alcoholic beverages. The

policy will be reviewed by the board after a few months of experience under the new

law.

REGENTS -3-
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AMERICAN INDIAN TASK FORCE
MAKES RECOMMENDATIONS TO REGENTS

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Centralization of services for American Indian students was recommended in a

report Thursday to the University of Minnesota Board of Regents student concerns

committee.

In a letter, University President C. Peter Magrath expressed reservations about

some of the recommendations in the interim report, prepared by a task force on Ameri

can Indian concerns.

The report recommends that an American Indian Resources and Learning Center be

set up, to house in one location all of the services offered to American Indian stu

dents on the Twin Cities campus.

The center would be near the offices of the American Indian studies department

and the American Indian Student Association, and would include financial aid, career

and academic counselors for Indian students.

The task force report states that such a centralization of services is necessary

for several reasons. Many Indian students are not helped currently because counselors

cannot tell who they are, and such a center would encourage these students to ask

for help before their problems become severe, the report states.

"In some Indian cultures, one does not ask for help--others are expected to

offer it voluntarily,1I said Elgie Raymond, lecturer in American Indian studies and

co-chairman of the 20-member task force with John Webb, associate dean of the College

of Liberal Arts.

"Thus, it is possible that Indian students who need help refrain from seeking it

out," he said.

"I have difficulty with the concept of grouping services on a racial or ethnic

basis rather than a functional basis,li Magrath said in a letter to the task force

chairmen. "I do understand the dilemma posed by the task force, and I believe the

solution to be worthy of serious consideration. 11

However, he said he would not be willing to put the plan into motion until it is

studied further by the office of the vice president for student affairs with the

probable help of a continuing task force.

In a letter to Uagrath, Webb and Raymond said, "We believe it is inadequate for

the University to structure its services in a way that reflects an out-of-date

(MORE)
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'melting pot' view of American society••••Cultural differences are the root cause of

the lack of communication from which flow many of the difficulties of American In

dian Students. 1l

At the meeting, Regent Robert Latz said that the possibility of such a center

should be carefully considered. "If the customer doesn't come to you, you go to the

customer," Latz said, and asked that the administration come up with a proposed

budget.

A key change recommended in the report is the transfer of American Indian per

sonnel and money from the Martin Luther King Program to the proposed center "in order

to provide more autonomous and better coordinated services to American Indian stu

dents. The report also recommends the hiring of a full-time director to head the

center.

Magrath said he strongly supports the task force's recommendations for more

American Indian support personnel, bigger and better outreach efforts into Indian

communities, and the development of an orientation program specifically for American

Indian students.

However, he said that the task force recommendation to revise the current finan

cial aid policy needs "further consideration." The change would give American In

dian students as much as 100 per cent support based on need, rather than the current

maximum of 80 per cent now provided for students who receive financial aid.

The report states that because current University policy emphasizes equal treat

ment of all University students, the "special legal status of Indian students" is

neglected. Bureau of Indian Affairs and tribal funds could be used to pick up the

additional 20 per cent not now covered under the 80 per cent limit, the report states

Magrath said he believes state and federal guidelines and laws make it "illegal

or inappropriate to implement that recommendation," adding that clarification is

necessary.

The task force was appointed by Magrath last February to "look into how we can

better meet the needs of American Indian students."

-UNS-
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REGISTRATION NOW OPEN FOB.
CHILDREN'S ART CLASSES

U'OR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Registration is now QP8n for fall quarter children's art classes at the

University of Minnesota.

The c1a,.eawill meet on Saturday•• from 10 a.m. until 12:30. Oct. 2 through

Dec. 1Q.

Designed for children from five through 10 years old, the classes will focus

on art in many media. composition. color. texture and the children's sense of

their own worth a8 artists.

Fee for the cla••ea is $20. For more information and to register, contact

Virginia Eaton,Inatitute of Child Development, 51 E. River Road, University of

Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. 55455, or call 373-9851 or 373-2390.
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PRINTMAKING TEOHNIQUBS
SHOWN .IN lANK EXHIBIT

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Various printllakiq tecbniq\Mls are shown in an exhibition currently at the

Third Northwe*tern Natioaal Bank, 425 E. Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis.

The .exhibitof post-MorldWar II prilltswaa orsanizecL by -the Uuivez:sity of

Minnesota Gallery, and includes 1ithograpby, woodcut, etcbing, engraving and

t$eriarapby exaaplet$. At-tists represented include Andy Warbol, Ben Shabn, Robert

RaUscbenberg, Gene Davis and Alex Katz.

Circulated by tbe University of H1.nnesota Agricultural Extension Service and

Continuing Educ.tion. and Extension, tbe exhibit is open to tbe public through

Oct. 7. Hours are 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday tbrough Thursday and 9 a.m. to

7:30 p.m. F--!lday.
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BACK-To-SCHOOL BRINGS HATH CHANGES:
NEW MATH OUT, 'POST-NEW' 11ATII IN

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

nThe different branches of arithmetic are ambition, distraction, uglification

and derision,;l said the Mock Turtle in Alice in lvonderland.

The Mock Turtle was poking fun at the traditional math basics of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and division, but he would have been even more dismayed

about the different branches of "new math,:; which supplanted old-style arithmetic

over the past several years.

New math terms like I1commutationll and "equivalence" were used to focus students'

attention on the principles of addition and equality, and very little time was spent

actually adding two plus two to equal four.

Parents who grew up using the old math basics will be happy to hear that "parts

of this new math are over for good in schools,;' according to Robert Jackson, math

education professor at the University of 11innesota.

Students will be spending more time adding, subtracting, multiplying and divid-

ing, but math will never be its old simple self again. Parents will now have to

prepare themselves to help their children learn how to work with the metric system,

calculators, computers, lab kits and consumer math.

The push to metrics in the schools will involve more llmetric thinking" than

conversion formulas, Jackson said. Students will be playing games like "Match a

Meter, II a card game in which students answer questions like 11To deliver a kilogram

of potatoes, \-1ould you take a bushel basket or a large wheelbarrow?lI

110re calculators will appear in schools this year too, Jackson said. Simple

hand-held models that cost $100 about five years ago now cost as little as $4.95.

Students are receiving them as gifts and even financially hard-pressed schools can

afford many of them.
(HORE)
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In elementary schools, calculator use is limited to special units, while the

rest of the math time is spent teaching students basic arithmetic skills, Jackson

said. The machines are also used to reduce math's drudgery, allowing more time for

practicing other math skills.

Computers are being used with students as young as first grade, Jackson said.

A few junior high school math courses are now taught entirely with computers, and

computer simulation games are becoming more popular.

Minneapolis, Dallas and Los Angeles are the primary computer centers, but other

places are adding computer terminals slowly, hindered in some schools by vandalism.

Some schools use computers as a way to make math instruction more individual--each

student works at his or her mvn terminal, at the correct speed for that student, he

said.

Lab kits are another new trend in math education. Students are being taught

arithmetic concepts with games that use everything from plastic disks to expensive

science equipment, Jackson said.

Consumer math is growing too, although more slowly. Junior high school stu

dents will be learning about the principles of probability, and such things as how

to read charts and tables.

In some schools, statistics are being introduced at the high school level, so

that students can listen critically to advertisements that cite statistics as proof

of product effectiveness. HAnd there will probably be more of this kind of math

taught in the future,1i Jackson said.

But the biggest change in math this fall is the drift back to the basics. "The

new math is on the skids and number drills are back, part of the typical cycle in

math education,H Jackson said.

The change is due largely to concern over low math test scores, and the general

feeling that arithmetic skills are more useful in day-to-day living than are the

more esoteric concepts, Jackson said.

(HORE)
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"But people have been worried about students' skills for 200 years," he said.

Students have always shown room for improvement, he said, and there has been no real

decrease in basic math scores.

National Assessment and Minnesota Assessment test results in 1972-73 and 1975

show students performing reasonably well in whole number computations, number con

cepts, simple word problems, measurement concepts and geometry, but less well in

percentages, fractions, complex word problems and measurement.

liThe l3-year-old students do math about as well as adults do, and there is no

need for any panic that Johnny and Jeannie can't add," Jackson said.

Jackson is concerned that, in the stampede back to the basics, students may not

learn the reasons behind rules of math or the more interesting parts of math. They

may never be exposed to such things as the role of math in science and technology,

non-Euclidean geometry and number patterns, he said.

The "post-new math" now used is supposed to include the best of the old math

with the best of the new math, supplemented by metrics, calculators, computers,

kits and consumer problems. "If this works out, we could call it 'best math t III

Jackson said.

-UNS
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UNIVERSITY BANDS TOBEADLINE
MEXICAN .·UND FESTIVAL NEXT SPRING

(FOR 1MMEJ)IATE ULEASE)

The University of Minnesota marching' band, the concert band wind ensemble and

tb,e jazz eu.~le have accepted an invitation.to open the seventh annual Invitation

al Mexican Band Festival, which will begin March 30, 1978, in Mexico City.

The marchtlll. band will lead the opening parade, and will participate in a

n....er of musical.roaraas throUShout the city during their sis-day stay.

Frank Bencriscutto, director of bands, said tentative plans call for the band

to play before approximately 150,000 people at a soccer g81le. Other concerts may

be given at the 'Presidential Palace, at the University of Mexico and in various city

parka.

Individual band lIembers will pick up the $90,000 tab for the trip. About 300

stuc:1ents will pay $300 apiece to go on the trip.

Band. officials said they could not turn to the University for financial assis

tance because of financial cutbacks in many departments. There are no plans yet

for fund-raising projects, but they may be scheduled to cut the total cost of the

trip for each student.

O'Neill Sanford, marching band director, participated in the festival last

year as one of the judges. Approximately SO to 75 high-school bands from through

outithe Ul¢~ed States take part in the festival each year. Bands from other·

countries also attend and compete during the two-month festival.

The appearance of the University bands will be the first time a college or

university has taken part in the festival.

The music contest is supported by the Mexican government in an effort to in

crease interestland participation in school music programs.

Vincent Bilotta, executive director of the University Alumni Association,

sald there are plans for an alumni trip to Mexico City to coincide with the

University bands appearance.

-UNS-
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PERSECUTION OF JEWS
MAY NOT HAVE BEEN
AS FREQUENT AS BELIEVED

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

The Christian Church's domination of Jews in the early Middle Ages may not have

been as complete as many historians have believed.

Bernard S. Bachrach, author of a new book published by the University of Minne-

sota Press, says that many historians have accepted persecution and suffering as a

fundamental theme of Jewish history.

"Among our contemporaries, modern paral1els--Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy,

Communist Russia--are often evoked to bring to the reader the full impact of the

medieval debacle," Bachrach, professor of medieval history at the University of

Minnesota, wrote in his book "Early Medieval jewish Policy in Western Europe."

"In discussions of anti-Jewish legislation enacted by either secular or relig-

ious powers during the Middle Ages, it is not uncommon to see the Nuremberg Laws

introduced as the ineluctable finale to a centuries-long process," he wrote.

Bachrach's book examines this premise by studying early Jewish policy in Europe

from the beginnings of the barbarian kingdoms to the ninth century.

Bachrach found that many rulers during the period depended upon the support,

or at least the lack of opposition, from the Jewish communities in their kingdoms.

Few rulers undertook anti-Jewish policies, he wrote. "Although these men

generally received ecclesiastical approbation for their efforts, all the anti-Jewish

policies launched during the early Middle Ages were failures."

Although the Christian Church was threatened by the Jewish religion, Judaism

was often the only other religion legally permitted.

(MORE)
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"In light of the treatment by Christians of heretics t pagans t and Muslims
t

the

position accorded to Judaism is astounding t " Backrach wrote.

"The Jewish population in Western Europe grew both by natural increase and by

immigration from Muslim-controlled lands. Jewish communities flourished, Jewish

scholarship advanced, and many new synagogues were built. jewish merchants and

landowners were encouraged by governmental protection t " he wrote.

Bachrach 1s associate director of the University's program in Jewish studies.

His study delves into many rulers' policies in detail and assumes some knowledge of

the period.

H##

Bernard S. Bachrach, EARLY MEDIEVAL JEWISH POLICY IN WESTERN EUROPE. (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press) 213 pp., $15
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'u' COURSES OFFERED THROUGH
RADIO, TELEVISION, NEWSPAPER

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Radio, television and newspaper courses offered by the University of Minnesota

this fall will cover topics from divorce to psychic phenomena.

"Psychical Phenomena in Religions and Cultures" will be aired from Oct. 3

through Dec. 2 over KUOM radio Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 11:15 a.m. 1n-

structors are Mulford Sibley and Eleanor McGill.

The television courses include "Understanding Divorce" at 7 a.m. Tuesday

(repeated at 1:30) on KTCA-TV,Channel 2, from Sept. 27 through Nov. 29, with in-

structor Anne Nevaldine. "Home Landscape Gardening" will be televised at 7 a.m.

(and 1:30) Thursdays on KTCA-TV, Channel 2, from Sept. 29 through Dec. 1, with in-

structor Gustav Hard.

The National PUblic Broadcasting Service's "Age of Uncertainty: A History of

Economic Thought" with John Kenneth Galbraith will be taught locally by George

Green. It will be televised Wednesdays at 9:30 a.m. (repeated at 1:30 p.m. Fridays

and 6 p.m. Sundays) from Sept. 21 to Dec. 14.

"Crime and Justice in America" will be offered in the Minneapolis Star from

Sept. 12 through Dec. 19) and in the lij)ite Bear Press from Sept. 15 through Dec. 22.

For more information about media courses, contact Independent Study, 45

Wesbrook Hall, 77 Pleasant St. SE., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

55455 or call 376-4925.

-UNS-
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EXERCISE--A TREATMENT FOR DIABETICS?

By David Smith
University News Service

Some diabetics may soon be able to treat their condition with a dose of exercise

instead of a dose of medicine.

An exploration into this possibility will begin later this month at the Univer-

sity of Minnesota's Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene. Cardiologists Dr. Arthur

Leon and Dr. Russell Luepker will head the study in collaboration with Dr~ Jose

Barbosa, a diabetes specialist at the University's Medical School.

For two years, the researchers will study 50 men ranging in age from 21 to 69,

all with a mild form of diabetes known as "maturity-onset diabetes."

The subjects will walk on a treadmill under controlled conditions to determine

the effects of exercise on insulin secretion and the amount of fats in their blood.

According to Leon, the muscle and fat cells of maturity-onset diabetics are

resistant to the action of insulin, which aids in the metabolization of sugar. Cell

resistance causes the body to compensate by overproducing insulin.

However, as more insulin is produced, there is an acceleration of fatty plaque

deposited in the lining of arterial walls which leads to atherosclerosis, often

called "hardening of the arteries." This is the first step toward circulation

problems, strokes, and heart disease.

But a regular program of exercise may actually reverse this build-up of fat.

Leon said that a study conducted last year by John Conrad, a graduate student

in exercise physiology, showed that moderate exercise in obese people reduced their

insulin output by Ilalmost half" for any level of blood sugar.

This reduction was accompanied by an increase in the production of a protein

called high-density lipoprotein (HDL), which carries fat away from the arterial

walls to the liver where it is metabolized and eliminated.

(MORE)
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"Obese people and diabetics suffer the same problems," Leon said. "Their cells

are resistant to insulin and they have low levels of HDL. In fact, obesity may

predispose someone to maturity-onset diabetes. H

It was this correlation between obesity and diabetes that led to this year's

study. Leon said that the 50 participants will be divided into five groups. Within

these smaller groups, individuals will walk the treadmill for 30 to 60 minutes, three

to five days a week, for 12 weeks.

The goal is to determine the minimum level of exercise necessary to reduce

insulin requirements and, consequently, increase HDL in the blood.

Testing is scheduled to begin the third week of September, though Leon said he

is still looking for more volunteers. (Females are~ being used because they have

a tendency toward higher levels of HDL than males.)

Those interested in participating in the study must have their physician's

consent and must not be receiving medication for diabetes. Further information

about the program can be obtained by calling the Laboratory of Physiological Hygiene

at 373-4056.

The study is being financed by the National Institutes of Health and conducted

in cooperation with the Minnesota Diabetes Association.
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IS 'SECRETARY' A DIRTY
NINE-LETTER WORD?

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

There is an estimated shortage of three million secretaries in the country,

according to statistics cited in Business Week magazine. Turnover in secretarial

positions is high, and job slots remain open for unusually long stretches of time,

despite the tight job market.

Many companies are discovering that it is often more difficult to replace a top

secretary than it is to find a good executive. To many job-seekers and career-

hunters, the term "secretary'; has become a dirty nine-letter word. Why?

At a recent University of Minnesota conference for secretaries, participants

mentioned some of their grievances:

HI'm just an extension of his telephone ••• " "I get too much direction, even on

petty things,and no chance to use my own ideas ••• " "There aren't many career oppor-

tunities for secretaries ••• ll 111 sometimes get yelled at when other people don't do

their jobs right ••• " :tpeople put you down or pretend you aren't there ••• " "It's

hard to work when several people in the office are almost totally frustrated ••• "

One mentioned a method her boss uses to solve problems. "He always says, 'Don't

get mad. I want you to like your job. I'll buy you lunch.'"

Most secretaries are finding that a free lunch doesn't relieve their frustra-

tions, said Steve Heinen, business professor at the University and one of the leaders

at the continuing business education conference. IlThey are more aware now that some

people treat them as second-class citizens," he said. 'lAnd they feel limited by a

job in which they are tied so closely to another person," added conference co-leader

Dorothy McGlauchlin.

It is possible to alleviate these frustrations by dealing with them construct-

ively, Heinen and McGlauchlin agreed.
(MORE)
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A secretary's frustration, and anyone else's for that matter, usually takes one

of four forms, all potentially dangerous to their employers, Heinen said. The method

chosen is usually the one that is psychologically easiest for the person doing the

choosing.

The first approach is aggression--most often verbal or passive in office situa

tions. If the aggression Clgoes underground," the secretary can simply fail to in

form the boss of important details, can decline to handle matters promptly and

courteously, refuse to anticipate problems, and even send letters to the wrong place.

"There is a real danger of sabotage from secretaries not too different from that

of the auto plant worker, who creates a rattle in a new car with a Coke bottle,"

Heinen said.

The second outlet for unvented frustration is regression. A secretary might

just stop talking to a co-worker, adding to office tension. This is the adult

equivalent of "If you don't play my way, I'll take my ball and go home,1I Heinen said.

Other ways of coping are fixation on one way of dealing with the frustration,

and resignation--a giving up that mayor may not involve actually leaVing the job,

Heinen said.

On-the-job frustration can be spotted fairly easily, Heinen said. The person

becomes more rigid and compulsive, does not work toward goals, is not motivated by

the threat of punishment and basically stops learning. Dealing with frustration in

the office by issuing memos against the "wrong behavior" generally just makes the

frustration surface in another way, Heinen said.

The frustrations of secretaries also are aggravated by flat judgments made

against their feelings--indicating to them that they shouldn't have those feelings-

and allowing too many problems to build up, McGlauchlin said.

Heinen and McGlauchlin suggested several ways of coping with frustration in the

office.

Instead of harboring resentments, secretaries should be "constructively open,"

McGlauchlin said. "They should describe their own feelings without making judgments

about anybody else."
(MORE)
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She said the best way to do this is with "l" statements, such as "I feel that I

have responsibilities, but no authority to go with them ••. 11 or "I think my talents

for organizing projects and my knowledge of the company make me a good candidate for

an administrative position."

Then, the secretary should concentrate on listening carefully as the other per

son does the same--both trying to understand each otherts point of view. Jumping to

quick judgments can interfere with openness, Heinen said.

By communicating with others in the office in a constructive way, the secretary

will eventually improve the office climate, McGlauchlin said. This takes a careful

analysis of the problem--the timing, the office dynamics and the personalities in

volved.

It is often hard to "enlarge your public self" by being open,to accept other

people as they are, and to discover your own blind spots, she said.

The best way to change a relationship is to change your own way of dealing with

a person instead of trying to change the other person, McGlauchlin said.

An added benefit of putting these methods to use may be a change for the better

in the image of the secretary, Heinen said. By using constructive openness, a

secretary may avoid being seen as "just a secretary" or merely a "go-fer," or, in

the case of women secretaries, a surrogate wife to their bosses.

Heinen and McGlauchlin feel that eliminating the frustrations of secretarial

work are crucial to making such work a sought-after career.
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HEREDITY AND HOME--NOT RACE-
KEY FACTORS IN INTELLIGENCE

By Harvey Linder
University News Service

Genetic background and family environment--and not race--are the key factors in

determining how well a child will do on standardized tests, according to recent

studies done by two University of Minnesota researchers.

To separate other factors from rearing conditions, psychology professor Sandra

Scarr, now at Yale,and Richard Weinberg, associate professor of psycho-educational

studies at Minnesota, studied black children who have been adopted by white Minnesota

families.

According to Weinberg, when children are exposed to an "optimal" environment,

"It does not appear that the black group of kids is inferior to the white group on

I.Q. test performance, as some other studies have reported." In fact, Weinberg said,

"They're performing quite comparably."

Scarr and Weinberg agree that there is good evidence that intellectual potential

is largely determined by genetic factors. But the kind of home a child grows up in

can have a big impact on how well he scores on standardized tests or even how well he

does in school.

An environment similar to that on which the tests have been standardized, they

say, can account for as much as a 20 point difference on an I.Q. test score.

"The study allowed us to look at a group of children who come from a particular

racial/cultural group,different from the one in which the tests were standardized,"

Weinberg said, "but a group that has been raised in the culture of the test aild the

cuIture of the school. 11

Previous studies have indicated that black children reared by their own families

achieve I.Q. scores that average about 15 points below whites.

(MORE)
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The authors stress that they are not advocating transracial adoption. "l'1e were

just able to study an already existing social phenomenon," Weinberg said.

ilThese adopted children are being exposed from a very early age to the white

culture," an important factor in good performance on tests based on white culture.

Weinberg said it is crucial that people not take the study to mean that white

families are better than black families at raising children. In fact, most of the

families in the study were not typical white families, he said. Most were upper

middle-class and extremely child-oriented.

"Certainly such environments can be provided by upper-middle-class black 'families

as well," Weinberg said. "White families don't have a corner on the market for pro

viding optimal environments."

What are the implications of these findings for educators and families? "Well,

there is really a racist's notion underlying many of the compensatory education pro

grams, when you stop to think about it," Weinberg said. "The idea among many is that

for black children to succeed, they have to perform like whites do on I.Q. tests.

"But one could also assume that there might be different educational goals for

different cultures, and, in fact, different measures based on those goals," he said.

The researchers say it would be difficult, if not impossible, to design com

pensatory programs either inside or outside of schools that could have as much impact

on children as do the family and home environment.

"If, and let me emphasize IF, a black family wanted their child to perform a

particular way on standardized I.Q. tests in a white-dominated culture, they would

have to provide a similar kind of cultural background," Weinberg said.

"What we have tried to show, Ii he added~ "is that people are not totally

destined by biological background. There is malleability. The environment in

fluences and has impact."
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'u' RELEASES DOCUMENTS
ON CIA CAMPUS RESEARCH

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Documents from the Central Intelligence Agency reveal that the University of

Minnesota was involved in two of the 149 subprojects of MKULTRA, the CIA mind and

behavior control research program of the mid-1950s.

"Subproject 5" involved about $12,QOO for hypnosis research, and "subproject

25," a continuation of the grant, involved $520, the CIA documents state.

All specific information about individuals and locations of the research have

been blanked out by the CIA in the documentS' wliichwere supplied to University

President C. Peter Magrath Tuesday for him to release at his discretion. Magrath

released the material Thursday.

A University policy against secret research has been in effect since 1971. Such

research, Magrath said, could not be undertaken today without the knowledge of the

University. In the past, much of the CIA research was done without the knowledge of

University officials.

The CIA documents indicate that the head of the psychiatry department, who is

not named, was aware of the nature of the research, which was conducted by a gradu-

ate student in education and psychology, also not named. The head of the psychiatry

department in 1953 was the late Donald P. Hastings.

The funding mechanism may have concealed from the other departments involved the

fact that the CIA was paying for the project. One memorandum states: "The

(deletion) will function as cut-out and cover for this grant."

"Cut-outII was defined by CIA Director Stansfield Turner as an intermediary

funding mechanism "used to conceal CIA's sponsorship of the various research

projects .11

(MORE)
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"Mr. (deletion) and Dr. (dele tion) (Head, Department of Psychiatry, University

of Minnesota) are cleared through TOP SECRET and are aware of the real purposes of

this project," according to a memorandum from Sidney Gottlieb, chief of the CIA's

chemical division in 1953.

The experiments in 1953 and 1954 included work on hypnotically induced anxie

ties, increasing ability to learn and recall through hypnosis, polygraph response

under hypnosis, and the relationship of personality to susceptibility to hypnosis,

the CIA documents state.

Gottlieb and another official apparently were disappointed in the results of

one experiment described in an April, 1954, memorandum.

The experimenter used a hotel room in an unnamed city and screened 12 subjects

down to the three who were the most susceptible to hypnosis. The experimenter was

unable either" to improve the subjects' memories through hypnosis or induce amnesia,

the CIA said.

The memorandum concludes: i1Whereas the experiment was only partially successful

in light of failure to achieve amnesiac states and the lack of marked improvement in

hypnotic recall, the interest aroused among observers of the demonstration attests

to the success of one of the main objectives--stimulation of thinking in the opera

tions fields."

The Subproject 5 budget included: $5,000 salary for the researcher; $600 for a

part-time secretary; $1,404 salary for a half-time research assistant; $3,000 to pay

experimental subjects' expenses; $750 for supplies, equipment and travel, and

$412.32 for indirect costs.

A similar breakdown for Subproject 25 was not available other than for the $520.

The existence of the Project MKULTRA documents were revealed by the CIA last

month and 80 colleges and universities were notified that they were either knowingly

or unwittingly involved in the classified research projects, some of which included

drug, alcohol and electroshock methods.
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CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH
AIM OF SCHOOL RADIO SHOH
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By Harvey Linder
University News Service

Susan was nine years old the weekend she died. She was hit by a car.

Early Monday morning, her teacher quietly cleared Susan's things from her desk

before the other children arrived at school. She didn't know how to tell them--they

were only children.

Children must cope with many things they do not understand. Death is only one

example. It may be the loss of a close friend who moves away, fear of the local bully

or just something somebody said and thought it wouldn't be taken seriously, like:

"Boy, you're really crazy!"

George Williams, a University of rlinnesota psychiatrist, and Betty Girling, of

KUOM radio, think it is important for kids not only to understand things like death,

taunting and loss of friendships, but to be able to talk about and act on their feel

ings about such things.

Williams and Gir1ing co-host a KUOM radio program called "Getting to Know Your

se1f. 1i The 15-minute show is broadcast weekly into the classrooms of fourth, fifth

and sixth grade students. An accompanying teacher's manual has guides for classroom

discussions both before and after the program.

Aim is to prevent mental illness

The two hosts believe that helping children to understand themselves and their

emotions--and teaching them how to seek help when they have problems--is one way of

preventing emotional breakdowns later in life. Williams is cautious in saying that:

"We can only hope that it is preventive. But we don't have any studies to prove

that it is. Ii

Williams feels there is a great need for research into ways of preventing mental

illness. The aim of "Getting to Know Yourself" is to be "preventive for children in

helping them to mental health, rather than helping to cure them if they are sick."

Iltve ' re hoping that in the teacher's manual the teachers can get some ideas about

mental illness and feel qualified to talk it over with the school nurse,1I Girling

said.

''We do an awful lot of 'If you can't solve this problem, or if you're worried

about something for more than five days, or three days, or whatever, get help! Go

(MORE)
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to somebody. Go to your school nurse. Talk it over with your teacher, your football

coach, the scout leader. Just get somebody, an adult, and tell' them what the problem

is~" Girling emphasized.
But do children really follow this advice? ;II think they will eventually,"

Girling said. "The important thing is that you say it often enough. They might not

consider it the first time. But when they've heard it 30 times in different situa

tions, I think they'd be much more willing. You break down the reluctance to do it

if you make it more normal."

No room for fantasy

Most of the ideas for program topics come from the children themselves, through

letters that they write to Williams. During the show, he tries to speak directly to

them in a straightforward, honest manner.

"Fantasies tell stories in another kind of program, but not in mental health,"

said Girling, who is an associate professor and director of the University's Minnesota

School of Air. "This is one area where we've got to be truthful with kids."

"If we get very involved, however, and we think maybe they're getting too tense,

then we both start talking about dogs," Girling said, "because you can transfer many

of your problems to a dog's situation. But it's something a child will respond to in

a minute. I can usually figure that the show has gotten pretty tense if we both

start talking about dogs."

The need is real

Girling, who originated the idea for "Getting to Know Yourself," credits the

school nurses with recognizing the need for some attention to the mental health con

cerns of children. "Children were being sent (for punishment) to the principal's

office who should have been sent to the school nurse," Girling said.

Girling admitted to a personal motivation for putting the show together. Having

suffered periodic depressions herself for some 18 years, she said that she i~ con

cerned "that preventive measures be taken with kids so that they don't walk into this

when they hit adulthood. I see many more stress situations for children now than I

had as a child," Girling said.

She and Williams try to explain the relationship between stress and either men

tal or physical breakdown in such a way that it removes some of the stigma and shame

from suffering with emotional problems.

llGreat stress can make people--both children and adults--ill. If you're under

tremendous stress, you may well break and need a vacation, or to go to a hospital,

or be 'repaired' just as we're 'repaired' if we've broken a bone in an aCCident,"

she said.

(MORE)
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Future looks hopeful

iiI think there is much more concern about the mental health of children now than

there has been," Girling said. "l think there is going to be more money for funding

in this field now. Particularly because of Mrs. Carter's strong support of the men

tal health field." (Rosalyn Carter, the wife of the President, is chairperson of the

President's Task Force for Mental Health.)

liMy hope," Girling said, lIis that the money that was held up in the early 70's

(during the Nixon administration) for mental health will most certainly be released,

and probably added to for research."

-UNS-
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ILlFELONG-LEAID~ING' SEID~

AS EMERGING TREND

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

You may be one of those folks who decided school was a drag years ago and don't

plan to take another course as long as you live.

Or you could be one of the more than 17 million U.S. adults who has taken slim-

nastics, computer programming, childbirth or gardening classes in your own community.

Formal and informal learning by adults is now receiving much more attention as a

national trend, according to speakers and participants at a recent University of

Minnesota-sponsored national conference on open learning and non-traditional study.

Penny Richardson, coordinator for the Life-Long Learning Project of the U.S.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, described emerging for participants the

possibilities for adults who want to continue learning.

IIThere is an amazing variety of possibi1ities--so many that it is hard for our

project to select priorities," Richardson said.

Adults now may take courses at local high schools, vocational schools, colleges,

universities and trade schools. They may learn independently or with the help of

agricultural extension agents or television lecturers. Their union or management

teams may provide them with anything from seminars to one-shot full job training.

Education for prospective and new parents is becoming more common, as are

learning programs for retired people and for the handicapped. Professionals from

physicians to funeral directors are returning to school to update their skills.

Formal learning activities like these are paid for mostly by the adult partici-

pants themselves or by their organizations, but do include outlays from 275 federal

programs in some 22 different federal departments, according to Change Magazine

(June, 1977).

(MORE)
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ilNo one is quite sure yet how much federal money goes into adult education, but

estimates are that $14 to $25 million are involved," Richardson said. And these

figures do not include the informal education many adults receive at museums,

churches and through the mass media, Richardson said.

The Life-Long Learning Project is now assembling information for the first time

on the whole spectrum of adult learning and has selected four groups of adults to

concentrate on: blue-collar and lower white-collar workers, women, older adults and

young people, especially unemployed minority young people, Richardson said.

She expects the family impact of life-long learning on these groups and others

to be an important consideration too. ilWhen one spouse gets more education than the

other one, marital problems become more common," Richardson said.

She also cited research on the relatively high incidence of alcoholism among

wives living on Army bases, possibly because the men have opportunities to learn and

advance, while their wives do not, Richardson said. "In cases like these, the

federal government might prOVide learning opportunities to alleviate the problem,"

she said.

Another imbalance is caused by the fact that formal adult education is now

almost twice as common among those with family incomes above $25,000 as it is among

families earning less than $10,000. People with more previous education also take

advantage of adult education opportunities more often, according to National Center

for Education statistics.

The staff of the Life-Long Learning Project is now looking for ways to open

learning opportunities to new groups in new ways, Richardson said. Community groups

might be given vouchers, which they could present to institutions to buy learning

opportunities.

ilOne American Indican group has been awarded a voucher in a test of this idea

elsewhere," Richardson said. "They took it to a museum and commissioned an exhibit

of their cultural heritage. II

(MORE)
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Other methods being explored include life-long learning "entitlements" ("coupon

books" for learning opportunities, which can be redeemed all at once or one at a

time); revised scholarships for part-time adult students; pre-retirement and retire

ment institutes, educational incentives within manpower training and unemployment

compensation programs; and greater use of the mass media, Richardson said.

HWe don't know yet exactly what is needed, or even whether TV is a sleeping

beauty or an aging Rip Van Winkle for adult learning," Richardson said. "But we do

know that variety and choice are essential--we don't need one great big community

college for everyone."

The Life-Long Learning Project, voted into existence last October just before

the Presidential election, has not yet been allocated its full funding and so has

not completed its survey of adult learning or begun funding any projects, Richardson

said. Hopes are high, though, especially since Vice President Walter Mondale was

the original sponsor of the bill.

One of the conference participants called the Life-Long Learning program "the

best education bill in half a century," especially since it stresses the value of

adult learning for its own sake as well as for employment opportunity.

-UNS-
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ISSUES FACING OPEN LEARlUUG
DISCUSSED BY COHFERENCE SPEAKERS

by Ronaele Sayre
University News Service

l?lTIc.
I))~' ~J

,14,/~:J
'(

Alternative forms of higher educatibn have become popular.

So much so, according to Harold Hodgkinson, former director of the National

Institute of Education, that they have moved a notch into the mainstream of education.

Hodgkinson, a University of llinnesota graduate and current director of the

Professional Institute of the American Management Association, spoke recently at a

University-sponsored national conference on open learning and non-traditional study.

But there are still problems.

"What is missing is the cement to hold the movement together,11 Hodgkinson said.

He noted that open learning was a "new idea in 1955," at a time when the

traditionally held view was that education ended when an individual entered the

work force. A lifetime of work was followed by a few years of leisure following

retirement. Now, Hodgkinson said, education, work and leisure time are more

closely related.

ilBusiness and industry spend $2 billion a year on education programs because

they are dissatisfied with traditional and non-traditional learning programs,"

Hodgkinson said. He noted the growing market for continuing education opportunities

in the professional fields.

There are 17 million adults enrolled in a variety of higher education programs

and another 1.5 million in noncollegiate post secondary educational programs. But

there are still many people, according to Hodgkinson, who "do not believe they can

control their destiny."

(HORE)
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liodgkinson advised those involved in planning open learning programs to llrelate

to the capacities of people in the work world in addition to those in the liberal

arts setting. 1i

He warned conference participants there were a number of changes llhich must be

made in open learning and non-traditional study programs to improve effectiveness,

including more flexible scheduling to meet the demands of those ~rlth other commit

ments, setting uniform standards for quality of education and developing tests to

measure students' competency.

Another conference speaker, ~. Bruce Johnstone, newly named vice president

for administration at the University of Pennsylvania, told conference participants

that open learning has been a key issue in the latest wave of innovation.

"Higher education has had a fascination with change for the last decade and

less attention has been paid to stability, I; Johnstone said.

The result has been that open learning has lacked the I'pervasive socialization

that maintains respectability," said Johnstone, also a graduate of Hinnesota.

To attain that socialization, Johnstone said it is crucial that open learning

programs develop a stable teaching technology and a reward system for faculty, and

maintain both sustained demand and sustained financial support.

He noted that open learning and non-traditional study programs are often seen

as a Bpresumed diversion of resources from conventional programs."

To counter such criticism, it is necessary for open learning programs to

demonstrate long-range student demand and convince the public of the legitimacy of

the programs, said Johnstone.

-UHS-
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INTEGRATION IN EUROPE
TO BE DISCUSSED
AT' 1 U I SYNPOSIUM

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

Integration among the nations of Western Europe will be discussed by Femand

Spaak Monday (Sept. 26) during a symposium on "The United States and the European

Economic Community" at the University of Minnesota. Twin Cities.

Spaak. a Belgian. is head of the Delegation of the Commission of the European

Communities to the United States. He will address a noon luncheon at the Sheraton-

Ritz Hotel and a 10:30 a.m. session on campus. Tickets are $6 for the luncheon and

reservations should be made with the Special Events department of the Minneapolis

Chamber of Commerce.

Other events in the day-long symposium will be held in the theater-lecture hall

of Coffman Union at the University. and are open to the public with no admission

charge. The event is sponsored by the Harold Scott Quigley Center of International

Studies, the World Affairs Center and other University groups.

"The European Idea Between the Wars" is the topic for a 9:30 a.m. lecture by

K:m Munholland, associate professor of history at the University. Anne Spaak, the

w:f.fc of. F~'t'nClnd Spaak, will speak at 2 p.m. on the topic, "The People of Europe and

"The futu'[(: <')): the Atlantic Community" will be discussed by P. Terrence

Hopm~nn, director of the Quigley Center and associate professor of political science.

at the 3 p.m. clocJ.nr; Ression.
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ITALIAN FILM FESTIVAL TO OPEN AT ·U'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE)

A month-long ItaliaD film festival will open at the Unive~sity of Minnesota

Wednesday. OCt. S. .

Films by l,ina WeJ'tmuller, Pier Paolo. Federico Fellini and Vittorio DeSica. will

be shown Wednesdays at 2:15 and 7:30 p.m. in the Bell Museum of Natural History

Auditori••

The schedule is as follows: "All Screwed Up" (1976, Wertmuller), Oct. 5; liThe

Dec81lleron" (1971. Paolol.Oct. 12; "Amarcord" (1974, Fellini), OCt. 19, and "The

Bicycle Thief" (1949, DeSlca), Oct. 26. All features will be in Italian with English

subtitles.

Admission charge is $1. 7S for each feature. Tickets will be sold at the door.

The series i8 sponsored by the University French and Italian department and the

Audio Vi8ual Library Service.
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UlUVERSITY OF l1IHNESOTA, l1IHHEAPOLIS AHD ST. PAUL CAl1PUS EVENTS
Sept. 25-0ct. 1

Sun., Sept. 25---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Silkscreens by Li1i fIartineau.
Horth Star Gallery. a a.m.-10 p.m. ~wn.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through
Sept. 30. Free.

Mon., Sept. 26---Coffman Gallery: Fibers Exhibit by i1ichael Wiken, Gallery I,
through Oct. 6; Ta-Coumba T. Aiken, Gallery II, through Oct. 7. 10 a.m.
4 p.m. Hon.-Frio Free.

iron., Sept. 26---Concert & Bratfest: Hired Hands, bluegrass, and bratwurst. St.
Paul Student Center lawn. 11:30 a.m. Free.

Wed., Sept. 28---Qpen House:
Coffman Union. 3-5 p.m.

Chicano Cultural Perspectives.
Free.

Hen's Lounge,

Fri., Sept. 30---Concert: Coffman Union lawn. Noon. Free.

Fri., Sept. 30---U Film Society: i1All Nudity Will Be Punished." Bell l1useum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $1.75 students, $2 public.

Frio, Sept. 30---Rock Ballet: 'IKidnapped." \l1lley Hall aud. 8 p.m. $2 students,
$3 public.

Fri., Sept. 30---The l~ole Coffeehouse: Dave Van P~nk. Coffman Union. Doors
open 3:30 p.m. $3. Tickets on sale at HSA TOO and Positively 4th Street.

Sat., OCt. 1---U Film Society: "All Nudity lo11ll Be Punished. II Bell Huseum of
Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9;30 p.m. $1.75 students, $2 public.

Sat., OCt. l---Rock Ballet: ';Kidnapped.'; tlilley Hall aud. 8 p.m. $2 students,
$3 public.

Sat., Oct. l---The lVhole Coffeehouse: Dave Van Ronk. Coffman Union. Doors
open 8:30 p.m. $3. Tickets on sale at 11SA TOO and Positively 4th Street.
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LONELINESS IS A PROBLEM
ON CAMPUS OF 47,000

By Ronaele Sayre
University News Service

The University of Minnesota's Twin Cities campus is a commuter campus. Most of

the 47,000 students expected to attend fall quarter will commute to class from homes

in the metropolitan area.

The typical student attends a full day of classes for at least three days of the

week, and has a shorter schedule the other two days. When not in class, the student

is likely to be working 15 to 20 hours a week in an off-campus job.

Often, the student who commutes to campus feels that the combination of class,

job and study leaves little time for involvement in many campus organizations, and a

feeling of isolation from campus life and loneliness gradually develops.

Speaking to students at a Welcome Week gathering, Robert Flint of the Student

Counseling Bureau said the University has a well known reputation for bigness and

"everybody just knows they will be lost, lonely and abandoned before the year is

out."

The new student to campus is filled with anxiety--frightened without really

knowing what the cause of that fear is, Flint said.

Flint told the students that loneliness develops when an individual Ilpl ays it

safe," avoiding any risks in forming relationships with others on campus. ''You

tend to hide your vulnerability and don't let anyone get to know you,ll he said.

Flint said that students seldom feel uncomfortable establishing an informal

level. of contact--asking another student's name, college of study, or high school--

because such questions are not threatening.

(MORE)
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Once that first level of contact has been made, however, Flint said, students

can progress to a second level easily enough. "Two students discover they are both

in the Institute of Technology, and one says he is concerned about getting through

a math course and the other offers some study help," Flint explained.

Flint pointed out to the students, who indicated by a show of hands that they

were interested in making friends but felt they didn't know how to do that on

campus, that there were many campus organizations they could involve themselves

with despite time constraints.

"They exist as a place for people to get together with other people. They are

for people who share at least one common interest," he said.

For those students who need help with a special problem such as shyness,

depression, family or personal problems and communication difficulties, there are

counselors available at the student counseling bureau, Flint said.

-UNS-
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·U· RESEARCHER TO ATTa~T

•SUPERSTRAIN t OF SOIL BACTERIA

by David Smith
University News Service

Bacteria have an ugly reputation. They often are associated with disease and

decay, and are thought of as something to be doused with mouthwash or clobbered

with antibiotics.

But William Pilacinski, a research associate in microbiology at the University

of 11innesota, may give that lowly image a lift. He is studying the possibility

of genetically strengthening some strains of soil bacteria in order to increase

their potential for agricultural use.

A one-year, $12,000 grant from the National Science Foundation (NSF) was

recently awarded Pilacinski to assist his research--one of only 89 such awards

granted by that organization this year. During his tenure, which is scheduled to

begin in November, Pilacinski will be working in the laboratory of Prof. E.L.

Schmidt, a nationally recognized expert in soil science at Minnesota.

According to Pilacinski, pioneering work by Schmidt found that certain strains

of soil bacteria attach themselves to the root cells (lectins) of legumes, such as

alfalfa, soybeans and peas. The bacteria, known as Rhizobia, are useful because

they metabolize atmospheric nitrogen in the soil and excrete it as ammonia and

other nitrates beneficial to plant growth.

This process, called "nitrogen fixation," not only aids the growth of legumes,

but enriches the soil for other crops like corn and wheat, which are incapable of

fixing nitrogen naturally.

It has become important to improve nitrogen fixation in farm soil by micro-

biological methods, Pilacinski believes, because it "avoids the large expenditures

of petroleum-derived energy necessary for domestic production of chemically fixed

fertilizer nitrogen. 1I

(MORE)
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A report on farming and the cost of energy published by the NSF in 1975 supports

this contention. The report, entitled I1Energy vs. Productivity: Diminishing

Returns,1I stated that fossil fuels "are the primary raw materials for nitrogen

fertilizers, which account for almost half of the world's fertilizer consumption."

The focus of Pilacinski's work will be on a special strain of bacteria called

Rhizobium japonicum. This particular bacteria infects soybeans--which Pilacinski

termed "agriculturally, the most significant nitrogen fixing plant in the world."

However, information gained from his research can be applied to other strains of

the Rhizobium bacteria as well.

"Part of my work will involve studying the specificity between organism and

plant. In other words, I will be trying to understand why different Rhizobium

bacteria infect different hosts," he said.

Genetic coding in the bacteria is believed responsible for this selectivity.

By understanding the code, Pilacinski may be able to combine the genes of different

types of Rhizobia to create an improved fixer.

Another part of Pilacinski's research will be directed at improving the

Rhizobia's chances in their microscopic war with other soil bacteria. An antibiotic

called "bacteri.ocin" is formed by these other bacteria which kills the Rhizobia.

But previous work by microbiologists has shown some strains of Rhizobia to

be genetically resistant to bacteriocin. Pilacinski hopes to manipulate the genes

of less resistant Rhizobia and increase their potential for survival.

The third, and last, part of his work will be to find a way of encouraging

Rhizobia growth in the area of the plant root. Chemicals excreted into the soil by

legumes appear to stimulate the growth of some strains of the bacteria, and again

genes are believed to be involved in the receptivity to the chemical.

By transplanting the appropriate "receptivity genes," Pilacinski will be

attempting to increase the population of active Rhizobia living near the plant

root. Increasing the population will improve their chances of survival and,

indirectly, improve nitrogen fixation.

(l10RE)
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The present effectiveness of legumes and their microscopic partners in

providing nutrients to farm soil is well known. According to the above-mentioned

NSF article, a crop of sweet clover planted in the fall and plowed under a year

later adds "about 150 poun4s of nitrogen per acre to the soi1."

Rotating legume crops with a corn crop also helps control corn rootworm,

reduces weeds, and, in the winter, prevents soil erosion.

If Pilacinski is successful at improving this natural phenomenon, its effects

could also be an important step in alleviating the world-wide food shortage, as

well as the shortage of energy.

"South America, Africa, and other places in the Third World grOl17 lots of

legumes because they provide a protein source where meat is not available. This

research could be very helpful to them. This is especially true in South America

where nitrogen is scarce because the rain washes it out of the soil," he said.

But the benefits will not appear overnight.

By Pilacinski's own estimates, it will take seven to eight years before the

research can be applied in even a limited fashion. It may take ten to fifteen

years before it becomes easily marketable.

-UNS-
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Artists represented include Ben Benn, Frank Burty, Philip Evergood, Robert

Gwathmey, Stanton Macdonald-Wright, Marsden Hartley, Alfred H. Maurer and Jacques

Lipschitz.

In conjunction with the exhibition, a lecture series entitled "Early Modernist

Art in America/A Collector and His Collection: Three Views" will be offered by the

gallery. Percy North, a professor of art history at George Mason University in

ViJ;'g1nia, will give a special galleJ;'y tour, lithe Hudson D. Walker Collection: A

Scholar's View," at 2:30 p.m. Monday, Oct. 10.

AKist Kervin Jules will speak on the topic, lithe Provincetown Colony: An

Artist's View" at 4:15 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 27, in Murphy Ball auditorium. H. Harvard

AlDason, foraerchairman of the University art department and former director of

Walker Art Center, will speak at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 10, in Murphy Hall auditor

ium. His topic will be lithe ~evelopment of a Patron: A Friend's View."

University GalleJ;'y lectures and exhibitions are open to the public with no

admission charge. The gallery is open fran 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and

:rriday; from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday; from 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday, and

is closed Saturday.

'"
ROTE TO NEWS PEOPgi

Univel:s1ty President C. Peter Magrath will host a dinner honoring the Walker

t..tly•. 'fqllow1Dg a preview of the exhibition, in the Campus Club of Coffman Union

lI..t 8:30 p.m. Saturclay, OCt. 8. News people interested in attending this event
\

should contact Judy Vick at (612) 373-7515.
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DEAN SWALIN ACCEPTS
POSITION IN INDUSTRY

(FOR UIMEDIATE RELEASE)

Richard A. Swalin, dean of the University of Minnesota Institute of Technology

(IT) since 1971, has been named vice president for technology of the Eltra Corpora-

tion in New York City effective Nov. 1.

Eltra Corporation manufactures electrical, consumer and industrial goods with

both U.s. and international operations. The company has 77 manufacturing facilities

and research and development laboratories in the United States and Europe.

Swalin, 48, joined the University faculty in 1955 as an assistant professor in

the department of metallurgy. He had been a research associate for General Electric

in Schenectady, N.Y.

A committee will be named to find a successor to Swalin, according to Henry

Koffler, vice president for academic affairs.

"Swalin's leaving is a serious loss for the University of Minnesota, but a

significant coup for the industry that will gain the benefit of his rich talents,"

Koffler said.

-UNS-
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NAVY TO REJECT MORE
LIBERAL ARTS GRADS FROli ROTC

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

The U.S. Navy has changed its requirements for Naval ROTC graduates, in a move

intended to shape the future Navy.

The ruling stipulates that 80 per cent of the ROTC graduates must be engineering,

math, physics or chemistry graduates. Only 20 per cent of those accepted as future

"line" officers (those commanding ships or divisions) can be liberal arts majors.

This ii80/201l ruling, replacing a "60/4011 ratio, has been debated quietly within

Navy and Naval ROTC ranks for almost a year, according to Capt. Edward Bouffard, pro-

fessor of naval science at the University of Minnesota. It affects 56 universities,

including the University of Minnesota, which now train most of the Navy's future

officers.

In an article in the July issue of the United States Naval Institute's Proceed-

~, Bouffard argues against the policy, describing his reaction as Hcontemp1ating

the change with alarm."

The country's Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral James L. Holloway III, issued

the order. As quoted in Proceedings, Holloway said, ;?For a Navy•••whose combat

superiority relies extensively on the application of technology,it is necessary to

assure that officers are prOVided with a technically oriented foundation ••• il The

nuclear Navy has sophisticated ships, submarines, aircraft and weapon systems to

operate.

The naval ROTC has had trouble in recent years prOViding enough nuclear-power

trainees, Bouffard said, and the purpose of the changed requirement is to make it

easier to produce the quota of 250 officers for the nuclear power program.

llBut not all Navy officers need to be experts in nuclear power," Bouffard said,

citing aviators and many surface war experts. He also expressed concern that the

(MORE)
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larger numbers of engineers and hard science graduates will not be challenged suffi

ciently by their Navy jobs, creating a retention problem.

"The 80/20 ratio is not necessary and probably will not l'lOrk~ I: Bouffard said. "It

may also turn the Navy into an organization of technocrats."

Bouffard's biggest objection to the 80/20 rule is that fewer liberal arts gradu

ates l'1ill mean less ';diversity, flexibility, judgment and Perspective provided to the

Navy by more non-technical majors.;l Also, the smaller percentage of liberal arts

graduates will be required to take more engineering and science courses.

\lEver since the days of John Paul Jones, a Haval officer has been expected to be

liberally educated,;~ Bouffard said. Line officers have all-lays had to handle non

technical "people problems," such as drug and alcohol abuse, minority affairs, reten

tion, desertion and equal opportunity, for which they are better prepared by liberal

arts courses in areas like psychology, history, business and sociology, than by en

gineering and chemistry, he said.

The Navy is now facing the highest desertion rate in its history and recently had

to re-assign an entire nuclear submarine crew because of drug problems, he said. liS O

understanding how to operate complicated equipment is not the only perspective we

need. II

A liberal arts perspective and technical competence could be combined by re

quiring competency in a series of courses rather than an 80/20 split of majors,

according to University of l1innesota President C. Peter Magrath.

In a letter quoted in Proceedings, Magrath said, IlWe believe that this new policy

is not in the best interests of the Navy ••• to have most officers of the future edu

cated in technical scientific areas to the detriment of the liberal arts or humani

ties ••.Haval officers must have some knowledge of how the world is run.'

-Ul1S-
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'SALESMAN' STEREOTYPE
IS OUT OF DATE

By Jeannie Hanson
University News Service

'\. ··-r~7')
~.. Y\ \ f---.

1\1 d:1

The word "salesman" conjures up quite an image: a double-knit suit, a sample case,

a cigar, a plastic smile. In Arthur Miller's "Death of a 5alesman,'i he's "a man way

out there in the blue, riding on a smile and a shoeshine." In "Music Man," he sells

trombones and has "gotta know the territory.1!

He's on the road every week telling bad jokes, grubbing for commissions, working

toward that Florida II sal es meeting," but without much of a future. 50 the image goes.

Research conducted by professors at the Universities of Minnesota and Wisconsin

indicates that most of this stereotype is out of date and even that salesmen are less

motivated by money than popular and business folklore would have it. The main part

of the stereotype that remains true, though, is the sex of the salespeople: of 800

industrial sales representatives surveyed in 12 companies, fewer than 20 were women.

IlThere are really two kinds of salesmen," said Orville Walker, marketing pro-

fessor at the University of Minnesota Twin Cities campus. "'!'he-re'are retail sales-

people, who sell to the 'ultimate consumer' at stores or door to door, and there are

industrial salesmen who are representatives of distributors, wholesalers and manu-

facturers and who sell to other companies. 1I

Door-to-door salesmen account for less than 5 per cent of the total, according to

Walker. "Missionaries," who calIon doctors to dole out free drug samples or on

grocery stores to advise on displays, are also a small percentage of the total.

The old-fashioned image comes because people lump all these kinds of salespeople

together, Walker said. Actually, industrial salespeople can be professionals, rather

than an army of mercenaries. They know more than their territories (usually only a

(MORE)
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metropolitan area or a state) because they design whole technical systems for their

customers, ranging from toilet paper and hand cloth dispensers (based on traffic flow

in the company's bathrooms) to computer systems in which several of the many com

ponents recommended may even be made by another company.

These salespeople can be crucial in price negotiation and public relations and

are "treated with kid gloves" by their employers, Walker said.

Besides offering variety and providing opportunity for creativity and use of

technical know-how, Walker said, sales is not always a dead-end job either. Many

marketing management careers require a year .or two in the sales force at the be

ginning.

For those who will be promoted and for those who won't be, folklore has it that

money is the best reward for salesmen. This is not always true, according to Walker.

"In our studies, salesmen preferred more money up until they earned an income

of $20,000 a year," Walker said. After that, self-fulfillment rewards such as

opportunities for personal growth tended to become more important than money. So in

terms of the motivation value of a raise, he said, salespeople could even be paid

"too much" by their companies.

Only the older salesmen, who presumably are frustrated at not being promoted

into management as they once expected--and who may be suffering from the "salesman

image"--still wanted money more than anything else, \.J'alker said.

"This group has presumably started looking for self-fulfillment outside their

jobs and for a better retirement rate based on the last few years of pay within

their jobs," he said.

Companies who want to motivate their sales force, then, should offer a mix of

salary and job enrichment, Walker said. Released time to attend seminars (with pay

for lost commissions), the opportunity to train younger salespeople and more pro

motions within the sales force for experienced salespeople are three examples of job

enrichment possibilities. "These should all be tied to the performance of the sales

man,1l Walker said.

(MORE)
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Besides citing the lack of opportunity for personal fulfillment, some of the

salespeople surveyed also criticized the organizational climate in their companies.

This was much more of a sore point than their customers or the nature of the sales

job itself, Walker said. The salespeople felt the need for more structure, direction,

and support from their supervisors, more technical back-up information on the prod

ucts and more participation in company policy-making.

Job security and recognition by peers, on the other hand, were ranked as quite

unimportant by salespeople in the survey. This probably reflects the independent,

risk-taking profile of the typical person in sales, Walker said.

The salespeople of today, then, are after more than money as they hit their

territories and offer a great deal of knowledge and technical know-how along with

the shiny new trombones.

-OOS-
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RALPH NADER TO SPEAK
WEDNESDAY AT UNIVERSITY

(FOR D1MEDIATE RELEASE)

"Corporate Power" will be the subject of a talk by Ralph Nader in an appearance

Wednesday (Oct. 5) at noon in Northrop Auditorium at the University of Minnesota

Twin Cities campus.

Nader's appearance is sponsored by various campus organizations, including

MPIRG, the YWCA, the Law Forum, the student unions and governing bodies and the

department of concerts and lectures.

The program is free and open to the public.

-UNS-
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, HINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL CAHPUS EVENTS
Oct. 2-8

Sun., Oct. 2---The \fuole Coffeehouse: Open Stage. Coffman Union. Doors open
7:30 p.m. Free.

Sun., Oct. 2---U Film Society: "Tent of Uiracles." Director Nelson Pereira dos
Santos will be present. Bell Uuseum of Natural History aud. 7:30 p.m. $2.

Mon., OCt. 3---St. Paul Student Center Galleries: Watercolors by Helene Zemjanis,
North Star Gallery; Photographs of Africa by Jay Sautter, Rouser Room Gallery;
Nigerian Cork Bark Carvings by Jay Sautter, display cases. 8 a.m.-lO p.m. .
Hon.-Sat., noon-lO p.m. Sun. Through Oct. 28. Free.

Uon., Oct. 3---Coffman Gallery: Fibers Exhibit by 1'1ichael Wiken, Gallery I, through
Oct. 6; Paintings &Drawings by Ta-Coumba T. Aiken, Gallery II, through Oct. 7.
10 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. Free.

!-lon., Oct. 3---U Film Society Seminar: Jan Nemec, visiting Czech director. Film
Room, Studio Arts Building. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Free.

Hon., Oct. 3---Cartoons: "Buck Rogers. 1I Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union.
11:10 a.m. and 12:05 p.m. 25¢.

Mon., O~t. 3---Concert:
d~nt Center. Noon.

Judy Foster and Ann Reed.
Free•.

Terrace Lounge, St. Paul Stu-

Mon., Oct. 3---Discussion. An Evening t'1ith Ellen Burstyn: Women in Modern Film,
film clips. Willey Hall. 8 p.m. tickets $2.50 at Dayton's, $1.50 students
at USA Student Store.

Tues., OCt. 4---Backpacking Lecture: "Border Route Trailil by Ed Solstead. North
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Tues., Oct. 4---U Film Society: "Report on the Party and the Guests,li 7:30 p.m.,
and "Martyrs of Love," 9:30 p.m. Director Jan Nemec will be present. Bell
l1useum of Natural llistory aud. $2.

Tues., Oct. 4---Dance: Classical Dance of India. Scott Hall. 8 p.m. $3 publiC,
$2 students.

Wed., Oct. 5---Nova Film Series: "Bird Brain" and '''Why Do Birds Sing?" North
Star Ballroom, St. Paul Student Center. Noon. Free.

Wed., Oct. 5---Lecture: "Corporate Powerll by Ralph Nader. Northrop Aud. 12:15 p.tr:
Free.

Wed., Oct. 5---Italian Film Festival:
History aud. 2:15 and 7:30 p.m.

"All Screwed Up." Bell Museum of Natural
$1. 75.

(OVER)
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Wed., Oct. 5---Open House: Black Cultural Affairs. Men's Lounge, Coffman Union.
5-7 p.m. Free.

Wed., Oct. 5---t-lomen in Modern Film Series: "Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore."
Theater-lecture hall, Coffman Union. 7 and 9:15 p.m. $2 public, $1.50
students.

Thurs., Oct. 6---Stereo Show. Great Hall, Coffman Union. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Free.

Thurs., Oct. 6--Native American Film Series: liThe Longest War. 1I 320 Coffman
Union. Noon. Free.

Thurs., Oct. 6---U Film Society: "Life and Other Anxieties: A Diary of Minneapolis."
Director Ed Pincus will be present. Bell Museum of Natural History aud.
7:30 p.m. $2.

Fri., Oct. 7--Stereo Show. Great Ball, Coffman U~ion. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Free.

Fri., Oct. 7---U Film Society: "Jabberwocky." Director.Terry Gilliam will be
present. Bell Museum of Natural History aud. 7:30 and 9:30.p.m. $2.

Fri., Oct. 7--The Whole Coffeehouse: Sonny Rollins and Fenix. Coffman Union.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at liSA TOO, Positively 4th Street,
and at the door. '

Sat., Oct •. 8---Conference: "The Arab-Israeli Conflict: A Hilitary Assessment" by
Edward Luttwak, and "The Middle East Conflict: Where Do t-le Go From Here" by
John Stoessinger. l~yo aud. 7:30 p.m. Free.

Sat., Oct. 8---U Film Society: "Allegro Non Troppo.1I Bell Huseum of Natural
History aud. 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. $2.

\

Sat., Oct. 8---The Whole Coffeehouse: Sonny Rollins and Fenix. Coffman Union.
Doors open 8:30 p.m. $4. Tickets on sale at MSA TOO, Positively 4th
Street, and at the door.

-UNS-
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MUSIC STUDENTS DEMONSTRATE AT 'u'

(FOR IMMEDIATE RELEAsE)
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100 CHURCH ST. SE.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
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Some 200 students staged a musical protest rally at the University of Minnesota,

Twin Cities, today (Sept. 30).

Carrying placards, the students marched in a circle on the patio in front of

Morrill Hall, the administration building~ shouting and singing their grievances

about the lack of music facilities, to the strains of Rogers and Hammerstein's "Oh,

What a Beautiful Morning."

"Don't Turn Your Bach on the Music Department,tl "Give us a music school," "We

need practice rooms," IlU of M Disaster Area: The Music Department" and "We've got the

faculty, but no facility," were some of the sentiments expressed on student-carried

signs.

Shouts of "Dump Scott Hall" (the main music building) were repeated many times

during the two-hour rally.

Avoiding the rain, a small group of instrumentalists huddled under the shelter

in front of Northrop Auditorium and played ilTaps."

IlWe are trying to get the attention of the administration of the University,

fellow students and the public," said Karen Torkelson, a junior music student and

one of the organizers of the rally. "We are not an organization, just a group of

students. We hope people will care about the music department."

She reported that four representatives of the group have scheduled a meeting

with University President C. Peter Magrath for 1:30 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 5.

A Ilfact sheet" distributed at the rally stated that the University of Minn

sota's music department, one of the second largest in the Big 10, has the highest

student-faculty ratio, the lowest expenditure per music major and the highest number

of students for each practice room. (There are 20 practice roams for about 750 music

majors.)
Music department facilities at the University are located in 11 different build-

ings on the campus, with central offices and the main performance auditorium in Scott
Hall.
(A2,29 ;Bl)


